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Rights report made public
The long awaited Laskin report The report contains 83 recom- 

on rights and responsibilities of mendations including the 
members of York University is outlawing of "force, intimidating 
released to day in EXCALIBUR obstruction 
(see Pages 11-26).

social change. freedoms so basic to the univer-
"The mounting of physical force sity." the report says, 

or violence or depredation of any 
„ of kind simply cannot be viewed as

premises as a means of attaining legitimate means of asserting the

university courts if it is im
prudently exercised with resulting 

The committee, which consisted injury to faculty members or 
of students, faculty and ad- students." 
ministration representatives 
formed 18 months ago under the 
chairmanship of Justice Bora 
Laskin of York's board of gover
nors.

and seizure

The report points out. however, 
that "the police need not await an 
invitation if a criminal offence has 
been committed on campus or if 
they have reasonable cause to 

Any or all of the recom- susPect its commission."
mendations must be approved by llle committee calls upon the 
university president Murray Ross university to impliment "such
before they can be implemented, general standards as the duty to

refrain from destruction of 
property,
premises, from violence and from 
incitement to violence, from 
assault or threat of assault, from 
unjustified interference with the 
conduct of classes or of meetings, 
from obstruction of passage of 
others and from obstruction of 
ingress to or egress from campus 
buildings."

The university should have 
concern with student groups if they 
"engage in or incite conduct on the 
campus which improperly in
terferes with academic work or 
with faculty members of students 
engaged in such work or which 
results in or creates a reasonable 
apprehension of violence." 

"Peaceful demonstrations or 
possible sanctions expulsion, meetings which do not disrupts

was

Excalibui- Roily Stroeter, a student on the 
committee, said the main purpose 
of the report is to stimulate 

November 27, 1969 discussion about discipline at York
---------------------------- - and he urged members of York to

examine the report critically and 
offer suggestions if they 
disatisfied with any aspect of it.

The committee recommended 
that the university court, which is 
comprised of students and faculty, 
be given final approval by 
university president Murray Ross. 
Last spring Ross gave tentative 
approval to the court's formation.

from invasion of
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n The court would hear grievances 

by students, faculty or ad
ministration and would apply 
sanctions to guilty parties.

"The committee recommends as
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Text of rights and responsibilities committee report 

-pages 11-27
_ A

I
suspension, deferment of 
suspension on promise of good
behaviour, apology, retraction, 
and reprimand,” the report says.

It adds, however, that “sanctions 
within the power of the courts 
against a member of the ad
ministration be a reprimand and assembly," the report says, 
an apology or public retraction. To facilitate the airing of 
since the purpose of judicial grievances the report says "the
condemnation is not to punish the university should establish 
administration but to secure office under an independent ad- 
redress lor faculty members and ministrator to which charges of 
students." misconduct may be brought for

initial investigation and 
under the York University Act ultimately, if not resolved for
Ross can legally overule or reverse 
any university court decision.

"Acceptance of the core of this

university activities such as lec
tures. laboratory work or library 
study, and which are held in areas 
or places either allotted or open for 
such purposes, are exercises of 
freedom of speech, freedom of 
association and freedom of

4i
>
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Excahbur --Dave Cooper anGRRRÜ
This is Snoopy, your friendly greeter (honest!) when you go down to York Town Towing 
and Storage to pay your minimum $12 in cash or certified check ($10 for the tow and $2 for 
each day your car is there) after it has been towed off the campus for parking The committee pointed out thaton a fire

submission to the university 
courts."7 cars towed away yesterday A student, however, may in 

report would involve a self- exceptional circumstances first be
. _ _ limitation of the powers ot the suspended by the administration

1 owing and Storage, 70 Le Page Crescent, two blocks president under the York before the court has convened to
south of Finch Avenue on Keele Street. Parking and University Act,” the report says, hear the charge.

Bv"Pm seven illegally parked cars had been towed t'afhc fines on campus have also been increased. Concerning "on-campus conduct Such unilateral action could take 
0 he camPus to a police auto pound. rhe new regulations were prompted mainly by cars which may merit discipline by the place to deal with "a breach of

The new regulations nassoH hv a ,• , bl°ckmg the fire routes into the university. In two university although not amounting the'liberty of the campus’or the
advisorx commhiPo nn narV^ & presidential incidents so far this year a fire truck and an am- to a violation of the law of the peace of the university "
the university to hav^cars fowed't^York'^Town bulan<:e have not been ab{Ç to get close to the college land." the report says "the If “the person or persons to be 

ersuy nave cars towed to York Town complex to answer a call. definition of such conduct in any affected dispute their guilt or
but general terms has baffled the dispute that their misbehavior 
committee. merits expulsion, the committee

However, it says that "it is easy recommends that the university be 
enough to be specific about ac-

The tow trucks were busy yesterday when York’s 
new parking regulations came into effect.

Incorporation opposed

Vanier calls CYSF vote
By BOB ROTH

Vanier.college council Tuesday 
voted to oppose the incorporation 
of the Council of the York Student 
Federation and decided to hold a 
referendum January 9 on the 
college’s membership in the 
university-wide student council.

entitled to impose suspension 
tivities which directly disrupt the provided it simultaneously lays a 
university s functions of teaching charge before the university court 

Vanier college chairman RnH i u „ . .. . . . or research ; a strike of faculty to obtain a f inding that expulsion
Macdonald «S he wdlXf£ ™ a8 • members of members and a concerted refusal may properly be imposed"
s„„ . y will check to CYSF were doing a crappy job. by students to vacate a classroom The committee defines the
ppmIH ha V Way 6 COllegC 11 Was time- he said- to attack intended for others are examples.” un versUv as a comn unhv of

VanHnn ïaT Tf , , , , CYSF’s ability "to do nothing while The committee completely ruled tTïlty and students"a ed to
J,TdZ a , Î1?1 mUbv l3St Wasting $60’000’” out a "show of force” as legitimate the pursuit of truth and the ad

. d nt0 getf the Vanier He said the referendum would means of expression. vancement of knowledge and a
when hi nh/i la ,ehe a allr Vanier students themselves "The committee does not ignore place where there t f.^edom to

Vanier noiiooo ii , when he obtained the required to decide for the first time whether the fact that there mav be P wnere mere heedom to
Charroï said CYSF^ Z ™'Sh""™ Th "ZT lhey wanted to be in CYSF. precipi.aMne reasons Z a
—on aZ'egaZnmZJd byTjE,^S£ SSSTtoX?’ 'he rePürt

give college councils a subordinate y ge C0UncU’ he says’
status and lead to the “end of 
college identity and this is what 
this university is all about ... YSF 
is a fungus organization.”

CYSF president Paul Hosier has 
said the main reason he thought 
the council should incorporate
would be to allow the council to University, high school and to CanaireliefL 
borrow money in the event the religous groups in Canada and the i pm — Samuel Imeko, the 
council wants to build a student United States are demonstrating Biafran minister of reconstruction 
union building or coop housing in today to try to achieve peace in will speak in the Winters junior 
the future. Biafra. common room.

teach, freedom to engage in 
research, freedom to create, 
freedom to learn, freedom to 

says: . study, freedom to speak, freedom
It, however, policies are ad- to associate, freedom to write and 

vocated for adoption or social to publish ... 
issues pressed for approval by the “A university is not a market- 
administration and it is unwilling place — even of ideas; it is not a
to agree, this committee is unable ship or factory involving some kind 
to appreciate that a deadlock of producer-consumer relationship 
becomes justification for a between faculty and students. Nor 
legitimate show of force.” is the university a political arena

Proponents of such matters for resolving the class and party 
should content themselves with struggles of the society in which it 
"peaceful means of persuasion” is situated. Truth ‘follows no 
the report says. political standard. "

" The committee is of the opinion The university must "tolerate 
that we are a long way from unsettling opinions,” the report 
totalitarian repression at York to says.
warrant metaphysical it must also abstain from "any 
.rationalizations on the just use of official doctrine or ideology. The 
force. Analogies from conditions university as a corporate com- 
elsewhere simply do not fit the munity must be neutral so as to 
facts- permit its members to be

Ultimate responsibility to call protagonists of widely diverse and 
police on campus lies with the conflicting views, except when 
administration, the report says, those views are inimical to the 

But "that judgement may well values and purposes of the 
be called in question before the university itself."

Mourners out today 
for peace in Biafra

Due to disatisfaction with CYSF Dr8ar>izers hope the programs « pm — Steven Lewis will speak 
in general, the college council Wl put Pressure on the govern- at Convocation Hall, University of 
voted to hold a ref erendum Jan 9 ment to help implement a ceasefire Toronto, 
on Vanier’s membership in CYSF. a"d aarms embargo in Nigeria and Cliff Robertson's 

movie on Biafra, at Convocation 
Hall.

6:30 pm

According to the CYSF The York University Biafra 
st i tut ion a two-thirds majority of Relief Committee, in conjunction 
those voting is needed before with other groups in Toronto has 
Vanier can pull out. In addition the organized the following program of 
constitution says the college events for today: 
cannot withdraw until the end of 
the academic year.

con-
Candlelight 

procession to city hall. At city hall 
Stanley Burke and Imeko will 
speak.Folksinger Falome Bey and 

12 noon — Starvation meal in the St. Michael’s Boys Choir will 
college cafeterias (proceeds to go entertain.

7:30 pm
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Admin, studies looks at campaigners

Canada BriefsExperimental politics
périment involves three students.

The student» are placed in a 
room and seated so that they face 
away from each other. Each is 
asked to take on the role of a
political campaigner, and each is ....
assigned a number of campaign BURNABY - Suspended faculty from Simon Fraser University s 
workers. political science, sociology and anthropology department are planning to

At the beginning of each cam- start their own college, PSA professor Louis Feldhammer said last week,
paign period (there are 10 in all), "Plans for a new college, Louis Riel University, are now being put into
the campaigners must attempt to action," Feldhammer told 50 students at the University of British
form a coalition, which can be done Columbia. “The college should be open for registration some time very
only if two of the students mutually soon." Feldhammer was one of eight PSA professors suspended by ad-
prefer each other. If a coalition is ministration president Kenneth Strand for their part in the 41-day PSA
formed, the two partners enter an

The department of admin, of $4,500, which is part of a 
studies is conducting a series of $5000,000 bursary donated by the 
experiments to study aspects of the Ford Foundation two years ago. 
behavior of political campaigners.

The study, headed by R E. dollars for participating in the two 
Overstreet, is operating on a grant hour experiment. Each ex-

PSA profs to start own collegeStudents are being paid four

Ià strike that ended Nov. 4. Feldhammer said the students had forced 
adjacent room to distribute their PSA faculty from just teaching into the radical activity that led to the 
workers into two different areas, 
while the third student must place had so much trouble with the administration was that we not only taught
all of his workers in his assigned Marxism, which is acceptable, but we went further and acted Marxist.

That they could not take.”

administration crackdown on the department. “And the reason why we
i

area.
The campaigner gets 3 points for 

each worker he places in the 
alternate area, and only one point 
for each worker placed in his 
assigned area. If no coalition is 
formed, each campaigner must 
place all his workers in his 
assigned area.

The maximum number of points 
that can be won in each campaign 
period is 100, and all campaigners 
should attempt to win this number 
of points for his party.

m

A Gave no grades; prof firedDRiVe-ill &
«mit

WINDSOR - A university of Windsor English professor was denied 
tenure because he refused to grade his students, says a study into the 
university by three Windsor graduate students. The U of W English 
department dismissed professor Philip London in the spring for “gross 
and wilful neglect of duty” for giving all the students, in his class “A" 
grades as part of an experimental program in teaching, the report says. 

1 When the university president refused to accept the dismissal, the 
! English department voted the next month not to renew London's contract 

for the following year — in effect, firing him. The report, second part of a 
study on the “de-Canadianization" of Windsor, calls the London case 
“symptomatic of the problem.” The first part of the report, released Nov. 
10, analyzed the problems created by a lack of Canadian content and 
teachers at the university.

^estauranY.

3885 KEELE STREET OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

just south of Finch Ave

Charcoal Broiled Sizzling STEAKS 
Served in Burgundy Wine 

and succulent ROAST BEEF 
Entertainment nitety in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE & 
BAR

Appearing Nitely Rick Lee

11 A.M. to 1 A.M.
1[ SMOKE HOUSE FLAVOUR 

BURGERS* B.B. 0. BEEF 
* CHICKEN * FISH

•_____ 5_______ _________\ • 4

McGill head fears school bill ,
■*Steele’s i

MONTREAL - As the Quebec government goes through the final 
stages of passing Bill 63 - an education bill that many French Québécois 
believe will destroy their French language and culture - McGill principal 
H. Rocke Robertson Tuesday (November 18) attacked another bill he 
fears will end English culture in the province. Robertson said Bill 62, 
which amalgamates Montreal’s 40-odd school boards into 11 districts, 
would deny English-speaking Quebeckers “the ability to control teaching 
in their schools.” The bill would give French-speaking citizens a majority 
in at least eight of the new divisions, Robertson said, “without providing 
any clear influence, let alone guarantee, of control by a minority over the 
pedagogical aspects of its schools, over the language of instruction, the 
cirriculum or the hiring of teachers.” He also attacked Quebec’s English 
population for not recognizing the “real challenge” that faces it. “We 
have not been militant in defending our own interests,” he said. Bill 63, 
attacked by French nationalists, gives parents in the province the legal 
right between a French and English education for their children. French 
nationalists charge that Bill 63, combined with English domination of 
Quebec’s economic life, is the first step in the destruction of their 
language and culture.

TAVERN—RESTAURANT 
EM 8-5180 349 YONGE ST

(Fully licensed) i
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Carleton beauties might goi :: :
%i

......

S OTTAWA - Carleton university women will vote soon on whether 
beauty queen contests should be abolished on that campus. Only women 
will be allowed to vote in the referendum, approved by the Carleton 
student council Nov. 18. As yet no date has been set for the ballotting. 
Representatives of the Women’s Liberation group at Carleton told the 
council beauty queen contests were like commodity contests. “There is 
little difference in juging Cheddar cheese and judging women,” said one 
girl in the audience. “It is degrading to women.”
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Paper not jollyeditors fired>*;• i:

, . Æ

WINDSOR (CUP) - As president of St. Clair College, R.C. Quittenton 
reported a month ago he was upset when the student newspaper The Saint 
began promoting what he called “morbid sentiments” - such as front
page posters on the Vietnam war — and was no longer “jolly. Then, in 
its Nov. 10 issue, the Saint reprinted a poem by imprisoned Black Panther 
chairman Bobby Seale that used the four-letter word for sexual in
tercourse. Well. That was just too much. At a meeting Nov. 13 Quittenton 
told the two editors, Greg Parent and Ted Welch, “either you clean up 
this fucking paper, or I will.” The editors reported he used the four-letter 
word meaning sexual intercourse several times in his monologue with 
them. Quittenton then threatened to withdraw office space and the 
college’s facilities in putting out the paper — in effect killing it — and 
returning all student funds to the students instead of giving them to 
student groups. “If another issue of the Saint appears that is obscene, by 
my standards,” Quittenton wrote the student council, “then I will... deny 
the use of tax supported facilities and equipment for the preparation of 
this paper.” The student council apologized, the two editors were fired, 
and everyone lived happily ever after.

Are you trying to tell me you don’t like 
our brand spanking new, panoramic, 
air-conditioned campusbank? Gak!

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking 
services for students and faculty. ÛÛ Bank of MontrealVisit your Campusbank

Canada's First Bank

Keele & Finch Branch, 3930 Keele Street.

Canadian University Press
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Canadian councils to discuss
new national student union World Briefs
OTTAWA (CUP) - Represen- discuss starting another national council, said last Thursday he sent

tatives from at least 16 major student union. invitations to all Canadian
universities including York will Hugh Segal, vice-president of the universities after the Canadian 
meet here late next month to University of Ottawa student Union of Students folded last

month.
So far Segal says he has received 

affirmative replies from 15 
universities. Council of the York 
Student Federation president Paul 
Koster will represent York. WASHINGTON (CUPI) - A major pharmaceutical company may have

The conference was called to see suPPressed an etlective new drug to protect the profits of an inferior 
if Canadian university students Product already on the market, a federal grand jury was told Nov. 13. The 
want some kind of national n5w product is reported twice as effective as the company's drug now on 
organization, Segal said, but it will market in the treatment of athletes foot, said an attorney with the 
be up to the individual universities antl trust department of the U.S. justice department. Records of the 
to make recommendations. company, Johnson and Johnson, and two other drug firms that also

“Whatever is proposed we must distribute the allegedly inferior product, were subpoenaed bv the justice 
steer clear of the political pitfalls department in October. Johnson and Johnson may also have obtained a 
that destroyed CUS,” he said patent on the new drug illegally, the attorney said. “It appears from

documents in possession of the government that Johnson and Johnson 
procured the patent knowing it had no legal right to it because of earlier 
printed disclosures on the same subject matter." he said

Product suppression chargedLET’S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY 
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING
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Police look for Eric Mann
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (LNS) - Twenty-three members of the Boston 

area Weatherman faction of the Students for a Democratic Society 
arrested Nov. 17-18 in a series of raids by Cambridge police. They 
being held on a variety of charges, including conspiracy to commit 
murder and illegal possession of weapons. Eric Mann, veteran SDSer and 
leader of the Boston Weathermen, was still being sought. He is charged 
with assault to commit murder. Police say Mann, who visited York in 
September, was one of the key figures in a Nov. 8 shooting incident in 
which two bullets were fired into the windows of the Cambridge police 
station, narrowly missing a desk sergeant.

were
areStaff 

meeting 
• atGETTING ENGAGED?

You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know 
that the more hands a product passes through the more 
it costs the final consumer. The reverse is r.lso true. 
We are "Direct” Diamond Dealers. We import our own 
goods and sell on a "Direct” basis. Because of this 
we can and do sell well below the established market 
structure.
If you’re in the market for a diamond ring drop in and 
compare for yourself. Ask for me Personally. 5 Spanish students repressed(Alternately, we would be pleased to send you 
free booklet “The Day You Buy a Diamond'’)

our
MADRID (Guardian) - Spanish police dispersed groups of demon

strators shouting “out with the police” at the University of Madrid law 
school Nov. 11. The police have a commissariat in each school of the 
university in order to repress political activity. The same day police 
entered the school of philosophy and letters at the University of Bar
celona to expel 400 students who had locked themselves inside.

WE ARE DIRECT DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

TELEPHONE 
921-7702

DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR WEST 
SUITE 416tLi Kenyan government critic heldi

KISUMU (Guardian) - Jomo Kenyatta's government in Kenya is 
trying to eliminate its left-wing opposition by unleashing a wave of 
repression against the Kenya People’s Union. KPU leader Oginga Odinga 
was placed under house arrest Oct. 27 while other leading party 
bers, including six members of parliament, were also detained" Kenya 
has been in turmoil since the killing of Tom Mboya and this latest move is 
widely viewed as an attempt by the ruling party to silence its critics as 
skirmishing begins for a general election in 1970. On Oct. 27, Kenyatta 
addressed a rally here, Odinga's home town. In his speech he openly 
attacked Odinga, whose party has criticized government corruption and 
called for non-tribalistic socialist development. Odinga's supporters 
jeered the president’s comments and shouted support for their leader. 
Kenyatta then lost his temper, shouting “Stop there or I’ll crush you!” 
and left the meeting. As Kenyatta motored off, troops opened fire on the 
angry crowd, leaving 11 dead and 70 injured.

mem-

PANTS
FOR EVERY SEX

Flares - Levi s 
Corduroys

Blind want underground papers
ATLANTA (LNS) - Georgia State officials moved recently to stop the 

Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped from sending out tapes 
of the Great Speckled Bird, Atlanta’s radical newsweekly. The federally- 
financed library had been sending out tapes of the Bird in response to the 
request of blind people throughout Georgia. Staffers of the paper 
continuing distribution of Bird tapes to the blind through private chan
nels.

are

U.S. installations occupied
LA PAZ (Guardian) - Bolivian gold miners have begun an occupation 

of installations of the U.S. -owned South American Placers, the largest 
gold mining company in the country. Besides protesting against their 
conditions the workers have accused the company of smuggling out a 
portion of the gold to evade taxes. The workers want the government to 
nationalize the U.S. firm without providing compensation.8! i own

mm
Police attack strikers

KARACHI (Guardian) - Police using clubs and tear gas attacked and 
dispersed striking workers and arrested trade union leaders and some of 
the demonstrators here Nov. 10. Pakistan has been experiencing worker 
agitation since the government decided to permit trade union activity two 
months ago.

Stanford salaries revealed
PALO ALTO, Calif. (LNS) - Stanford University professors suffered 

unusual embarassment Oct. 28 when an unidentified group of radicals 
issued a 31-page document revealing the salaries of university ad
ministrators and professors - information that up till now was secret. 
The report revealed that research professors tend to receive much 
money than faculty members who concentrate on classroom work and 
that Stanford University president Kenneth Pitzer makes $60.000 
in addition to a $26.500 expense account.

YORK CAMPUS
more• TeleiXvoo*A3) YORK

a year.
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Volunteers around the woHd
CUSO people ' trying to become obsolete

" paid for them by CUSO. On their Yet, for the all the work projects
return volunteers are paid $500 to meet vital local needs. Crossroads 
help them get started in Canada, has been described as primarily 

For those who are still un- “an experiment in com- 
dergraduates, Crossroads In- munication. It aims to bring 
ternational offers a chance to live, together people from different 
work and labor for one summer backgrounds into close un- 
with students and residents of derstanding relationships.
Africa or other underdeveloped Those who wish more in
areas. Crossroads teams have formation on Crossroads In- 
operated in many African coun- ternational or other summer ex- 
tries to help build schools, com- change programs should contact 
munity centres, hospitals, roads, the office of John Becker in 260 
and other projects. Vanier College.

difficult to readjust when they technical or scientific degree are
much more in demand than arts

By MONICA WILDE
Do you want the experience of return to Canada, 

another life-style, the chance to CUSO, which stands for students.
teach, to learn, to grow? Then Canadian University Services Graduates in the social sciences, 
maybe CUSO and you should get Overseas, is a non-political, non- such as psychology or sociology, 
together. profit organization. At the request have found it especially difficult to

"Every return volunteer comes of host countries, CUSO sends be accepted by CUSO, since many 
back with a totally different volunteers to work as teachers and ot the requests from the host 
outlook on life,” says Greg Allen a technicians in underdeveloped countries are for English and 
member of York’s CUSO com- areas of the world. History teachers for their high
mittee. Their two-year term of In principle, CUSO takes all schools. Such countries have not 
service has given them a con- those who hold a university degree yet felt the need for the specialized 
cerned, open mind, he says, — or have specialized technical knowledge of the social sciences, 
sometimes so open that they find it training. In practice, those with a CUSO’s operations extend to 46

countries. Though volunteers have 
a choice of the area they wish to 
serve in, most are placed where 
the need is greatest. Many go to 
Africa, some to the Caribbean and 
South America. Volunteers also 
have a choice of serving in an 
urban versus an isolated area, or 
structured rather than un
structured job.

As teachers and advisors, CUSO 
volunteers are trying to help 
people to help themselves. As Allen 
puts it “the volunteers are trying to 
make themselves obsolete.”

During their two-year term, 
volunteers are paid a small salary 
which corresponds to the ap
propriate wage level of the area 
they work in. Their travel expenses 
to and from the host country are

!
t: Fed up with the high cost

* of automobile insurance?

f up to 25% discount 
k to accident-free students
LEVY & GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES

1111 Finch Ave. W. (Finch Centre)Suite 209
Teleph.ni 636-1550

LEATHER MANUFACTURERS

CLOSE-OUT SALE
1 Day Only

'—/ A-

Saturday November 29
9:30 a m. to 3:30 p.m.

$8.88
$8.88
$8.88

200 Suede Skirts Classified(reg. $24.00)

75 Suede Vests GfcTTING ENGAGED: Send or phone today 
for free booklet "The Day you buy a diamond" 
H. Proctor & Co., 131 Bloor Street West, Suite

Classified ads are accepted in our of
fices in the Centre Plaza (Hum. Bldg.)
Rm. ill. Deadline Monday 5 p.m. for 416, 9217702.
that week's edition. Minimum charge the Christian science organization

welcomes you every Tuesday at their 
testimony meetings. Vanier 102 6 p.m.

(reg. $22.00)

“ViAattfitqpi
Open Fri-, Sat & Sun.,

8 p.m.-3 a.m.

Girls free on Sundays
THE SALTY DOG 

DISCOTHEQUE

482 YongeSt.,
1 Block North of College

lOO Suede Suits $1.00 for one column inch. Maximum 
two inches.

STEREO PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER, 
TYPING done quickly and neatly. Pick-up and Garrard turntable, almost new $50.00 or best 
delivery service available. Phone 742-8121.(reg. $48.00)

Sizes 5-15 10 colours
great styles — don't miss these tremendous

bargains.

offer. Mary Kosko 531-2764.

AVON CALLING! Right on Campus. Phone 
636 4425 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE: Two tickets for the preview 
production of HAIR. December 29, 1969. Call 
Peter Hart Hynes 483-7679.

PRIVATE PARTIES: Fashion Shows, Dan
cing Instruction, Informal meetings, Stage MEN'S REIKER LACE SKI BOOTS; — Size 
Parties, Showers, Bank Practise — Two rooms io. Excellent condition — 1 year old. Best offer 
available Monday to Thursday, night or day. accepted. Phone 782-0482.
REASONABLE RATES, CENTRAL
LOCATION, Enquire A. Ross or A. Cure at 743- FOR SALE: 1965 Austin A 1100. Certified,

radio, good condition, economical, private 
sale. Can be seen on campus. Call 423-0402.

t

379 Adelaide St. West 4442, 249 3181 or 633 2677.
964-7060 HOME TYPING: (Kipling 8. Albion area). 10 

years of secretarial experience. 30c per page
for double spaced and 50c per page for single . _ ..
spaced. Fixed rates for long assignments. Call *',9S dea J?! ,Tork ^sidences Wilkms

Electronics, 5857 Yonge Street 226-3111.

(just west of Spadina) DRY AIR? A room humidifier is the answer.

1 Mrs. Andrews 741-3626.

HIP CLOTHES 
INCLUDING 

HATS, BELTS 
AND PURSES

RECORDS 
INCENSE 
AND MOREe c1

I
1

\

4

W'&Wàl MEDIA (1) STOP BOUTIQUE 
610 YONGE STREET 

920 4188

X
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Pension plan is voluntary

Building services union 
accepts contract offer

— a three week vacation period 
union at York have accepted the after seven years (instead of after 
university's contract offer.

At a meeting Monday morning 
the members agreed to the latest workers Boxing Day as a holiday 
offer by a vote of 95-94, narrowly and allows them jury leave. Pay 
avoiding a planned strike vote. The increases are retroactive to July 1 
main improvements in the new on overtime and straight pay.

Many cleaners in the union, 
which represents all of york’s 
cleaning staff, maintenance staff, 
parking attendants, equipment 
operators and bus drivers, had 
been pressing for the voluntary 
pension plan. Some cleaners were 
still not happy at the meeting 
because the money they have 
paid into the plan cannot be 
reclaimed until they leave their 
jobs at the university.

Explaining the new contract to 
the members, Norman Harper, the 
union local's secretary treasurer 
said: "You can go on strike for 50 
years if you want but on that point 
you’ve gotten as much ... as you 
can."

Harper explained that the new 
rates were almost the same as the 
rates for similar jobs at the 
University of Toronto.

"!f U of T wants to work for that 
price let them work for it," shouted 
Osgoode cleaner Pat Purcell. “For 
the first damn time we have the 
students and faculty behind us.”

Other cleaners shouted ap
proval.

Harper denounced the claims of 
student and faculty support if the 
union went out on strike.

"If they're going to be behind 
you they'd better come up with 
some money,” he shouted. “The 
biggest bloody scabs we have at 
the present time are the students ... 
Every little cigarette butt they 
remove is a strike against your 
strike. They don’t know what 
they’re talking about half the 
time."

Members of the building services
.

10 years by the old contract).
The new contract also gives the

contract are:
. ■* V '

.' •— a voluntary pension plan;
— a 17 cents-an-hour wage in

crease for women cleaners and a 21 
cents-an-hour increase for male 
cleaners;

Si
lr:>- •

r/'®.
— wage increases of between 39 

and 44 cents-an-hour for general 
maintenance men, electricians, 
plumbers, mechanics and 
equipment operators;

— time-and-a-half overtime for 
weekend work ;

— an eight cents increase in the 
hourly differential rate for night 
staff workers and a three cents-an- 
hour increase for afternoon shift 
workers ;

— increased health and welfare 
benefits of between three and five 
cents;

1■K;
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Forum .
1

on Americanization of 
our universities at 12 
noon today in the Winters 
music room. On a panel: 
George Haggar, Dan 
Drache, John Huot, 
David Hoffman.
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Solid power Excalibur -- Mark Garscadden

Petition may go to faculty council
McDonald's Natural science course attacked/I'M MAILING MY BROTHER X, 

IN COLLEGE MeDONALD'S 
DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS,

> GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES AND
A triple -Thick milk shake.'

The natural science course in to take the matter all the way to 
science, technology and society is faculty council, 
once again coming under its an
nual attack by students who feel be presented first of all to the 
the course places too much em- professor and if he rejects it, it will 
phasis on science and not enough just keep on going as high as it

can,’’ explained student Bob

Last year a group of students in 
the modes of reasoning course 
carried out a similar struggle to 
have their course changed.

By January they were successful 
in forming a “counter-course” 
which was given full accredation 
by faculty council.

When told of the petition in 
Natural Science 176A, course 
director J. A. Burt labelled it 
"insignificant.”

He suggested that people who 
were hostile to the course might 
have “personal problems.”

As of Tuesday, 96 students had 
signed the petition expressing 
disatisfaction with course content, 
the lecture format and the style of 
examinations.

At a meeting Tuesday between 
Burt and 45 students, the 
grievances were aired.

One student described a recent 
test as “the most ridiculously 
worded exam I’ve ever written.”

Other students burst into laughter 
in agreement.

The exam was in part multiple 
choice and contained such 
questions as "computers can think 
— A) yes; B) no; C) not yet but 
maybe later ; D ) not yet and never ; 
E) digital computers can think but 
analogue computers cannot.”

Another question asked students 
to decide if "A) Galileo slowed 
fallings bodies by rolling them 
down an incline; B) Galileo was 
inclined to follow rolling bodies ; C) 
Galileo timed falling bodies by his 
pulsebeat; D) Galileo timed falling 
bodies by throwing one out and 
dropping one straight down; E) 
none of these.”

Some students argued that it was 
impossible to pick a right answer 
in many cases. One student 
suggested afterwards that it would 
be impossible, for instance, to 
know if “Galileo was inclined to 
follow rolling bodies.”

"We’ll draw up a brief that can

sr
on society.

Only this time the students in- Colson, 
lend to do something about it.

During the last three years science oriented,” he said, 
students taking the course have 
continually complained of its that he (theprofessor) brought into 

■ shortcomings, but nothing appears the course were 1) that grain 
to have changed significantly.

Now a group of students, with a pyramids and 2) if it weren’t for 
petition carrying over half the the invention of the stirrup, 
signatures of the 175 people now in feudalism would never have been 
natural science 176A, are prepared brought about.”

--PI
The course is “much too heavily

“The only social implications
4u BET-mÈ'V"it's V-"

Pb ST OFFICE r REALLY growing led to the building of the
LOVES THAT* NO PROBLEM
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— SPECIAL RATES
are available for

Campus and 

Student organizations?
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NEVER GET TO MAIL ITf 
I ALWAYS FEEL COMPELLED 

1Ô OPEN THE PACKAGE 
FOR POSTAL INSPECTION, 

-r AND THEN JZ=Z-------

Advance polls
An advance polling booth will be open from 8 am-6 pm 
today, Friday and Saturday in the new city hall for voters 
who cannot get to their local polling booths Monday, but 
who wish to vote in the upcoming municipal elections.

per line
column inch $2.80 
eighth page $28.00 

quarter page $56.00 

half page $110.00

full page $180.00

25% OFF
Monday proceeding publication date | 

Excalibur Publications Advtg. |
Phomr ............................................. Cen,ral *KW.r«* |
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Emergency numberi 1IMcDonald’s,
is your kind of place. York Psychological Services Department now has a $ 

number which can be called in emergencies at night x' 
or during the weekend. This number can be obtained | 
from York telephone information or from the Bell $ 
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Excalibuh Everything secret degenerates; nothing is safe that does not show it can bear discus
sion and publicity — Lord Acton

And now 
for you men

THE WORLD'S FIRST
• •

Masculine• • •

Men! Do you suffer from that unhealthy, unsightly, uncomfortable physical defect 
called P.O.?

Penis odour, a new bodily disease has been recently discovered by the makers of a 
product called BRAGGI, the world’s first masculine hygiene deoderant spray, and as the 
ad says: "If you think you don’t need it you’re fooling yourself.”

This new Revlon creation, which appeared in Playboy magazine last month is 
doubtedly the masculine response to the recently-marketed Feminine Deoderant Spray

As as incredible as it may seem, this product will eventually find its way to the shelves 
and cupboards of affluent males throughout North America.

BRAGGI is designed to control and suppress all “unpleasant” natural functions in the 
groin area, functions which most males have probably never felt concerned about in their 
lives.

deodorant
spray

un-

(If you think you don't need it 
you’re kidding yourself.)But just as the advertisers of the profitable sex industry have convinced the public that 

hair on the female body is obscene, that the application of FDS is a necessary process for 
every female in search of a loyal bedmate, that perfume, makeup, shaving lotion and 
deoderant are prerequisites for people entering into the company of others, they will 
doubt assure men — especially those interested in the “liberated sex life” of Playboy 
magazine — that they really do have smelly crotch rot, and that girls naturally will not go 
to bed with them unless they use BRAGGI.

no

The exploitation of sex for the purpose of making profit, in the last decade, has been 
primarily geared towards the ever accessible house-bound market of women, but ob
viously the business is so good that Revlon has decided that its time to work on the fellows 
and where is a better place to begin than with the most sensitive and vulnerable — 
culturally and physicially — area of a man’s body, his genitals.

Perhaps the most destructive aspect of this industry, besides its utter wastefulness of 
human and economic resources, is the perverse attitudes toward love and sex it forms in 
the minds of men and women.

Because of the powerful effect of advertising, products such as BRAGGI and CUPID’S 
QUIBER really do become human “needs” after a period of media indoctrination. Most 
men today almost naturally think of hair on the legs of women as an ugly sickening sight, 
and it is quite likely that, because of this, they would be sexually unarousable even though 
they might be attracted to the “hairy” girl in other ways.

Armpit hair and perspiration have become “hangups’’ for both sexes, and the continual 
bombardment of the playmate of the month image, that is, the flawless, hairless body with 
not a pimple or wart in sight has caused men to desire such a perfect sexual object.

It has caused women to seek artificial body beautifiers in order to attain the 
unreachable physical perfection of Miss Playmate or Miss America.

It would seem that even the girls who are sickened by what they are told to do with their 
bodies would submit to pressure anyway, simply because they believe that men won’t take 
them any other way.

Interestingly enough, Desmond Morris points out in The Naked Ape, that “The female 
who so assiduously washes off her own biological scent then proceeds to replace it with 
commercial sexy’ perfumes which in reality are no more than diluted forms of the 
products of scent glands of other totally unrelated mamallian species.” P. 79. Perhaps this 
proves that animals are more intelligent than humans in .this respect, since their at
traction to each other does not depend on the suppression of their natural sexual 
characteristics.

For us. living in the midst of the Revlon and Avon world, it is hard to believe that before 
industrialization men actually could stomach having sexual intercourse with a natural 
undeodorized, unshaved female.

We wonder if we would consider Cleopatra as ravishing as Anthony did, if, while por
traying the queen, Elizabeth Taylor appeared on the screen displaying pubic hair under 
her arms. We would even guess that Eve had a terrbile case of B.O. living in the jungle like 
that, but Adam apparently got over it despite the absence of Ban and FDS.

However Adam and Eve were uncivilized, and ironically, in the name of progress the 
thriving, very rich sex industry has replaced those natural but ‘unattractive’ sexual habits 
with perverted new concepts, such as “Necessary second deoderants”, in order to solve 
the very pressing problem of penis odour.

We simply can’t wait till BRAGGI comes out in flavours. Maybe our sex life will im-

g
■;:W« Cr
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SPRAY

i

Specifically formulated to be a man’s 
second deodorant. Controls perspiration 
odor in the groin area. Because it’s ab
sorbent and smoothing it soothes irrita
tion, chafing and scratchiness.
Once you try it, you’ll wonder how you 
ever were a one deodorant man.

prove.

$
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The General Non-Major Environmental Non-Degree Interdisciplinary

CRAM EXAM
of

York University
i

;adapted from New Left Notes

1) Describe some of the humorous devices used in 
‘‘When the Buffalo Find the Tree" and show how some of 
these devices are related to realism.

8) Ford has a better
a) oligopoly
b) foundation
c) V.P. for advertising
d) Edsel

Without peeking at your computer fee sheet in the upper 
right hand corner of your paper, put 1) your student 
number, 2) your protection and security dossier code 
number, 3) the middle three digits of your maternal grad 
grandmother’s social security number.

i

!2) How will you explain the slow progress of civil rights 
in the U.S. to an indignant African student? This student 
argues that the government should simply pass a law 
outlawing segregation and then carry it out, by force if 
necessary. You should try to explain to him your un
derstanding of

a) federalism b) presidential power and 
c) legislative and judicial processes.

SECTION 1 (Multiple choice) (1/4 point each)

Instructions: Deliberate carefully. (But do not spend 
too much time on any one questions.)

9) Residences at York
a) were never slept in by Murray G. Ross
b) were designed by Frank Lloyd Wrong
c ) are giving aid and comfort to the enemy ( narcs )
d) none of the above
e) all of the above
f) combination of d) and e)

4
1) Studies in some thumbsuckings show that
a) restricted sucking experienced in infancy may be 

an important determinant of habitual thumbsucking.
b) self-regulating feeding times without limit in 

nursing time is not a panacea for thumbsucking.
c ) none of the children allowed to use pacifiers became 

thumbsuckers.
d) all of these.

3) From Leonard Cohen’s classic poem ‘‘Susanne’’, we 
extract the following quotation “ ... Jesus was a sailor 
when he walked upon the water’’. Discuss this statement 
in relation to the contract of the Seafarers’ International 
Union and navigational priorities on the St. Lawrence 
River, with emphasis on International Water Boundaries.

10) Paul Koster is
a) acting like a lame duck
b) a college system chauvinist
c) a product of Mr. and Mrs. Koster
d) a better man than Judy Darcy

i<
4
4

' 4
2) Spiro T. Agnew is
a) A West African cattle disease
b) A Ceylonese rain chant
c) a neo-archaic Greek term for love between a man 

and an animal
d) an ad-hoc apropos

i
PART II (True or false) (17 points each) (do not 
answer all, but complete at least 10 questions)

After careful consideration, beside each statement, put 
either “T” for true, TRUE for T. Me for You, You for Me, 
Can’t you see how happy we will be dear, “ST” for 
sometimes true, “F” for false and “SF” for San Fran
cisco, or any of the above combination.

4PART IV (know the empire)

You have been provided with a set of pastel pencils 
(blue, red, yellow, and black). Do not chew on or play 
with. Rather, use the appropriate color to shade in, on the 
map below.

a) the free world
b) the Red Menace
c) the Yellow Peril and
d) the teeming, uncivilized world.

If a map of the world has not been provided with this 
exam, draw, with 90 per cent accuracy, a landform sketch 
of Vancouver Island.

Indicate: Aegan country where the Truman Doctrine 
had helped restore classical democracy ... Asian Ar
chipelago where we oversaw the elimination of upwards 
of a billion reds so as to show Third World nations that 
there’s no business like American business ... Red Island 
which faces invasion or nuclear annihilation because its 
bearded, illiterate leader is unable to read the Monroe 
Doctrine ... Middle Eastern country where the U.S. helped 
the leader to overcome the folly of oil nationalization ... 
sprawling Eurasian monolith once seen as menacing foe, 
whom we now flirt with in a power alliance above ideology 
... lzay latin nation which has consistently needed us to 
help re-define its notion of revolution ... English-speaking 
land whose Labor government has emulated American 
people’s capitalism ... the U.S. leader sent marines to this 
Carribean Isle in 1965 because 51 Reds ( 13 of whom were 
adult males) threatened to undermine U.S. tourism ... 
small mountainous European state which (under the 
tricky, dicky guise of neutrality) plays a key role in 
maintenance of U.S. control of world financing ... nation 
whose popular African nationalist leader met with a CIA 
assassination overseen by Columbia University president 
Andrew Cordelier for the good of Africa.

1
i! 4
4

3) Versafood food
a) is 100 percent pure beef
b) builds bodies two-and-a-half ways
c) is fresh daily
d) is caressed by the Jolly Green Giant

1) The importance of understanding the beggar is to 
show that despite negative findings about the roll of 
poverty in other areas of deviate behavior, poverty is 
significantly related to begging.

2) Compare Shakespeare.

3) The Canadian Sex Code which defines normal ac
tivity as genital union which is simple, direct and without 
variation is broken more often by the lower, 
sociodeducational groups.

4) I wish I were an Oscar Meyer wiener, then everyone 
would be in love with me.

4) Tim Delaney contends that the Peace Corps is
a) not a front for the Baptist Student Union
b) brings life and culture to friendly Tanganyikan 

natives
c) helps man help himself
d) helps man help the United States

5) Harry Crowe feels that the YSM is
a) badly in need of pacifying
b) underground and subversive
c) a bunch of commie, pinko, hippie radicals
d) anti-intellectual

5) The fallopian tubes are a subway in Rome.

6) I wish I were an Oscar Meyer wiener, then I might get 
a 1-Y draft deferment.

7) Who was more alike, Antonia or Portia.6) Two, four, six eight: organize and
a) eat a grape
b) masturbate
c) accept your fate
d) smash the state

#8) Omar Sharif postulated that Che Guevara might have 
been one of the great men of history had he not advocated 
violence.

9) Karl Marx might well have been a distinguished 
scholar had he not been a commie. 47) A man is murdered and his heart is transplanted. The 

police later capture the murderer, Ontario statues 
provide that a man is not legally dead until his heart stops 
beating — therefore

10) Block-booking is a commie front.

PART III Essay (13 points)
a) the killer can’t be prosecuted until the recipient of 

the heart dies
b) Hockey Night in Canada should be taken off the air 

because it portrays violence
c) Pierre Trudeau should institute a Royal Com

mission to investigate immediately
d) CYSF should hold a forum
e) a national heart control law must be enacted
f) in a show of good faith, the murdered should give a 

transfusion to a Jehovah’s Witness

Keep duplicate copy of exam and send originals with 
answers to EXCALIBUR, Central Square. It is important 
that you keep the duplicate copy since any or all of these 
questions could turn up on another exam. Those students 
finishing in the top six per cent will receive: a recom
mendation to join the student-faculty committee of their 
choice; an invitation to join the staff of Mac 69 and/ or the 
York Green Committee; and free subscription to Campus 
magazine and Careers Today.

As you all know, in constructing a response to a 
University-level essay question, it is more than im
perative to use correct grammar, good language and a 
priori syntax which, as usual, is based on the full sentence 
outline you will design before responding to the aforegiven 
query. Be sure to tactfully ponder the various angles from 
which you might attack the question. Do not mix 
metaphors. Deal only with materials dealt with in class or 
the texts. Do not improvise. Think. Good luck.

)
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ROCK
Fat Mattress (new)
Santana (new)
Grand Fund Railroad (new) 
Joe Cocker (new)
Michael Bloomfield (new) 
The Band (new)
Donavan (new) 
Dylan-Nashville Skyline 
John Mayall (new)
Led Zeppelin (new) 11 
Al Hooper (new)
Doug Kershaw 
Child (new)
Pacific Gas and Electric 
Suprêmes and Temptations 
Jethro Tull (new)

Clock 
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FOLK
Rod McKuen (all)
Arlo Guthrie (Running Down the 
Road)
Melanie (new)
Glen Campbell (new)
Mother Earth (new)
Gordon Lightfoot

Simon Garfunkle (all)
Donovan (all)
Joui Mitchell (new)
Johnny Cash 
Lenord Cohen (all)
Tim Hardin
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WHAT’S NEW PUSSYCAT?

♦ 1
BEATLES SPECIALS

Goodbye Cream (stereo) $2.99 
Shades of Deep Purple (stereo) $2.99 
The World of Arthur Brown 
(stereo)
Bill Cosby (2 stereo LP’s)
Dylan-Big White Album
(2 LP’s)

M.È* ' <*&#**«
wt¥#r: 
M 'WWM ,UBBEY roajd n

b. su**? j' - ■ 1
»

$2.99
$5.99

■hy* M$11.69^4 1— w
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CLASSICAL
1969 Subscription Series
1. The Creation 

Conducted by: Herbert 
Karajan Van 

<15 Stereo LP’s) 
List $104.70 $52.00

m BU .TIIOM A
m i:i>mo\ POP VOCAL

Johnny Cash 
Tom Jones 
Englebert 
Jose Feliciano 
Frank Sinatra 
Nina Simone 
Petula Clark 
Dean Martin 
Glen Campbell

2. Mozart 46 Symphonies 
Conducted by: Karl Bohm

(2 Stereo LP’s) 
List $13.96

r sq I itlclio
■ Stuatskoprlh limcdrn

m3. Seigfried
Conducted by: Herbert 

Karajan

$ 9.00 
Van

3

A(5 Stereo LP’s) 
List $34.90 $25.004. Avant Garde:

Contemporary Electronic Music 
(6 Stereo LP’s)

-_______ List $31.74 $25.00

y4> * SPECIAL ORDERS TAKEN ON ALL ALBUMS AT THE SALE PRICE

S°UNDmCk *v

O

The Central Square Bookshop
t *
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Present structures impede change

Hellyer: urban problems aren't insoluble
By GREG McCONNELL money diverted from highways developed in an area designed as

A • congenital optimist”, Paul and expressways. His optimistic such. His vision was one of small
Hellyer seems to feel that our prediction included a system that communities connected to each
urban problems are not in- could move people from place to and the central core by an efficient
surmountable. place in a city of four million in an transportation system.

Before an audience of about 60 average ot 20 minutes. What stands in the way of
Massive indifference stands in realizing these aspirations? "Theurban studies students last Mon

day evening, the former transport the way of pollution action, Hellyer greatest impediment to change is 
minister outlined what he saw as pointed out. Although Toronto’s structural.” Hellyer said. He 
the most important problems and pollution has aroused many of its pronounced our political and social 
suggested how they could be inhabitants, most Canadians care structures as decades, even 
solved. less, he said. He said public generations, behind technology.

Hellyer’s frustration over education about the problem is The most obvious example, is. he 
federal inaction on the recom- essential. said. Canadian federalism. Hellyer
mendations of the Hellyer Report Hellyer is doing his share. He is was not pessimistic, however,
on Housing, and the federal presently writing a book on urban "When it comes to getting 
government’s general slowness to problems, and gives a great many around constitutions, it can be done 
act in urban problems, prompted speeches on the topic. in most cases with a little
his resignation from the cabinet The tast force on housing, ingenuity.’ 
last April. Hellyer feels the city of established when he was transport Always the politician. Hellyer 
the future ranks second only to minister dealt extensively with used a joke to describe our fetish 
peace on mankind’s agenda for the land speculation in urban areas, with federalism.

and recommended federal action The British student, faced with 
in the form of heavy taxes on the topic "The Elephant" entitled
speculative profits, and subsidies his essay "The Elephant and the
to municipalities for the purchase Empire ". The American student
of hinterland. wrote on "How to Build Bigger and

In Toronto, for instance, a 50-foot Better Elephants." "Sex and the
lot sells for about $15,000, whereas. Elephant” was the French
a similar lot in Saskatoon may be student’s topic and the Canadian
purchased from the city for about student wrote: "The Elephant: A

Federal or Provincial Respon-

Ï next 100 years.
enumerated 

strangulation, pollution, land 
speculation, and alienation as the 
specific challenges we face. He felt 
that transportation was the most 
vital.

trafficHe

v
P •TV

"We haven’t yet come to terms 
with the automobile,” he said. “We 
haven’t yet admitted that you can’t $3.000. 
jam all those cars downtown at 
rush hour.”
” He envisaged an efficient public cities, Hellyer contended. A sense 
transit system, supported with of community can better be

The problems of alienation could sibility?" 
be alleviated by better design in The provincial governments 

seemed to draw a lot of Hellyer’s 
fire. He said they were afraid of 
giving their big cities enough 
power to cope with urban problems 
because they would be a direct 
challenge to provincial power.

"Queen’s Park is afraid of 
Toronto, Quebec of Montreal, and 
certainly Victoria of Vancouver."

Hellyer’s favorite beef is “red 
tape”. He feels that bureaucratic 
rules are stifling an imaginative 
response to urban housing 
problems, and that in fact, there is 
an artificial shortage created by 
all the red tape.

The housing task force recom
mended more freedom for large 
developers, so that they could use 
creative ideas. Hellyer cited 
examples from his experience with 
Curran Hall, a Toronto home- 
building firm, to back his con
tention.

The overall goal is to allow the 
individual as much choice as 
possible, to make the city a con
venient and stimulating place to 
live. Hellyer said.

Hellyer thinks Canada has a 
great opportunity to pioneer in this 
field. While European cities are 
just about to copy the Toronto 
metropolitan model, we could be 
shedding outmoded forms of 
government and bringing our cities 
up to date with technology. And 
Hellyer has a talent for making 
people believe it can be done.

Excalibur - Tim ClarkPaul Hellyer

ANNOUNCING WHATAWEEK
Being a spectacular series of events presented by the Faculty of Fine Arts 
between Tuesday, Dec. 2 and Tuesday, Dec. 9, 1969 in Burton Auditorium
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Dec. 2 — “The Canadian Theatre — An Expendable Commidity?” ... a lecture by 
Nathan Cohen, controversial drama critic of the Toronto Star ... perhaps the 
most influential man in Canadian theatre.

STUDENTS — 75< STAFF — $1.25

DeC. 3 —Irving Lay ton in a reading of his poetry.
Sold Out6 r.

Dec. 5 — W.C. Fields in three of his all-time classics, “My Little Chickadee”, “The 
Circus Slicker”, and “Fatal Glass of Beer” plus a lecture by Marc Rosen, lec
turer in York’s Film Programme, on “The Classic Comedians — W.C. Fields, 
Marx Brothers and Chaplin”.

STUDENTS — $1. STAFF — $1.50

Dec. Ô — The Marx Brothers in two great films, “The Cocoanuts” and “Duck Soup”.

STUDENTS — $1. STAFF — $1.50 Staff
meetsDec.7 — Five of Charlie Chaplin’s best including “The Tramp”, “A Woman”, “The 

Bank”, “Police, and “Goldrush”.
STUDENTS — $1. STAFF — $1.50 today 

at 5Dec. 9 — Ashish Khan in concert... India’s young master of the sarod in a performance 
of Indian ragas with Janan Ghosh on tabla.

STUDENTS — $2. STAFF — $2.75

AFGHAN COATS
Long fleeced 
Suede jackets & coats 
Hand made 
Limited supply

LIDCHI ORIENTAL RUGS |F i-
2098 Yonge Street at Manor Road

Phone: 481-5601 ' —

TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
BURTON BOX OFFICE

OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M.
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an alternative to the present, that 
something can be done to change cir
cumstances in the school, the workplaces, 
the bureaucracies, the government?

It is to this latter yearning, at once the 
spark and engine of change that we direct 
our present appeal. The search for truly 
democratic alternatives to the present, 
and a commitment to social ex
perimentation with them, is a worthy and 
fulfilling one which moves us today.

Making values explicit — an initial task, 
in establishing alternatives - is an activity 
that has been devalued and corrupted. The 
conventional moral terms of the age, free 
world, people’s democracies — reflect 
realities poorly, if at all, and seem to 
function more as ruling myths than as 
descriptive principles. But neither has our 
experience in the universities brought us 
moral enlightenment. Our professors and 

vi administrators sacrifice controversy to 
public relations; their curriculums change 
more slowly than the living events of the 
world; their skills and silence are pur
chased by investors in the arms race; 
passion is called unscholastic. The 
questions we might want raised — what is 
really important? Can we live in a dif
ferent and better way; if we wanted to The goal of mai?, and society should be 
change society, how would we do it? — are human independence — a concern not with
npyjjoyght to be questions of a “fruitful, image of popularity but with finding a
empuaçâj nature,” and thus are brushed meaning in life that is personally
aside. authentic: a Quality of mind not com-

i-v _ pulsively driven by a sense of
It has been sa.d that our liberal and powerlessness, nor one which unthinkingly

socialist predecessors were plagued by 
vision without program., while our own 
generations plagued by program without 
vision. All around us there is an astute 
grasp of method and technique — the 
committee, the ad-hoc group, the lobbyist, 
the hard and soft sell, the make, the 
projected image
critically, such expertise is incompetent to 
explain its implicit ideals. It is highly 
fashionable to identify oneself by old 
categories, or by naming a respected 
political figure or by explaining “how we 
would vote” on various issues.

beings to the status of things. The 
brutalities of the twentieth century teach 1 
that means and ends are intimately 
related, that vague appeals to “posterity” 
cannot justify the mutilations of the 
present.

We oppose, too, the doctrine of human 
incompetence because it rests essentially 
on the modern fact that men have been 
“competently” manipulated into in
competence — we see little reason why 
men cannot meet with increasing skill the 
complexities and responsibilities of their 
situation, but for majority participation in - 
decision-making.

Men have unrealized 
potential for self-cultivation, 
self - direction, self
understanding and creativity

Men have unrealized potential for self- 
cultivation, self-direction, self
understanding and creativity. It is this 
potential we regard as crucial and to 
which we appeal, not to the human 
potentiality for violence, unreason and 
submission ot authority.

.1.1 * /It : J

WHY RADICALISM, is one of the hardest questions the 
radical student is constantly confronted with because the 
is usually personal, very involved and constantly being refined.

The Port Huron Statement, from which the following article is 
extracted, is generally agreed to be one of the best answers to this 
question. Originally published in 1962 the document acted for a 
long tihie as the manifesto of the Students For a Democratic 
Society in the United States. The principle author of the statement 
was Tom Hayden.

answer

l.'lk

adopts status values, nor one which 
represses all threats to its habits. Rather 
one which has full, spontaneous access to 
present and past experiences, one which 
easily unites the fragmented parts of 
personal history, one which openly faces 
problems which are troubling and 
unresolved; one with an intuitive 
awareness of possibilities, an active sense 
of curiosity, an ability and willingness to 
learn.'; d

This kind of independence does not mean 
egotistic individualism — the object is not 
to have one’s way so much as it is to Have a 
way that is one’s own. Nor do we defy man 
— we merely have faith in his potential.

1 ''’HtAïian relationships should involve 
fraternity and honestyv Hurtvatfr. in
terdependence is contemporary fact; 
human brotherhood must be willed, 
however, as a condition of future survival 
and as the most appropriate form of social 
relations.

Personal links between man and man 
are needed, especially to go beyond the 
partial and fragmentary bonds of funtion 
that blind men only as worker to worker, 
employer to employee, teacher to student, 
American to Russian.

e are people of this generation, 
bred in at least modest 
comfort, housed now in 
universities, looking un

comfortably to the world we inherit.

Not only did tarnish appear on our image 
of Western virtue, not only did disillusion 
occur when the hypocracy of Western 
ideals was discovered, but we began to 
sense that what we had originally seen as 
the American Golden Age was actually the 
decline of an era.

W
but if pressed

When we were kids, Western Society was 
the wealthiest and strongest in the world; 
the only one with the atom bomb, the least 
scarred by modern war, prime mover of 
the United Nations, and we thought that we 
would distribute Western influence 
throughout the world. Freedom and 
equality ior each individual government 
of. by. and for the people — these 
democratic values we found good, prin
ciples by whiçhvve could live as men. 
Many of us began maturing in com
placency.

As we grew, however, our comfort was 
penetrated by events too troubling to 
dismiss.

First, the permeating and victimizing 
fact of human degradation, symbolized by 
the struggle against racial bigotry, in the 
United States, compelled most of us from 
silence to activism.

Second, the enclosing fact of the Cold 
War, symbolized by the presence of the 
Bomb, brought awareness that we our
selves, and our friends, and millions of 
abstract “others" we know more directly 
because of our common peril, might die at 
any time. We might deliberately ignore, or 
avoid, or fail to feel all other human 
problems; but not these two, for these 
were too immediate and crushing in their 
impact, too challenging in the demand that 
we as individuals take the responsibility 
for encounter and resolution.

We witnessed, and continue to witness, 
frightening paradoxes. With nuclear 
energy, whole cities can easily be 
powered, yet the dominant nation-states 
seem more likely to unleash destruction 
greater than that incurred in all wars of 
human history. Although our own 
technology is destroying old and creating 
new forms of social organization, men still 
tolerate meaningless work and idleness. 
While two-thirds of mankind suffers under
nourishment, our owm upper classes revel 
amidst superfluous abundance.

The worldwide outbreak of revolution 
against colonialism and imperialism, the 
entrenchment of totalitarian states, the 
menace of war, overpopulation, in
ternational disorder, supertechnology —
these trends were testing the tenacity of Theoretic chaos has replaced the 
our own commitment to democracy and idealistic thinking of old — and unable to
freedom and our abilities to visualize their recqnstitute theoretic order, men have 
application to work in upheaval. ;i condemned idealism itself

/ > Doubt has replaced hopefulness — and 
men act out a defeatism that is labelled 
realistic. The decline of Utopia and hope is 
in fact one of the defining features of social 
life today.

H v tU' >'
The message of of our 
society is that there is no 
viable alternative to the 
present The reasons are various; the dreams of 

the older left were perverted by Stalinism 
and never recreated ; the parliamentary 
stalemate makes men narrow their view of 
the possible, the specialization of human 
activity Jeaves little room for sweeping 
thought; the horrors of the twentieth 
century, symbolized in the gas-ovens and 
concentration camps and atom bombs, 
have blasted hopefulness.

To be idealistic is to be considered 
apocalyptic, deluded. To have no serious 
aspirations, on the contrary, is to be 
“tough-minded.”

The vast majority of our people regard 
the temporary equilibriums of our society 
and the world as eternally-functional 
parts. In this is perhaps the outstanding 
paradox : we ourselves are imbued with 
urgency, yet the message of our society is 
that there is no viable alternative to the 
present. Beneath the reassuring tones of 
the politicians, beneath the common 
opinion that Western society will muddle 
through, beneath the stagnation of those 
who have closed their minds to the future, 
is the pervading feeling there simply are 
no alternatives, that our times have wit
nessed the exhaustion not only of Utopias, 
but of anv new departures as well.

Feeling the press of complexity upon the 
emptiness of life, people are fearful of the 
thought that at any moment things might 
be thrust out of control. They fear change 
itself, since change might smash whatever 
invisible framework seems to hold back 
chaos for them now.

Loneliness. estrangement, 
isolation describe the vast 
distance between man and 
man today

Lonliness, estrangement, isolation 
describe the vast distance between man 
and man todav.

These dominant tendencies cannot be 
overcome by better personnel 
management, nor by improved gadgets, 
but only when a love of man overcomes the 
idolotrous worship of things by man.

As the individualism we affirm is not 
egoism, the selflessness we affirm is not 
self-elimination. On the contrary, 
believe in generosity of akind that im
prints one’s unique individual qualities in 
the relation to other men, and to all human 
activity. Further to dislike isolation is not 
to favor the abolition of privace; the latter 
differs from isolation in that it occurs or is 
abolished according to individual will.

We would replace power rooted in 
possession, privilege or circumstance by 
power and uniqueness rooted in love., 
reflectiveness, reason and creativity.

As a social system we seek the establish
ment of a democracy of individual par
ticipation, governed by two central aims: 
quality and direction of his life; that 
society be organized to encourage in
dependence in men and provide the media 
for their common participation.

In a participatory democracy, the 
political life would be based in several root 
principles:

Perhaps matured by the past, 
we have no sure formulas, 
no dosed theories

In suggesting social goals and values, 
therefore, we are aware of entering a 
sphere of some disrepute. Perhaps 
matured by the past, we have no sure 
formulas, no closed theories — but that 
does not mean values are beyond 
discussion and tentative determination.

A first task of any social movement is to 
convince people the search for orienting 
theories and the creation of human values 
is complex but worthwhile. We are aware 
that to avoid platitudes we must analyze 
the concrete conditions of social order. But 
to direct such an analysis we mast use the 
guideposts of basic principles. Our own 
social values involve conceptions of 
human beings, human relationships and 
social systems.

We regard men as infinitely precious 
and possessed of unfulfilled capacities for 
reason, freedom and love.

In affirming these principles, we are 
aware of countering perhaps the dominant 
conceptions of man in the twentieth cen
tury — that he is a thing to be manipulated, 
and that he is inherently incapable of 
directing his own affairs. We oppose the 
depersonalization that reduces human

we
For most Western people, all crusades 

are suspect, threatening. The fact that 
each individual sees apathy in his fellows 
perpetuates the common reluctance to 
organize for change. The dominant in
stitutions are complex enough to blunt the 
minds of their potential critics, and en
trenched enough to swiftly dissipate or 
entirely reform, thus limiting human 

Uncontrolled exploitation go- expectancies. Then too, we are a
materially improved society, and by our 
own improvements we seem to have 
weakened the case for further change.

iferns the sapping of the 
earth's physical resources Some would have us believe our fellow 

citizens feel 
prosperity — but might it not better be 
called a glaze above deeply-felt anxieties 
about their role in the new world? And if 
these anxieties produce a developed in
difference to human affairs, do they not as 
well produce a yearning to believe there is

contentment amidst
Although world population is expected to 

double in 40 years, the nations still tolerate 
anarchy as a major principle of in
ternational conduct and uncontrolled 
exploitation governs the sapping of the 
earth's physical resources.

, I
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November 12, 1969
Dr. Murray G. Ross,
President,
York University.

Dear Mr. President:

On behalf of the Presidential Committee on 
Rights and Responsibilities of Members of York 
University, which you established in February 
1968, I submit herewith its Report for your con- 
sideratmn. The Committee was fully constituted as 
of February 28, 1968, when its total membership of 
welve, consisting of two members of the Board of 
Governors, five members of the Faculty, four 
students and one graduate student were appointed.

here were four changes in the original com
position of the Committee. Professor J.E. Broad- 
bent was a member of the Committee for the first 
six months until his election to the House of Com
mons. His place was taken by Professor J O’Neill 
Messrs. R.M. Dale and R. Sand did not return to the 
University tor the 1968/ 69 academic year and Mr 
band s place was taken by Mr. Jeff Solway. The 
Council of the Glendon College Students Union did 
not replace Mr. Dale on the Committee. In addition, 
Mr. B. Tomlin, a graduate student in Political 
Science, was unable to continue with the Committee 
and his place was taken by Mr. John Wright.

The Committee was disappointed with the slow 
and small response to its request for submissions, 
and could not be certain whether this reflected a 
general satisfaction with the operation of the 
University or a mark of confidence in the Com
mittee, or neither. At any rate, the Committee is 
grateful to those who took the trouble to submit 
briefs or letters and to those who were good enough 
to appear before the Committee to answer 
questions and provide insights by reason of their 
special responsibilities in the University.

The Committee wishes to express its deep ap
preciation to Mr. Gerald Wright, who was its 
secretary when it was established and for the first 
five months of its existence until he left to resume 
graduate studies; and, more particularly, to Mr. 
John Becker, who succeeded Mr. Wright and 
carried the burden of necessary arrangements and 
of recording the deliberations of the Committee 
during the heaviest part of its operations, and who 
assisted significantly in organizing the mass of 
material which it collected as a basis for this 
Report.

C ommittee 
members
The Honourable
Mr. Justice Bora Laskin

Chairman
Member of the Board of Governors{

Alex E. Barron
Member of the Board of Governors

Brian D. Bixley
Assistant Professor of Economics 

Dean of Students, Glendon College

Professor of Humanities 
Master of Founders College

l John J. Conway

Fred P. Nix Student in Founders College

John O’Neill Associate Professor of Sociology

PrefaceBrayton Polka Associate Professor of History 
and Humanities 
Senior Tutor of Vanier College

In the course of its deliberations which have 
resulted in the Report which follows, the Com
mittee realized that it could only provide balance 
and perspective if it considered issues and faced 
situations of which there was no experience on 
York’s campus as well as issues and situations 
which were within the experience of faculty 
members, students or members of the ad
ministration. In pushing various matters to what 
may seem to some or many as the extreme, the 
Committee was doing nothing 
establishing a working frame of reference.

York faculty and York students should not have 
any misgivings about the thrust of this Report 
merely because it refers to kinds of activity which 
have been alien to them and which, the Committee 
feels, will remain alien. What the Committee has 
had mainly in view was a statement or, as it may 
appear to some, a restatement of the values on 
which a University must, in its judgment, operate, 
and the formulation of machinery to prevent any 
arbitrary interference with those values. The 
emphasis is on the protection of and reciprocal 
respect for the various rights of faculty members 
and students, on and off the campus, and on the 
vindication of such rights by due process if thev 
violated.

The Committee is aware that portions of its 
Report may be regarded as too blunt or too en
veloping in areas where distinctions can easily be 
suggested, but it had to weigh the relative ad
vantages of, on the one hand, establishing norms to 
be applied in individual cases with prudent 
discretion and on the other, attempting to an
ticipate human behaviour in all its variety.

The open, and, in the Committee’s hope, the 
wide discussion that will follow the publication of 
this Report may bring to the fore better views and 
better solutions than those of the Committee on the 
problems it has covered, and may also reveal 
untouched issues that were within the Committee’s 
terms of reference. It will be all to the good if this 
happens. The members of the Committee have 
come through a lengthy and sobering exercise 
which has left them with little conviction that they

y jty

L. Jeffrey Solway Student in Vanier College 
1966 to 1969

Roily R. Stroeter Student in Founders College 
1966 to 1969

Yours very truly, Neal Wood Professor of Political Science
more than

Bora Laskin, 
Chairman. John P. Wright Graduate Student

John A. Becker Secretary
Assistant Vice-President

are
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1. Introductions : basic considerations
The Presidential Committee on Rights and 

Responsibilities of Members of York University 
was charged, in the words of its Terms of Reference 
(which are set out in full in Appendix A) “to make 
recommendations as to the norms that should 
govern the behaviour and activities of faculty and 
students in those areas in which the Committee 
considers that the University has a legitimate 
concern and as to the institutions or machinery for 
their enforcement.”

1
m ‘StfW. tw z tvThe Committee has not taken this as a mandate 

to reconsider the structure and government of the 
University, nor as an invitation to inquire into 
academic programmes offered by the University. 
It has seen its task as an equally telling one, 
however, consisting of three main divisions: (1) 
sorting out relevant issues of on-campus and off- 
campus conduct of teaching and student members 
of the University in their extra-curricular ac
tivities; (2) expressing its views on the social and 
ethical and academic values involved in those 
issues as they pertain to the community of York 
University; and (3) fashioning domestic machinery 
through which particular grievances, whether by or 
against faculty members, students or members of 
the administration, may be considered and, failing 
adjustment or accommodation between the parties 
involved, may be equitably resolved through im
partial adjudication.
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In addressing itself to these matters the Com
mittee realized how difficult it is to distinguish 
between the academic and the non-academic in
volvements of members of the University. 
Nonetheless, it has sought to draw a line between 
them in the knowledge that under the York 
University Act, academic matters are for the 
Senate and for the constituent teaching faculties 
and departments. In making this distinction, the 
Committee has not been affected or influenced by 
the Act because its terms, by their very generality 
(and reference is made particularly to sections 10 
and 13 (2) (b) (c).(f) (g) and (h), which are set out 
in Appendix B) do not limit the Committee on any of 
the matters on which it has chosen to report. 
Moreover, the Committee did not consider that its 
terms of reference obliged it to confine its 
recommendations to those only that could be im
plemented without amendment of the Act.
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The Committee thinks it appropriate to say that 
it was not called into being by the President 
because of any existing or looming urgency. It is 
not that the transformations in University 
operations and University government, with which 
faculty and students are intimately involved, have 
left York untouched. York is very much in the 
current of changes affecting all aspects of 
University life. This is not the place to judge 
whether the pace of change and the character of 
change have satisfied the most impatient and the 
most radical or have outraged the most serene and 
the most contented. The fact is that there has been a 
healthy balance in the mix of persons who consitute 
the York University community, and as a result the 
University has been operating on consensus rather 
than on reaction to ultimata, on prevention rather 
than on cure.

Roy Nicholls

and of policies, academic and administrative, are 
obviously to be preferred to the risk of physical 
conflict or disruption which could be the result of 
frustration in being denied a forum for expression 
or an ear willing to listen.

The purposes or aims of a University have been 
and continue to be variously stated, but for the 
purposes of this Report, it is enough to say that the 
University is a community of faculty and students 
dedicated to the pursuit of truth and the ad
vancement of knowledge and a place where there is 
freedom to teach, freedom to engage in research, 
freedom to create, freedom to learn, freedom to 
study, freedom to speak, freedom to associate, 
freedom to write and to publish.

These freedoms can only be realized fully if the 
University is secure from external constraint, and 
if internally an environment is nourished which is 
free from upheaval and disruption and which is 
characterized by a mutual consideration, restraint, 
and tolerance among all its members so that the 
advantages of teaching, research, and study will be 
available to all to the extent to which they can or 
choose to benefit from them.

An implicit commitment is made by any faculty 
member or student joining the university com
munity to respect and strengthen its fundamental 
values and purposes. A university is not a market
place — even of ideas; it is not a shop or factory 
involving some kind of producer-consumer 
relationship between faculty and students. Nor is 
the university a political arena for resolving the 
class and party struggles of the society in which it is 
situated. Truth follows no political standard. In
stead, the university should be conceived of as a 
vibrant shared experience in a life devoted to in
tellect and imagination.

An essential characteristic of such an ex
perience must be a capacity to tolerate unsettling 
opinions; and another must be the absence of any 
official doctrine or ideology. The University 
corporate community must be neutral so as to 
permit its members to be protagonists of widely 
diverse and conflicting views, except when those 
views are inimical to the values and purposes of the 
University itself.

Like any community the University must 
continuously resolve the problem of liberty and 
order. But whatever be the approach in other 
communities, the University must in marginal 
cases show a preference for liberty, and risk its 
judgment in such cases for that preference. Only in 
a climate of openness of debate and discourse, of 
unhampered assembly and association, can the 
University community survive and adapt itself to a 
changing world. The exaltation of order at the 
expense of liberty would threaten the very foun
dations of the University. If all members of the 
University community except one were of a single 
view, and this one member opposed that view, the 
University would have no more justification for 
silencing him than he would have, providing he 
possessed the power, of silencing them. Never
theless, liberty in regard to action as well as ex
pression in the University does not mean anarchy, 
without consideration and toleration for the action 
and expression of others, nor does it mean 
destruction of the University itself. This is the least 
that is owed to others as fellow human beings 
regardless of their intellectual, social, and political 
views, and it is central to the obligation entailed by 
all who become members of the University com
munity. The mounting of physical force or violence

as a

Prudence — common sense is perhaps the better 
term — dictated that the time had come to have a 
comprehensive look at the University’s approach to 
discipline, at its regulations in that field and at its 
administrative practices. Faculty and student 
concern in matters of national and international, 
social and economic and political policy, their quite 
legitimate wish to express themselves as citizens as 
well as members of a University, and the con
sequential impact of any overt expression of their 
concern within and beyond the geographical limits 
of the University, made it wise to turn attention to 
the ways in which the University may ac
commodate their interest, consistent with the 
maintenance of its institutional integrity. Such a 
reconciliation is necessary for any accommodation 
which takes account, as it must, of differences of 
opinion on issues of common concern.

In addition, faculty and student appraisal of 
their own teaching and learning environment, their 
assessment of courses, methods, decision-making, 
financing and a host of other matters pertaining to 
their welfare and to that of the University, is 
longer muted. They are entitled to be heard, 
whether or not they speak in the same vein; and 
orderly ways-of ensuring a confrontation of ideas

.9ffllj
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or depredations of any kind simply cannot be 
viewed as legitimate means of asserting the 
freedoms so basic to the University. Obviously, if 
members of the community are deprived of their 
liberties and are prevented from having recourse to 
due process, violence will necessarily erupt. 
However, if powerful means of persuasion are open 
to all members of the University, if their liberties 
are clearly specified and secured, if they are 
allowed to participate actively in their self- 
government, and if strong and open channels and 
institutions are established and maintained for the 
ventilation and redress of grievances, then force 
and intimidating conduct involved in physical 
obstruction and seizure of premises are inad
missible.

obstruction can the University survive and adapt 
from time to time to new norms of operation. In its 
view, there can be no compromise on this fun
damental, and the University need not apologize for 
the respect that it shows for it. This means that 
faculty members and students are entitled to a 
guarantee that debate will be open and that com
munication will be free, that the views of in
dividuals and groups may be controversial, that 
they may press for changes in University life by 
discussion and by peaceful persuasion, and that 
their right to do so will be respected by their fellows 
and protected by the administration. The 
procedures, administrative and judicial, recom
mended later in this Report are designed to provide 
that guarantee by ensuring redress for unjustified 
interferences with what may be called the “liberty 
of the campus.’’

These interferences may have public law con
sequences as well. Hence, this Committee 
recognizes that it is only within limits which are not 
in any event easy to define, that York University 
can support claims of its members for sanctuary 
and immunity from the exercise by external law 
enforcement agencies of powers of investigation, 
search and arrest in situations which may 
reasonably call for such action. Although the 
University must be vigilant against the abuse of 
such powers, it is clear that the law of the land does 
not stop at the University gates, and this Com
mittee does not understand that anyone in the 
University makes such a claim. There are, 
however, discretionary considerations that enter 
into law enforcement in a democratic society, and 
an attempt will be made later in this Report to 
assess their implications in the regulation of con
duct on and off the University campus.

A basic consideration for the Committee in all its 
recommendations was that faculty and students 
alike must be recognized as willing individuals, 
capable of judgment, and hence, ready to accept 
responsibility for their conduct and for its con
sequences, at least where intended. It would be 
incompatible with the conception of the University 
as a mature educational community to regard its 
individual members in any other light. The ex
pectation would be, however, that the high degree 
of personal freedom exercisable by teacher and 
student in non-academic activities would be guided 
by a responsible concern for the integrity of the 
University community. This is not to say that its 
stance of the moment must remain fixed; it does 
mean that exercises of personal freedom that reject 
commitment to the preservation of the University 
are not entitled to its protection.

The Committee does not wish to be misun
derstood by its reference to the “preservation of the 
University.’’ It fully appreciates that its academic 
and administrative structures have undergone, are 
undergoing and will undergo change, and that its 
goals may in the' future be different from those of 
the past. The reference is therefore not to a static 
conception of the University, but rather to a con
tinuing foundation of open, rational and peaceful 
dialogue upon which any one of a variety of 
academic and administrative superstructures may 
be built, depending on the results of the dialogue.

The Committee was told, and it has found 
confirmation in its own inquiries, that York 
University does not at the present time have any 
formal University-wide grievance or complaint 
machinery for containing non-academic 
disciplinary issues. Nor is there any comprehensive 
code of conduct addressed to faculty or students; 
there are, rather, a few disparate rules, such as one 
prohibiting students from membership in frater
nities, another respecting drugs, and still another 
concerned with the use of liquor. It is fair to say that 
the University has not hitherto given any concerted 
thought to disciplinary matters. More thought has 
been given to them by the Colleges, which is un
derstandable when they are residential; but even 
here, the approach has been in terms more of 
standards than of specific prohibitions or 
regulations.

The Committee has considered very carefully 
what ought to be done in the provision of ad
ministrative and adjudicative machinery and 
similarly, how far it is feasible to go in setting down 
specific rules or in establishing legislative 
machinery. Its views and recommendations on 
these matters will be found in the latter part of this 
Report. At this point, it would observe that such 
procedures as are now available for entertaining 
and disposing of complaints of misbehaviour are 
College procedures established by delegated 
authority of the President under his statutory 
power in section 13 (2) (c) of the York University 
Act “to formulate and implement regulations 
governing the conduct of students and student 
activities.” The Committee has been informed of 
the various agencies created in the different 
Colleges to deal with student misconduct. It has not 
thought it either necessary or expedient to assess 
them in this Report. As will be seen later, it places 
great value on the maintenance of College 
responsibility for the conduct of members of the 
College in its precincts; and although it would 
expect the Colleges to be guided in substantive 
matters by the recommendations thereon made 
below, it nonetheless feels that each College should 
be left to fashion its own adjustment and ad
judicative machinery in matters of internal 
discipline. The Colleges may wish to adapt their 
existing machinery to harmonize with what this 
Committee is proposing for the University at large, 
but that is for them to determine so far as it relates 
to issues within their jurisdiction. This Committee 
has recommendations in this connection which are 
detailed below.

The Committee recognizes that there may be 
faculty members and students who reject the notion 
that the University as an institution is or can be 
neutral; rather, they feel that it must be com
mitted, and that accordingly they are justified in 
using it, if they can, to influence or direct social 
change which they espouse. Moreover, some have 
apparently felt that where they find the University 
tainted by the same defects that they believe to 
exist in the larger society, their commitment to 
change the latter is a sufficient warrant for them to 
try to transform the former. Their zealousness, 
whether genuine or not, means that the University 
must cease to be a place for the generation of 
diverse ideas; it can only be a shop which purveys 
their own. Open, unhampered debate on the merit 
of proposed changes, whether in University 
structure or government or academic programme, 
becomes unacceptable because it may not produce 
the desired result; and there is such conviction of 
the necessity for replacing what we now have that it 
justifies resort to a wide range of tactics of force.

The underlying premise in all this, that York 
University has no interest in self-examination or in 
self-criticism, and provides no means by which 
institutional change may be effected, is, in the 
Committee’s view, false. It is true that in older 
Universities in by-gone days little opportunity was 
afforded — to the student body in particular — 
either to make proposals for change or to par
ticipate in the councils where they could be con
sidered. That is no longer true; and in so far as 
advances along this line are still desirable there is 
no reason to doubt that they can be made. What is 
inadmissible is any assumption that there is only 
one antidote to ills that afflict a University, known 
to only one segment of the faculty and student body 
and that once administered a permanent cure will 
have been effected. It is more likely that the in
stitution will die under such ministrations.

This Committee, although not concerned 
directly with the merits of proposals for change in 
any aspect of the University’s academic operations 
or governmental structure, is concerned directly 
with the conduct and behaviour of members of 
faculty, students and members of the ad
ministration, associated with demands for and 
reactions to demands for change. It repeats that 
only in a climate of openness of debate and of 
communication, free of physical interference or

The University as a whole has been content so 
far to rely on informal methods of meeting 
situations which may call for disciplinary 
measures. The Director of Student Services has 
served as counselor and mediator, as investigator 
and reporter, as emissary and intermediary, 
especially with external police authorities. The 
President has a joint faculty-student resource in the 
Advisory Committee on Student Affairs, from 
which he may also obtain recommendations for 
regulations. We, the members of this Committee, 
feel, as did the President by the very setting up of 
the Committee, that this formless informality 
should no longer be tolerated, with its uncertainty 
of operation, its lack of any reference points either 
as to standards of conduct or sanctions, and its lack 
of an ultimate adjudicating agency to relieve the 
President of the burden of making administrative 
decisions.

■■■

The need for orderly procedures, all the more 
necessary as the University grows larger, 
only a matter of eff icient administration but a 
fair treatment for the main constituents c 
University, faculty and students. The Commute 
may not have sufficiently emphasized that 
Terms of Reference embrace teaching staff as well 
as students. The President has, wisely in the 
Committee’s judgment, considered that both 
groups should respond in the same way to the 
discipline of the University, whatever differences 
there be in their academic roles. Moreover, by 
associating students with the faculty in charging 
this Committee to examine disciplinary problems, 
the President has indicated — and this Committee 
in any event would declare — that the in loco 
parentis relationship of the University to the 
student no longer has any validity.

It is an observable fact that University staff 
members have more and more lent their abilities 
and their time to activities outside the University, 
in working for government, in private consultations 
and employment, and in community endeavours. 
Students too have, more than before, been on 
summer jobs for government, in research and in 
departmental employment of various kinds. The 
Universities have added so greatly to the body of 
knowledge, have so influenced the technological
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revolution, as to bring them into closer contact with 
society at large, than was formerly the case. Men 
and women of the intellect have in many cases 
become men and women of social action, bringing 
in this respect another dimension to their 
University membership. Students, in part by 
example and in part by experience and intelligence, 
have exhibited similar commitment to social ac
tion. This is a gain for University life provided there 
is respect for the University’s over-riding function 
of free inquiry and for its duty to provide an un
coerced environment in which its members may 
carry on their work.

Broadly speaking, this Committee sees its task 
as that of assessing the need for and the content of a 
Bill of Rights and Responsibilities respecting the 
conduct and activities of faculty and students which 
will ensure that the academic programme as well 
as extra-curricular activities may be pursued

peaceably, freely, and without disruption. 
Judgment may well differ on the detail in which the 
rights and responsibilities should be or can be 
expressed, but the Committee is of the opinion, as 
will be evident in a later part of this Report, that it 
is preferable to leave a good deal to the play of 
discretion in the conviction that the civility of 
University relationships is not a value to be 
despised. It places great faith in the administrative 
and adjudicative mechanisms that are recom
mended, feeling that they are so constructed as to 
ensure acceptance of decisions, on whatever side of 
a dispute they may fall. What is important is that 
there be avenues for securing information and for 
airing complaints and ultimately, if it comes to 
that, for impartial assessment of the merits of 
grievances and for binding determinations that will 
settle contested questions in disciplinary matters 
and enable the parties to resume their work and 
their association without rancour or recrimination.

It is appropriate to mention at this point that the 
Committee has had the benefit of perusing the 
Report of the Crowe Committee, delivered on 
September 23, 1968, being a Board-Senate-Student 
Committee of four members appointed to study 
section 13 (2) (c) of the York University Act under 
which the President is empowered “to formulate 
and implement regulations governing the conduct 
of students and student actities.” That committee’s 
limited assignment did not embrace a canvass of 
such substantive questions as were directed to this 
Committee. Indeed, its report contemplated that its 
recommendations with respect to the exercise of 
legislative and adjudicative powers by the 
President might be superseded by the conclusions 
of this Committee, having regard to its more en
compassing terms of reference, covering faculty as 
well as students. In large measure, the 
mendations in this Report have that result.

recom-

2. The university and the law of the land
The University, as a subordinate community 

albeit of a special kind, has no authority or 
privilege to give immunity or sanctuary to any of 
its faculty members or any of its students from the 
reach of the civil or criminal law of the larger 
organized societies in which it resides; it is itself 
subject to that law. Thus, municipal by-laws, 
provincial and federal legislation and regulations 
are as fully applicable, according to their subject- 
matter and scope, to the activities of the University 
and to those of individual faculty members and 
students, whether on the campus or off the campus, 
as they are to other corporations or persons. 
Exemptions, if any, depend on the language of the 
by-laws or legislation or regulations, and on their 
interpretation by the Courts; faculty or student 
status means nothing to the civil law or to the 
criminal law.

Nonetheless, the Committee is aware that law 
enforcement is not always automatic upon an 
alleged breach of the law, and that situations may 
arise where it would be the better decision not to 
“press charges.” A single incident of violence, 
resulting in only minor property damage, might 
well be left to civil law redress without inviting 
criminal sanction. A single instance of minor theft 
from the University might better be dealt with 
outside the criminal law to save a reputation that 
one foolhardy act jeopardized. The Committee does 
not believe it is feasible to recommend any policy in 
this connection except in the broadest terms. It 
must be remembered as well that victims of 
violence, who may be University students or 
faculty members, may themselves invoke the 
criminal law. Rape or indecent assault or theft 
committed against faculty members or students 
are examples of offences where individual com
plainants could be expected to seek police help 
regardless of how the University viewed the 
matters in question.

Of course, the University community has a 
proper concern that accusations should not be 
lightly made nor suspicion too readily acted upon to 
the detriment of faculty or students. The Com
mittee is of the opinion that if complaints of alleged 
offences against a member of the University are 
brought to its attention, and it is not immediately 
apparent that an offence has probably been com
mitted, it should conduct an investigation before 
calling in the police. Again, it becomes a matter of 
judgment, for which this Committee cannot lay 
down any measure, whether or when to ask for 
police help.

There are two matters, going beyond the rather 
straightforward situations just mentioned, which 
the Committee believes lie back of the ap
prehension which it has sensed in the minds of 
faculty and students who are concerned about 
police presence on the campus. These are, first, the 
question of general surveillance of faculty mem
bers or students in respect of their opinions; and, 
second, anticipatory police action in respect of 
demonstrations or meetings.

The Committee is unaware of any police sur
veillance of the kind mentioned, but, nonetheless, 
feels that assurance should be given by the 
University through the President on this score. It 
draws attention to the policy in this connection 
adopted by the Canadian Association of University 
Teachers and reported in the CAUT Bulletin for 
October 1963.

Peaceful demonstrations or meetings which do 
not disrupt University activities such as lectures, 
laboratory work or library study, and which are 
held in areas or places either allotted or open for 
such purposes, are exercises of freedom of speech, 
freedom of association and freedom of assembly. 
The speakers, at least,*if not also the organizers, 
have to accept legal responsibility for what is said if 
the law is infringed. The Committee is of opinion 
that where demonstrations or meetings are held in 
University precincts, the University is entitled to be 
satisfied that those in charge have made adequate 
arrangements for supervising the demonstration or 
meeting and for ensuring peaceful ingress and 
egress so that disorder or injury may be averted.

Apart from this, the University is not entitled to 
monitor the demonstration or meeting, but at the 
same time it cannot remain indifferent to any in
citement to violence. The likelihood of a breach of 
the peace raises difficult questions about the right 
of police intervention before or during rather than 
after the event. The concept of breach of the peace 
or, to put it affirmatively, of “keeping the peace,” 
is basic to our system of criminal law; and a 
reasonable apprehension that a breach of the peace 
will occur may justify police intervention. The 
Committee recommends, however, that the 
University should not attempt to prejudge the 
matter but that if it becomes reasonably ap
prehensive of violence, with probable injury to 
person or property, it should, if feasible, consult 
representatives of the constituents of the Univer
sity — administration, faculty and students, as the 
case may be — before taking any action on its own 
and before summoning the police. Again, it is 
impossible to do anything more than to suggest 
broad standards of behaviour.

This is true with respect to not only the sub
stantive law, but also law enforcement agencies. 
Whether it be a sheriff’s officer or a policeman, the 
powers of entry or of search and seizure, or of 
arrest, which the one or the other may have by 
virtue of his authority under the law, are not 
qualified in favour of the University or any of its 
members.

The Committee has stated the obvious; it has no 
reason to believe that any faculty member or 
student is under any misconception about it. What 
has, apparently, given rise to somewhat involved 
debate is the policy that the University itself (that 
is, those in administrative positions) should follow 
with respect to the enforcement of the penal and 
criminal law against persons on the campus. To put 
it shortly: When, if ever, should the University ask 
for police help or invite the police on campus?

Members of the Committee have heard much 
about this issue, which enjoys a magnitude directly 
in proportion to unfounded if not also unstated 
assumptions upon which it is raised. Once more to 
state the obvious, the police need not await an in
vitation if a criminal offence has been committed 
on campus or if they have reasonable cause to 
suspect its commission. If violence has occurred, 
resulting in personal injury or damage to property, 
the offenders become liable both to civil suits for 
damages and to criminal prosecution. There is no 
principle of “double jeopardy” here to save them 
from the one or the other. (Consideration is given 
later in this Report to the concept of “double 
jeopardy" as it relates to the threat of imposition of 
additional discipline by the University.)

The Committee is of the opinion as well that the 
University is entitled to ask the organizers of a 
demonstration or meeting the purpose for which 
they seek to have it. The Committee sees such a 
request as simply an aid to proper arrangements as 
to place and time. The University’s approval or 
disapproval of the purpose must not be made a 
vehicle for prohibiting any gathering. If, to take an 
extreme case, the purpose appears to be of doubtful 
legality (as, for example, possibly reflecting an 
illegal conspiracy) the University may think it wise 
to warn the organizers of the proposed assembly 
but should leave them to the risk of their un
dertaking, subject, of course, to the demonstration 
or meeting remaining peaceful.

3, The university as a community
The establishment of this Committee underlines 

the appreciation of the University that it is a place 
where academic programmes are offered but also a 
place where a host of supporting activities are 
carried on. The combination of these programmes 
and activities provide the measure by which the 
University can be regarded as a community rather 
than merely a service institution.

As a community, it transcends both the 
producer-consumer conception of the relationship 
between faculty members and students and the in 
loco parentis conception of the relationship between

the administration and students. The Committee 
the term “transcends” deliberately because 

there is a structured educational experience to be 
gained by attendance at the University, and the 
University must have concern for its students 
beyond its mere supervision of their strictly 
academic activity. However, the overview of the 
relationships of faculty members, students and the 
administration of the University is that they 
between and among responsible persons, who are 
properly charged with responsibility as being 
mature individuals able to understand that their 
personal and institutional freedom involves

correlative obligations towards others and towards 
the University.

The Committee is not directly concerned with 
either appointment or admission policies of the 
University as they affect prospective staff mem
bers or prospective students. It wishes merely to 
emphasize the full acceptance by the University of 
the public policy of the Province which prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of such criteria as race.

uses
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creed, colour, sex, nationality, ancestry or place of 
origin, as expressed in the Ontario Human Rights 
Code. The University regards these criteria as 
irrelevant to any judgment that must be passed on 
the fitness of any actual or prospective faculty 
member or student in University matters.

alleged falls within or outside of the general 
standard.

The Committee sees a faculty member’s or 
student’s off-campus activity in a different light. 
Merely because a person is a faculty member or a 
student of York University he does not engage the 
University’s disciplinary concern by reason of his 
off-campus conduct which violates the law of the 
land. By the same token, the University, especially 
where students are concerned, should not be put 
under any obligation to intercede with the public 
authorities. This would be to return to an in loco 
parentis relationship; and especially would this be 
so if the University, either on its own initiative or on 
the suggestion of the public authorities, moved to 
exercise discipline for the off-campus behaviour. 
Faculty members and students must accept 
responsibility for their off-campus activity. 
However, the University would be expected, ex- 
pecially if asked, to help arrange legal or other 
assistance for faculty members or students caught 
up in an off-campus violation of the law. Certainly, 
where students in residence are involved, being 
persons away from home, it would be inhumane for 
the University or for the College to carry the break 
with the in loco parentis relationship to the point of 
refusing any aid.

The Committee feels that the University ought to 
go further in this direction and consult with the Law 
Faculty on the feasibility of setting up a legal 
referral service for faculty members and students 
who might need legal assistance in situations other 
than emergenices. The Law Faculty now has a 
Community and Legal Aid Services Programme 
involving certain clinical services, including a 
student defender service for legal aid cases not 
covered by Ontario’s legal aid plan. This would not 
meet the situations which this Committee has in 
mind; qualified lawyers and not students would be 
needed. The matter is worth exploring from the 
standpoint of the provision of legal assistance by 
some of the members of the Law Faculty or by 
practising members of the bar, but, of course, 
under arrangements that would be compatible with 
the regulations of the Law Society of Upper 
Canada.

Off-campus behaviour does, however, involve 
the University where a faculty member or student 
has been sent out to represent the University in an 
activity sponsored or directed by the University. 
The Committee deals in a later part of this Report 
with the situation where both the public authorities 
and the University propose to act against an alleged 
offender.

The Committee should add here that it takes no 
firm position on residence rules that may have the 
effect of terminating a student’s right to remain in 
residence by reason of some misconduct or 
misbehaviour off the campus. It goes only so far as 
to recommend that there be no such 
disqualification unless the disqualifying rules have 
been previously promulgated and made known to 
students who apply for admission to residence in a 
College. Since, in the Committee’s understanding, 
residence rules are promulgated through a 
representative council and may well differ from 
College to College, it feels that it should respect this 
form of local automony and not make any specific 
recommendations on the content of any rules, 
subject only to the limitation that the rules should 
be in conformity with the approach that animates 
this Report.

Among the issues raised before the Committee 
were the extent and confidentiality of records kept 
by the University on faculty members and students. 
The Committee was assured that the University

collected only the minimum of information about 
faculty members and students: their names, dates 
of birth, marital status, parents or next of kin 
home address or address for University mailing 
purposes, telephone number and academic 
tecedents or record. It is the Committee’s un
derstanding that any information recorded on a 
faculty member or student is made available only 
to senior administrative officers of the University, 
and to others only at the request of the faculty 
member or student. The Committee supports this 
practice and recommends its continuance

an-

Members of the faculty or students, once ap
pointed or admitted to York University, do not lose 
their status or rights in the larger society, nor does 
their affiliation with York University impair their 
exercise of the ordinary rights of citizenship on the 
campus in pursuing any non-academic-'activity. 
Thus, they may freely express their opinions on all 
aspects of the University’s operations, subject of 
course to the law of defamation. Expression of 
opinion, even severe criticism, is one thing; ob
struction or disruption of the educational 
programme of the University is something else

The Committee would add that if the University 
wishes to collect or assemble any other information 
about faculty members or students, this should be 
done only with the knowledge and participation of 
the persons concerned, and any intended use 
thereof should be made known. Where faculty or 
student organizations operate on the campus and 
especially where they use University premises for 
their activities, the Committee believes it entirely 
proper for the University to have the names and 
addresses of their officers, and to have copies of 
their constitutions, if any, on file.

Again, the Committee is not directly concerned 
with tenure or the claim to tenure by a faculty 
member. It considers this to be a matter of 
academic policy, and feels that trust must be 
reposed in the tenure committees or other 
authorities concerned with tenure, not to allow non- 
academic considerations to intrude on a tenure 
issue. At the same time, it appreciates that there 
may be border-line cases where denial of tenure or 
deprivation of tenure may be thought to be the 
result of factors not directly relevant to academic 

! competence. Such denial or deprivation may be 
characterized as discipline, but it is not that kind of 

, discipline to which this Committee’s terms of 
reference are directed. In brief, for the purposes of 
this Report, the Committee is prepared to assume 
that all faculty members have the protection of 
tenure. It is not, however, a shield for non- 
academic misbehaviour, which may justify 
discipline, even of the severest kind, against a 
faculty member.

I
The principal concern of the University with the 

conduct of faculty members and students is with 
campus conduct, and, more particularly, on- 

; campus conduct which may merit discipline by the 
University although not amounting to a violation of 
the law of the land. The definition of such conduct in 
any but general terms has baffled the Committee. 
It is easy enough to be specific about activities 
which directly disrupt the University’s functions of 
teaching or research; a strike of faculty members 
and a concerted refusal by students to vacate a 
classroom intended for others are examples. Again, 
the University must be concerned with the safety of 
persons entitled to be on the campus, with the 
security of the residences, and with the protection 
of faculty member and student property, as well as 
with the property of the University itself. Any 
faculty member or student who endangers safety or 
plunders a residence or property of members of the 
University or of the University itself would cer
tainly merit discipline. In all likelihood, such 
conduct would also be a violation of the law of the 
land.

Another matter of concern voiced to the Com
mittee was the increasing use of human subjects in 
experiments and surveys made in connection with 
social science and life science projects. Although 
this is to a large degree a matter of the academic 
programme of the University, the Committee felt it 
should consider its implications in respect of loss of 
privacy and the possible risk of some impairment 
by reason of physical or mental strain. The resort of 
instructors or researchers to students as subjects 
for their exercises is understandable; and the 
enrichment of thê academic experience and 
training of the students may be an object associated 
with the call upon them to submit to the exercises. 
Nonetheless, the Committee is of opinion that a 
number of safeguards should be built into the 
operations in question.

It recommends, first, that all human subjects 
whether or not they are members of the University’ 
should be volunteers, and that they be advised of 
the purpose and nature of the experiment or survey 
or other exercise. Second, it recommends that in 
the case of University students it be made clear in 
the University’s calendar or otherwise that their 
academic standing will be in no way affected by a 
refusal to participate, nor should a refusal be a 
matter of record for outside information. This is 
subject to the qualification that if any academic 
course requires participation of the students in that 
course in experiments or surveys as part of the 
learning experience for that course, this should be 
made known in advance when a choice of courses is 
being made.

on-

The possible liability of the University for any 
damage or injury in this connection makes it ad
visable that releases be obtained from human 
subjects. Fairness dictates that such releases be 
obtained only after the subjects are fully informed 
of what is involved. The Committee’s third 
recommendation here is, therefore, that the 
University review its procedures in this field and 
consider particularly (a) how to deal with students 
or others in relation to experiments whose suc
cessful outcome depends in whole or in part on the 
subject s ignorance of the technique or purpose* 
(b) appropriate methods of announcing or 
releasing results that would protect privacy unless 
it is surrendered with knowledge of all attendant 
circumstances; and (c) a form of release of claims 
against the University for any injury that will be 
sensitive to the risks, if any, to which persons may

As is indicated later on in this Report, the 
Committee does not favour detailed rules of “do’s 
and don ts ; and it feels that with the assurance of 
fair and impartial procedures for disciplinary 
matters, both faculty members and students should 
not quail at being asked to square their on-campus 
extra-curricular behaviour with a duty to refrain 
from unreasonably impairing the pursuit by the 
University of its educational objectives. Any 
discipline or charge referable to a claimed im
pairment would, of course, have to be based on 
specific allegations, and it would be ultimately for 
the University Courts to determine if what is

4. The university and organized groups
Faculty members and students should be as free 

as any other citizens or residents of the community 
to form or join associations or clubs. The University 
ought to have no concern with the aims or activities 
of any such associations or clubs, except where (1) 
they seek the use of University facilities or 
premises; (2) they seek a University identification 
through use of the University’s name or motto or 
coat of arms; (3) they seek financial assistance 
from the University; (4) they seek the exercise of 
University authority to tax the students for their 
support or the intervention of the University to 
collect their fees by way of a check-off 
arrangement; or (5) they engage in or incite 
conduct on the campus which improperly interferes 
with academic work or with faculty members or 
studentsengaged.injuc^hwork or which results in

or creates a reasonable apprehension of violence. 
In other respects, the ordinary law of the land 
should govern faculty or student organizations 
without University interposition.

of the faculty members and the students in matters 
of mutual concern. These matters are not defined 
by the University but have emerged as reflections 
°£ intierests which faculty members and 
students see bound up in their respective capacities 
in the University. Similar recognition within a more 
restricted compass exists for councils of the 
various colleges and faculties

The Committee does not recommend that the 
University establish any general accreditation or 
recognition bureau for faculty or student 
organizations. At the same time it appreciates that 
some of these organizations already enjoy official 
recognition that does not, however, involve any 
control over their form of organization or their 
programmes. This recognition, as in the case of the 
York University Faculty Association and the 
Council of the York Student Federation, means 
simply that the University accepts these

The Committee deals in another part of its 
Report with the use of University facilities or 
premises by faculty member or student 
organizations or groups. It would merely em
phasize here that it sees the University as being

eogelloU ,i oilJ ■ SBfl
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hospitable to them in accordance with an order of 
priorities, and subject, of course, to experience that 
would support a refusal to permit any further use of 
its facilities or premises.

v

The use of the University name for merely 
descriptive purposes ought not to be, perhaps 
cannot be, prohibited. The same is not true with 
respect to the University’s motto or coat of arms. 
The University may wish to consider carefully 
whether it will give permission for use by any staff 
or student association of the University motto or 
coat of arms. This is not a matter for this Com
mittee’s recommendation one way or the other. So 
far as concerns the descriptive use of the Univer
sity name, the Committee recommends that the. 
University ask any staff or student organization to 
notify it of such use. It would be advisable for the 
University to publish in its calendar a notice that 
the use of the University name, other than for 
descriptive purposes, or the use of the motto or coat 
of arms is forbidden without proper prior approval; 
and, further, that the descriptive use of the name or 
any use of the motto or coat of arms carries with it 
no official University approval or responsibility for 
the aims or activities of the organizations that so 
use it.

Where any faculty member or student 
organization seeks financial assistance from the 
University for some project or some course of 
activity, the response must be a matter for the 
University’s discretion. This Committee has no 
mandate to interfere in such matters by making 
recommendations thereon.

A different situation exists where the University 
through its Board of Governors compulsorily taxes 
students to provide a fund which is remitted to 
student organizations to enable them to finance 
their activities. The so-called student fee for extra
curricular programmes is included in the overall 
cost of enrolling in and attending the University; 
and in authorizing it the Board of Governors 
recognizes that this provides for a necessary part of 
University life, all the more important because it 
permits an exercise in self-government. The 
Committee does not believe that it is for it to 
recommend any particular level of fee for student 
activities or to recommend how the fee fund should 
be distributed to student organizations or what 
should be the eligibility requirements for a claim on 
the fund. Further, it is of opinion that the University 
and its Board of Governors need no instruction that 
the objects of expenditure of the student activity 
fund are a matter for the students to determine. 
However, there is a legitimate concern of the 
University that a proper accounting be given of 
expenditures. The Committee therefore recom
mends that in the interests of the student body as 
well as of the University as a whole, every campus 
organization which is the beneficiary of money 
granted by the University, or exacted from 
students by Board authority and remitted to 
student organizations by the University, should be 
required to have its accounts audited annually and 
the audit made public. The auditing requirements 
should be worked out with an officer of the 
University such as the Vice-President (Finance) or 
someone delegated by him.

Where the University merely deducts monies 
from the salaries of faculty members or others, as 
opposed to providing the money, there is no 
University interest to be served m requiring- tr 
proper accounting. The University is providing a 
service only, acting as a collection agent as a 
convenience for the benefited organization. 
Whether and to what extent the University wishes 
to do this are matters for it alone to determine. The 
Committee does not see that its mandate requires it 
to recommend any policy in this connection.

The Committee is aware of the fact that there is 
presently a regulation in force prohibiting mem-
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or of students. How far the University wishes to 
give them support, through permitting use of 
University premises or otherwise, is a different 
matter from prohibiting their formation or the 
association of student» with- them. Certainly, the 
University would be wrong to seek to visit any 
sanction upon faculty members or students who 
belong to or seek to join a fraternity or sorority.

In so far as fraternities or sororities practise 
discrimination in membership on grounds con
demned by the public policy of Ontario under the 
Ontario Human Rights Code, the University would 
be entirely justified in refusing them any assistance 
or access to University facilities.

bership of York University students in fraternities, 
with an exception having been made in respect to 
legal fraternities when Osgoode Hall Law School 
became a faculty of the University. It is un
necessary to examine here either the reasons tor 
the promulgation of the regulation at the inception 
of York University or the reasons for the exception. 
The Committee simply underlines the fact that 
freedom of association, which is an important value 
of the University community as well as of the wider 
community, cannot be limited to exclude one type 
of lawful association while supporting all others. 
The Committee is not called upon to express its 
approval or disapproval of fraternities any more 
than of any other organizations of faculty members

5. Residence liberties

the campus and jure not daily ^nroders. The
lodginghouse keeper ti a special kind; hut what, 2 
the Committee’s view, is the dominant feature of 
the situation is the status ef the residents. They are 
in residence in a College because they have been 
previously admitted as students. The Committee 
feels that the in loco parentis relationship, which it 
has rejected for students in general, should not be 
resurrected for residential students.

Th& development Presidential Colleges has

College nndfer the administration of which there is 
a College Council «ad a College Master, a 
University faculty member. The Senior Tutor and 
the Dons that staff each College provide academic 
and social direction to its resident as well as to its 
non-resident members.

been a feature of York University from its foun
ding. Although it was realized that it would be 
impossible for financial reasons, if for no other, to 
house all York students on the campus or in 
University-owned or operated premises, it was 
nonetheless felt that provision of a residential 
feature for each College would have academic and 
collegial value for non-resident as well as resident 
student members of the College. The college is a 
community within a larger society; and the sense of 
community is reinforced for those whose home is in 
the College during the academic year. Moreover, 
college members participate in the formulation of 
the rules that govern the day-to-day opérâïioii of thé '

.
;

1

This Committee is not aware of any 
dissatisfaction with the operation of the Colleges in 
their residential aspect, and considers therefore

vit.

continued next page
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responsible for their conduct, in respect of their 
activities on or off the campus.

What has been said here about students in 
College residences applies as fully to students in 
graduate and married students residences. There 
are now on campus, and living in rental apartments 
owned by the University, students and their 
families whose position is no different from that of 
commuting students save that they are subject to 
landlord-tenant obligations.

sense in which they are elaborated in this Report, 
are in no way to be inhibited merely by reason of his 
being in a College residence. Second, the University 
or College has an obligation to inform parents of 
students in residence as well as the students 
themselves of what a residence offers and how it is 
governed. It should be made clear that, apart from 
the duty to observe the residence rules agreed upon 
for the benefit of all dwellers, residential students 
are as free as are non-resident students, and as

that it should leave any issues that may arise from 
friction among residents to be resolved by 
procedures that already prevail or by others that 
may be adopted. Further observations on this 
question will be found in a succeeding part of this 
Report dealing with the proposed system of 
University courts of discipline.

There are two other things that may properly be 
said here. First, a student’s civil liberties, in the

6. Communication in the university
academic difficulties or hear them out on academic 
proposals. Students have been known to engage 
their teachers’ consideration on non-academic 
matters which trouble them, and it would be folly to 
discourage these informal relationships which 
always offer a hope of quiet and private resolution 
of difficulties.

a different one; it would not be the receiving of 
specific charges that might ultimately be heard in 
the university courts, but rather the hearing of 
dissatisfactions with the operation or the ad
ministration of the University. For example, the 
application of a University regulation may 
difficulties although it was being properly applied, 
and a faculty member or student may propose a 
better way of achieving its purpose.

At the present time, informal procedures exist in 
this connection. The Colleges, closer to their 
residential members than is the University as a 
whole to its students, have apparently been able to 
make the informal procedures workable. The 
Master, the Senior Tutor and the Dons are 
generally available and approachable, and the 
College Council is another instrument to which 
students in the College can resort. The Colleges 
may wish to formalize their procedures for 
receiving and handling complaints (as opposed to 
charges of offences or violation of rules), but the 
Committee does not feel it to be necessary to make 
any specific recommendation on this score in 
respect of the Colleges.

The University as a whole raises more difficult 
questions of access to responsible officers in 
matters outside of the academic programme; so 
far as that programme is concerned, the particular 
professor, the department chairman and the 
faculty dean have responsibilities to students and 
faculty which embrace a duty to assist them in

The growth of the University to date, and the 
certainty of further growth in the next few years, 
make it imperative that the administration be 
continually aware of the need to inform faculty 
members and students of matters and decisions 
that affect them in their University affiliation. At 
the same time, the University itself would be wise 
to be alert to the effect of its policies and decisions 
on faculty members and students.

cause

Nonetheless, students should have the assurance 
that there are regular channels of communication 
in the administration of the University which are 
open to them and which they can use if they so wish. 
Faculty members may equally wish such 
assurance. It is therefore the Committee’s 
recommendation that an office of the University be 
established to which faculty member and student 
concerns and complaints may be brought and 
which will at the same time be a clearing house for 
information about University rules and procedures 
as they relate to faculty members and students. 
The Committee is of the opinion that the office 
should be responsible to the President.

Internal communication is not merely a matter 
of news handouts by the administration, but must 
be seen as a two-way operation, so that faculty 
members and students should be able to express 
their concern about University matters to a 
responsible official. The University should provide 
an opportunity for this by establishing an office, 
responsible to the President, to which faculty 
members and students may resort. What the 
Committee has in mind is the opportunity to bring 
general complaints, or even personal grievances, in 
respect of any non-academic matters, referable to 
activities on the campus or the functioning of the 
University, before an official of the University with 
the assurance that they will be considered. What is 
important is not whether merit will be found in the 
expression of concern or in the complaint — that 
may not be known until all the facts are assembled 
and assessed — but whether there is an office to 
which they may be addressed. The Committee sees 
this office as allied with the more formal mediation 
and adjudication procedures which are elaborated 
later in this Report. Its function would, however, be

Beyond this, the Committee recommends that a 
University handbook or brochure should be 
distributed to faculty members when appointed and 
to students when admitted, advising them of their 
“rights and responsibilities”, telling them of the 
avenues of information and communication in the 
University, and of the procedures for the redress of 
grievances, and also informing them of the services 
and facilities generally available to them in the 
University.

7. University publications
and publications by faculty and students

publications and dissociating the University from 
involvement. The University may, in the Com
mittee’s judgment, properly require campus 
publications to carry the names of the faculty or 
student organizations that sponsor them, and the 
names of the editors, as well as the names of the 
printers.

In the Committee’s understanding, neither the 
provision of space nor the fact that the University 
collects or checks off fees or dues for the benefit of 
student or faculty activities will, on those grounds 
alone, involve the University in possible liability for 
what faculty members or students publish in their 
own right. The Committee understands also that 
the mere descriptive use of the University name or 
emblem, even if authorized by the University, is not 
an implicating circumstance.

Having regard to the policy of freedom of 
speech, writing and publication which this Com
mittee endorses, the University is entitled to insist 
that no faculty member or student presume to 
speak or write in the name of or on behalf of the 
University unless properly so authorized. The 
Committee sees no objection to any faculty 
member or student identifying himself or herself as 
a teacher or student of York University, but there 
should be no overt or covert suggestion of official 
approval of what is being spoken or written, if in 
fact no such approval has been obtained. It is to be 
expected that the speaker or writer will make his or 
her personal responsibility clear. There should be 
no expectation that the University must or will 
stand behind him or her if civil suit or criminal 
charges result.

The University itself and its administrative 
staff, its teachers and students are just as much

Those who write and those who publish do so, of 
course, on their own responsibility. This rule of law 
is as sound for persons on the campus as it is for 
those off the campus. The particular question that 
concerns the Committee in this area is whether the 
University as an institution risks involvement in 
possible liability for what is written and published 
by faculty members or students, especially in 
publications by or under the auspices of faculty or 
student organizations that may be said to have a 
recognized status.

The Committee has no doubt that the University 
as such should be dissociated from faculty or 
student campus newsletters, newspapers, pam
phlets or other writings which are not issued under 
its imprimatur or under that of a constituent 
College or other unit of the University. So far as 
individual faculty members or students or faculty 
or student organizations that have no official 
University connection are concerned, their 
freedom to speak, write or publish should in no way 
be restrained or regulated by the University. 
Correlatively, they must accept responsibility for 
what they say or write or publish without looking to 
the University for cover.

The Committee is of opinion that such a policy, 
which is consistent both with the ordinary prin
ciples of free speech and with the elimination of the 
in loco parentis relationship, shpuld be emphasized 
by appropriate notice to various campus 
organizations, such as the York Faculty 
Association, the various college councils and other 
faculty and student clubs; and that, in addition, 
faculty or student publications (especially those 
that appear on a regular basis) should carry a 
notation certifying to their responsibility and that 
of their writers and editors for the contents of those

members of the public, entitled to react and take 
such actions as it or they may be advised against 
defamatory or scurrilous attacks in campus 
publications, as they would be if they had no 
University affiliation. Although the Committee 
feels that any complaints, especially on the part of 
the University itself, should be redressed through 
the internal grievance and adjudicative 
procedures, it is also of the opinion that it should 
not, through any recommendation, nor should the 
University, seek to preclude any administrator or 
faculty member or student from resorting to the 
civil or criminal law for redress against injury or 
wrong inflicted by a campus publication.

Members of the University should 
retain this report for future reference 
and discussion. The comments and 
recommendations presented here do 
not represent University policy. The 
report is distributed in hopes of 
creating a concensus, either pro or 
con, or stimulating alternative 
recommendations on the various 
issues raised so that appropriate 
decisions may be made during the 
next few months.

continued next page
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8. The use of university property
The University is not only a place where 

teaching, research and learning in a formal, 
structured sense are carried on ; it is also a place as 
well where a variety of extra-curricular activities 
are carried on, some of them directly related to 
academic programmes, and others only 
peripherally so, but nonetheless forming an im
portant part of University life. Some of these ac
tivities are sponsored or carried on by the 
University itself or under its auspices; for example 
the Gerstein Lecture Series and the Performing 
Arts Series. Some are activities of the faculty or of 
the students, concerned with their relationship to 
the University; for example, there is the York 
Faculty Association and the Council of the York 
Student Federation, and the governing councils of 
the constituent Colleges. Some are activities of 
faculty and students as directors and members of 
cultural societies or clubs; some are activities of 
faculty and students as sponsors, leaders and 
members of political clubs.

This does not exhaust their variety. What is

important is that there be freedom for faculty and 
students to engage in extra-curricular activities on 
the campus so long as those activities, or the 
organizations through which they are carried on, 
are within the law and are compatible with the 
maintenance of the University’s character as an 
“open society”.

It is to the advantage of the University 
College that, subject to the primacy of the 
academic programme, its facilities and property be 
available for use of faculty and students engaged in 
extra-curricular activities related to their roles as 
faculty and students, and, beyond that, as educated 
citizens interested in the problems of the 
temporary world. The University or the Colleges 
are, however, entitled to know of any intended use 
of their facilities or property so that proper and 
orderly arrangements can be made for it.

or a

con-

The University, in terms of its own values, can 
only insist on intruding upon the independence and 
self-direction of faculty and student campus 
organizations if the use of the University’s name is 
involved other than descriptively, or in so far as 
any facility of the University or use of University 
property is sought by them. Even where the name 
of the University or of any constituent College is 
used descriptively, care must be taken by faculty 
and student organizations concerned that they do 
not represent themselves to the public as arms or 
agents of the University or of any College unless in 
fact they are so designated by the appropriate 
University or College authority.

Where any University or College facility, or any 
property of the University or a College is sought 
regularly or occasionally by any faculty or student 
(or mixed faculty and student) organization, the 
appropriate University or College authority must 
give its consent and may, if necessary, establish an 
order of priorities for the use of facilities or 
property if the demands, whether made con
currently or otherwise, cannot otherwise 
reasonably be met.

This policy should extend not only to meetings of 
faculty and students as such but also to meetings 
and functions where outside speakers or artists are 
the attraction. Nor does this Committee think the 
policy should be any different merely because 
members of the public are invited by a faculty or 
student or by faculty and student campus 
organizations. In such a case, however, the 
University should be entitled to insist that adequate 
supervisory arrangements be made in advance, as 
well as requiring that previous clearance be ob
tained for the use of the necessary space. To the 
extent that there may be rental or other charges 
involved, according to the nature of the occasion, 
the University or a College would be expected to act 
reasonably in the matter.

i

The use of University or College facilities or 
property by a non-University or non-College 
organization, albeit faculty and students are among 
its members, raises an entirely different issue 
which is not at all within the policy adumbrated 
above. The University or College has no in
stitutional obligation to such an organization and 
may properly treat its request for space or other 
use of facilities as a purely commercial matter if it 
so chooses. If faculty or students are prominent in 
the outside organizations, the expectation would be 
that, unless official or other University activities 
preclude, favourable consideration would be given 
to request for meeting space by such organizations.
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9. The university’s security services
Security staff are employed by the University to 

provide assistance to members of the University 
and their guests and to visitors to the University, 
and to protect its buildings and property, to control 
traffic, and to assist, when required, in orderly 
ingress aid egress of persons attending the many 

- University and public functions that are held on 
University premises. The security staff have

police powers, and the Committee was assured by 
the Director of these services that he does not seek 
them. Rather, he conceived his role and that of his 

to be that of employees, having the respon
sibilities detailed above, and that of private citizens 
in respect of law enforcement. In this character, 
they might be obliged to seek police help, as, for 
example, if they became aware of a break-in or a

theft, but, generally, this would not be done without 
the direction or approval of a responsible 
University administrator.

The Committee approves of this view of the 
functions of the security staff, and recommends 
that the present policy as to their functions be 
continued, and that they remain under the super
vision and direction of the President’s office.

men

no

10. Due process in the university: 
investigation and adjudication 
of grievances and charges of misconduct

The Committee approaches this section of its 
Report with the hope that formal recourse to the 
proposed adjudicative machinery will be in
frequent, and will be regarded as a last resort after 
previous efforts at resolution of disciplinary issues 
have proved unsuccessful. However, the machinery 
must be provided to ensure impartial assessment of 
the validity of adverse action taken by the ad

ministration or of charges of misconduct or 
misbehaviour, where this is disputed, and also 
impartial review or determination of the imposed 
or proposed penalty or sanction.

Disciplinary cases may arise in a number of 
ways; a grievance may be lodged by a faculty 
member or a student against the administration for

action taken against the grievor; or the ad
ministration may bring a charge against a faculty 
member or a student; or students or faculty 
members may be complainants against other 
students, or against faculty members. The ad-

continued next page
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ministration for this purpose would be the 
President and those immediately or mediately 
under his direction or responsible to him, and 
authorized to act in matters committed to his 
jurisdiction. Whether adverse unauthorized action 
has been taken by a subordinate officer of the 
University may itself be an issue in a disciplinary 
matter.

The Committee recommends that a York 
University office be established under the direction 
of an independent administrator whose duties 
should include (1) initial investigation of charges of 
misconduct by, or complaints of improper action 
against faculty members or students; and (2) ef
forts to resolve the matters before they become 
formalized by invocation of the jurisdiction of the 
proposed court system. If the efforts at composing 
the dispute fail and the moving party seeks the 
intervention of the court, the administrator should 
require a written and signed statement of the 
charge or the grievance, as the case may be, and 
provide a copy to the person or persons charged or 

. against whom the grievance is lodged. The court 
should thereupon be constituted, as hereinafter

prescribed, and the hearing and conduct of the case 
should thereafter be left to its direction. The results 
of the administrator’s prior investigation, whether 
or not embodied in a report, should not be presented 
to the court, although they may have been 
presented earlier to the parties.

The Committee does not think it necessary in 
this Report to spell out in further detail the 
necessary elements of a fair hearing, which include 
the right to know what is charged or complained of 
and an opportunity to meet the charge or complaint 
and the right to be represented for that purpose by 
counsel or otherwise. It recommends that rules of 
procedure and rules for the fair conduct of the 
hearing of any disciplinary matter and, as well, 
rules respecting any appeal that may be taken 
against the decision of the court, be left to the panel 
of court members, as first selected, for deter
mination and formulation by them, but, subject, of 
course, to amendment by later panels in the light of 
experience.

The Committee thinks it desirable to make a

distinction between disciplinary matters arising in 
the precincts of one of the Colleges and involving 
the relations of a member of the College and the 
College administration (being the Master and those 
acting under him or by his authority), and matters 
of discipline arising outside College precincts in
volving a member of the College or arising within 
such precincts and involving a non-member. The 
Committee favours what might be called local 
autonomy and local jurisdiction in so far as an issue 
of discipline arises between a College and one of its 
members concerning any incident within the 
College precincts. It recommends that such an 
issue be left to resolution by such procedures as the 
College has adopted or may adopt, but subject to a 
right of appeal, either by the member affected or by 
the College to the appellate court of the university 
court system.

In all other matters of discipline, where formal 
grievances are brought or formal charges laid, 
resort should be had to the university court system 
by way of trial, with a right of appeal.

11. Constitution and operation of the 
university courts

Faculty members and students in the University 
form one community despite their different func
tions and roles, and the Committee has concluded 
that there should be one court system to serve them 
and not a different system for each group. It is also 
the Committee’s view that the court system should 
reflect stability, continuity, adaptability and im
partiality, and it has sought to ensure these at
tributes in the following proposals for its establish
ment and for the selection of members for par
ticular cases.

The members of the court for any case shall be 
chosen by drawing names from a hat from the 
respective categories of panel members up to the 
number needed.

or student has been visited with a sanction, whether 
damages or a fine or imprisonment, after 
proceedings before the public courts, the university 
court, if it is called upon and does deal with the 
same misconduct as a subject of University 
discipline, may think it proper to take that sanction 
into consideration in determining the appropriate 
University penalty, if guilt be established or con
firmed. Again, this must be left to the university 
court to determine in any particular case.

Third, and most important, assuming a faculty 
member or a student commits an act which is 
cognizable by the regular courts and is also 
wrongful so far as the University is concerned, he 
may have to face the prospect and the con
sequences of punishment, in the role of citizen 
amenable to the ordinary law, and the concurrent 
prospect and consequences of discipline, in the role 
of faculty member or student amenable to the law 
of the University. There is nothing new or special in 
this as being oppressive to faculty members and 
students and to no one else who has a dual capacity. 
Doctors, lawyers and other professional persons 
who violate the law of the land may find their 
professional status at stake through the action of 
their governing bodies if the violation has any 
bearing on their fitness to continue in their 
professional work. Members of non-professional 
associations and members of trade unions may 
similarly run the risk of discipline for conduct 
which has rendered them liable to public sanction 
through the regular courts. The ordinary citizen 
who violates the law may find himself liable 

- criminally (and subjects fine nr imprisonment or 
both) and civilly (and subject to a judgment for 
money damages) for the same act. This does not 
put that person in double jeopardy in the proper 
legal meaning of that concept.

The appeal court shall similarly consist of five 
members, but in all cases shall have two faculty 
members and two student members with the law 
faculty member as president. No panel member 
who has sat at trial shall sit on the appeal in the 
same case. It follows that other names than those 
drawn for the trial will have to be drawn to make up 
the composition of the appeal court.

If the number of courts to be established, or 
sickness, or inability to serve for other reason, 
exhausts the panel members in any category, the 
nominating groups should be required to submit 
additional names in the appropriate category.

The Committee recommends that in general the 
courts should deliver written reasons for their 
decisions but would not bind them to do so in every 
case. The decision of the majority will be the ef
fective decision; and, of course, the decision at trial 
or on appeal, as the case may be, shall be binding 
on the parties involved in the particular 
proceeding, that is the faculty members or students 
or both and the administration, as the case may be.

A central issue before the Committee was the 
relation between the University courts and the 
public civil and criminal courts respecting 
misconduct which invited civil or criminal sanc
tions and which could also be, regarded as meriting..— 
University discipline. This issue was brought to the 
fore by forebodings about “double jeopardy” which 
were reflected in some of the submissions made to 
the Committee. What was advocated was a hands- 
off policy by the administration and by the 
university courts in respect of misconduct, even 
though on the campus and touching University 
interests, if that very misconduct was being dealt 
with by the public courts.

There shall be a panel of judges composed of five 
faculty nominees of the Senate, five nominees of the 
Faculty Association, and one student nominee from 
each recognized College and student organization. 
There are at the present time eleven such 
organizations, as follows:

Founders College Student Council
Vanier College Council
Winters College Council
McLaughlin College Council
College “E” Student Council
Atkinson College Association
Glendon College Association
Graduate Students’ Association
Graduate Business Council
Legal and Literary Society Council of

Osgoode Hall
Council of the York Student Federation

As other such organizations are established they 
should similarly be entitled to make one 
nomination. The Committee leaves it to the 
nominating bodies to determine how their 
nomineees shall be selected.

To the twenty-one (as of this time) nominees 
should be added two nominees of the Council of 
Osgoode Hall Law School, being members of the 
faculty. The Committee is of the opinion that at 
least one member of the court sitting on any 
should have legal training; the reasons are obvious. 
It would have this member preside in the court, 
whether it be the trial tribunal or the appellate 
tribunal; and in order to provide for this and not 
have the same person preside both at trial and 
appeal two nominees from the faculty of the Law 
School are proposed.

Two things must be emphasized. First, there can 
be University violations which do not engage the 
ordinary law of the land; and there can be 
violations of this law which would not rationally 
amount to a University offence. This very matter 
might be an issue to be determined by a university 
court, and the Committee does not feel it can 
foretell how it should be decided; this is better left 
to be worked out on a case by case basis. Second, if 
there is misconduct which, in the administration’s 
opinion, violates University regulations or merits 
University discipline, and which is also a violation 
of the civil or criminal law of the land, it does not 
automatically follow that charges will be laid or 
action taken at both University and public authority 
levels. The Committee tan appreciate that there 
may be situations whichthe public authorities may 
be content to leave to University sanction. There 
may likewise be cases which the public authorities 
may think are too serioes to he ignored, and they 
may have to deal with them |n such a way as to 
make it unnecessary for the University to act : for 
example, misconduct which attracts a substantial 
term of imprisonment. In between there may be 
cases which both the University and the public

case

The Committee gave sympathetic consideration 
to this contention but it cannot accept it as an in
variable principle. The contention does not raise an 
issue of “double jeopardy” in the strict legal sense 
of prohibiting the state from mounting multiple 
prosecutions against a person for the same conduct. 
However, it does project the notion beyond its legal 
signification, seeking to apply it by analogy to 
punishment by the public courts and discipline by 
the university courts for the same matter. The 
Committee sees the problem m three aspects upon 
which it wishes to elaborate. First, it dees not He 
with the university courts to initiate proceedings 
before them, but rather they can only be activated 
by grievances or charges properly laid by ethers. If 
theft occurs when a civil suit or a criminal charge is 
pending before the public tribunals, in respect of 
the same alleged misconduct, the university court 
may think it proper to defer its hearing until the 

.^proceedings before the public courts have ter- 
, minated. This should, however, be a matter for the 
court itself to determine, and the Committee does 
not think it proper to limit the court’s discretion by 
an in^le^S<$on<k

on

The twenty-three nominees shall serve as a 
judicial panel for one year, but the members shall 
be eligiMe for renomination. The composition of a 
trial court should vary according to whether a 

"faculty member or members or a student or 
students or both are involved in the proceeding, 
apart from the involvement of the administration. 
Ia all cases it shafl consist of five members of the 
panel and a law faculty nominee shall preside; but 
where students only are involved in the proceeding, 
the court shall consist of three student members of 
the panel and one faculty member, in addition to 
the presiding member. Where faculty members 
only are involved, or both faculty members Mid 

-^students, the five member court shall consist oftwo 
faculty members of the panel antMwo student 
membççUjji atfdi^or} tp.thfi prying member.

i
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authorities may decide to bring before their 
respective courts. Their particular interests may 
be concurrently engaged to a degree which would 
make their failure to act a dereliction of ad
ministrative responsibility.

The Committee thinks it proper to do no more 
here than to recommend: (1) that the University 
administration be sensitive to the possibility that 
excessive punishment may result if sanctions are 
concurrently imposed both by the University and 
by the public courts; and (2) that it may consider it 
enough to establish a violation of University norms 
of behaviour so as to bring home to the offender that 
his violation has become a matter of record even if 
only a minor sanction is imposed or sought from the 
university court.

The Committee has two further 
mendations respecting the operation of the court 
system. Hearings both at trial and on appeal should 
be open, subject to the discretion of the court, after 
considering representations to that effect, to hold 
the hearings in camera . The court should also be 
charged with the responsibility of deciding whether 
the evidence at trial should be taken down verbatim 
and a transcript provided, and whether there 
should be a transcript of the oral argument 
appeal. Presumably, where questions of fact 
crucial to the issues appear to be in dispute, the 
evidence would be taken down in full for purposes of 
study by the trial court and for the assistance of the 
appellate court if an appeal is taken. Where a 
verbatim record and transcription of the 
proceedings are directed, the cost should be borne 
by the University.

The Committee recommends, although this may 
be obvious, that the records of the courts and of the 
proceedings before them should be preserved and 
should be kept separate from other University 
records. It also recommends that anything in the 
records of the courts pertaining to any student or 
faculty member, whether as to offences and 
discipline or otherwise, should in no circumstances 
be noted on his academic transcript or record.
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12. Rules and sanctions:
the law of the university court system

The proposed university court system cannot 
operate in a vacuum. There are various models 
which can be considered with regard to the func
tioning of the proposed courts: (1) standardards of 
conduct might be formulated as guides for the 
courts; (2) a code of regulations might be drawn up 
which the courts would be expected to apply (3) 
the courts might be left to develop their own 

common law” of the University; or, (4) there 
could be a blending of a body of standards and of 
rules with the courts’ creative role to complement 
or supplement the given standards and rules. This 
Committee leans to the last of these proposals for 
reasons that follow.

Hitherto, the University has not had any com
prehensive regulations respecting norms of 
behaviour of faculty members or students 
Moreover, it was, by and large, assumed that all 
members of the University community would know 
without being told that they were subject to the 
ordinary laws, whether municipal, provincial or 
federal. The Committee sees no pressing need to 
have this expressed in any document but it may be 
prudent to be obvious about this so far 
conduct on the campus as well as off it.

University calendars or handbooks have dealt 
onty m very general terms with prescribed conduct, 
and then in respect of students alone. The following 
passages are current:

Student Conduct

vJÿ” accePt'n8 admittance and registering at 
.... University, a student acknowledges his

the^Universityabide by ^ mIeS 3nd reguIations of

Within each College, the Master or Principal is 
responsible for the conduct and activities of the 
students in his College. Detailed regulations per
taining to student conduct are issued by the various 
Colleges. Other university regulations are 
recommended by the York University Committee, 
made up of eight students and seven faculty 
membérs^M J

Bars are not permitted at undergraduate func
tions held on of the recommendations in this Report would 

within this specification. For the rest, the Com
mittee is of the view that it is enough to enunciate 
such general standards as the duty to refrain from 
destruction of property, from invastion of 
premises, from violence and from incitement to 
violence, from assault or threat of assault, from 
unjustified interference with the conduct of classes 
or of meetings, from obstruction of passage of 
others, and from obstruction of ingress to or egress 
from campus buildings.

With a general statement of these duties of 
abstention (which, the Committee believes, are put 
in better perspective when expressed as the ob
verse to the rights of free expression and 
association and assembly in the University), the 
Committee would leave it to the university courts to 
fashion particular rules in particular situations by 
analogy to the prescriptions of the law of the land 
and by application of the general standards which 
have been (perhaps not exhaustively) suggested. It 
is, in the Committee’s judgement, unwise to seek to 
devise a comprehensive and particularized code 
which would cover every known or anticipated 
occurrence for which some measure of discipline 
might be imposed. Human behaviour has infinite 
variety; and, however detailed the prescription, 
there would be variations which would involve the 
courts in issues of interpretation not differing 
substantially from those to be expected in dealing 
with the general standards which this Committee 
recommends.

The Committee gave consideration to the 
adoption of the very general formulae upon which 
disciplinary action is based in some of the statutes 
governing the professions, namely “conduct un
becoming a barrister, solicitor or student-at-law" 
(as found in the Ontario Law Society Act) or 
“misconduct in a professional respect or conduct 
unbecoming a medical practitioner” (as found in 
the Ontario Medical Act). It concluded that such 
standards would be too vague to apply to faculty

come
campus. The sale, distribution, 

possession or use of any illegal narcotic and of LSD 
is prohibited at York University.

The University retains the right to take ap
propriate disciplinary action against any student 
whose conduct is considered detrimental to the 
good name of the*University.

This prescription, in the Committee’s view, is 
completely unsatisfactory. There is 
specification of University-wide rules and 
regulations, nor any indication where they may be 
found; at the most, there is a forewarning that 
regulations may be issued. The mention of liquor 
and drugs alone seems somewhat gratuitous. There 
is, finally, undue vagueness in the references to 
“appropriate disciplinary action" and to “conduct 
... considered detrimental to the good name of the 
University." Indeed, the vagueness is compounded 
by the failure to refer to any procedures or 
tribunals; and both paternalism and arbitrariness 
inhere in the formulation. There is, in the Com
mittee’s view, an obligation on the University to 
provide clearer guidance to students on the norms 
of behaviour, on their relation to the law of the land 
and on the procedures by which punishable 
misconduct will be enforced. The inclusion of 
faculty members in the operation make this all the 
more necessary.

no

as concerns

There are, of course, some recognized academic 
offences which if committed would not amount to a 
violation of the criminal law of the land; for 
example, cheating at examinations; and there are 
some non-academic offences which similarly are 
purely University infractions; for example, 
parking in a prohibited place on the campus 
(assuming no applicable municipal by-laws) or 
failing to pay prescribed University parking fines. 
The Committee does not think that it would serve 
any useful purpose to seek to legislate too widely 
and in too great particularity on norms of 
behaviour beyond ecunciating those regulations 
which have a purely University raison d’etre, as 
contrasted with those which, being the law of the 
land, Wld'tipyiy tfttlïottë'rid offthb'baritiih^ TOlÿ continued next page —li lib . is/U ttiJjii
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members or students and it would be unfair to 
require the university courts to amplify them. So 
far as concerns faculty members or students, the 
standards do not have the specific professional 
focus which, despite their generality, make them 
susceptible of adaptation to the specialized work of 
persons engaged in the practice of law or of 
medicine.

In turn, on the point under discussion, the 
Committee does not think it should in this Report go 
beyond the suggestion of the specific and general 
matters already mentioned for inclusion in a 
regulatory code. They would be enough to launch 
the disciplinary machinery herein proposed; but 
the Committee is also of the opinion that if what is 
here suggested is accepted in principle and to the 
extent to which there is detail given, then it may be 
left to a small representative group of faculty 
members, students and administrative officers to 
fill out the scheme, bearing in mind the virtue of 
avoiding prolixity and of leaving discretion in the 
adjudicating bodies, but discretion tied to ex- 

« pressed standards.

Turning to sanctions, the Committee felt that it 
ought to give full specification here so as to fix both 
the kind and range of penalties that might be visited 
by the courts upon an offender. However, the 
Committee does not recommend that the hands of 
the courts be tied to the imposition of specified 
sanctions for specified offences. The court should 
be free to consider all circumstances that it thinks 
relevant in assessing an appropriate penalty and it 
need not be instructed, for example, that wilful 
destruction of University records or incitement to 
violence which results in serious injury or arson in 
respect of University buildings may merit ex
pulsion.

Expulsion as a permitted sanction is at one 
extreme of the range which the Committee has in 
mind, and a reprimand is at the other. In between 
aie such sanctions as a period of suspension; the 
deferring of a sanction on a promise of good 
behaviour for a defined period on the analogy of the 
suspended sentence and probation applied in the 
criminal courts; requiring an apology, or a public 
ieti action of a statement found to be untrue or 
mischievous where it is the subject of complaint- 
and the deduction by the University of the amounts

of fines or levies imposed upon faculty members or 
students from money held for them or owed to them 
by the University. The reference here is not to 
tuition fees and the like, but to such things as 
parking fines and library fines. The Committee 
does not consider that it should be concerned in this 
Rep°rt with the propriety of the policies underlying 
such fines, but only with whether they are rightly 
due and unpaid according to governing regulations. 
To have involved itself ma consideration of library 
administration and supervision of campus areas in 
respect of parking would have taken the Committee 
on course.

courts to offend against a faculty member or 
against a student. Regard must be had in this 
connection to the dual role in which members of the 
administration are cast; they are at one and the 
same time involved in serving the University as an 
institution (and in that aspect responsible to the 
Piesident and to the Board of Governors) and 
required to be sensitive in their service to the rights 
of faculty members and students. It appears that 
only the reprimand and the public retraction or 
apology may be directly imposed by the university 
courts, and any sanction beyond those would be for
me President to impose or recommend to the Board 
in the light of adverse decisions by the courts The 
Committee’s thinking on this is that the purpose of 
the judicial condemnation is not to punish the ad
ministration but to secure redress for faculty 
members and students.

Two other matters need to be mentioned. First 
whether or not a sanction imposed by the court is 
exacted (as contrasted with one already imposed 
and confirmed by the court) is not a matter forcthe 
court to supervise of its own initiative. Second, the 
range of sanctions recommended by the Committee 
is such as to give the administration the effective 
power of enforcement, regardless of who the 
subject of the penalty happens to be. The Com
mittee does not envisage a fresh proceeding before 
the court to secure a direction for compliance with 
a sanction previously decreed; but the situation 
would be different if there was an allegation of a 
fresh offence calling for an original hearing The 
previous record of a person so involved would of 
course be relevant to the proper sanction if he were 
again found to be an offender.

Lest there be any doubt, the Committee wishes 
to make it clear that there should be no academic 
sanction for non-academic offences. There may be 
academic consequences as a result of visiting 
certain sanctions upon faculty members or 
students, but none of the sanctions envisaged bv 
this Report, be they judicial sanctions or ad
ministrative ones, should be reinforced by directly 
imposing academic disabilities. The Committee 
would emphasize this particularly with respect to 
administrative library or parking fines. Use of 
these services may be forbidden until such fines are 
paid (if properly owing), but academic standing or 
status should not be otherwise affected.

The Committee discussed and rejected the use of 
lines as a sanction available to the university 
courts. That is to say, it does not believe in the 
imposition by the university courts of a monetary 
penalty as a punitive measure against a faculty 
member or student. Although a distinction exists 
between a fine and,, , . compensatory damages, and
there may be merit in giving the university courts 
power to assess damages, as for example, for the 
value of stolen property, the Committee thinks it 
preferable to lea ve this kind of redress to be sought 
through the ordinary civil and criminal courts at 
the suit or complaint of any injured person. This is 
not said, however, with any intention to encourage 
resort to the public courts; composition without 
such resort may be the better course.

The Committee thinks it proper to point out that 
the availability of the court system through which 
community attention would be brought to bear upon 
allegations of misconduct is itself a form of 
tion through the attendant publicity.

The Committee recommends, of course, that the 
decisions of the courts on sanctions should be 
binding on faculty members, students and ad
ministration no less than its conclusion of guilt in 
any particular case. It would give the ad
ministration power to interfere in only one case and 
that is where expulsion is either confirmed or 
imposed by the court. Here, the President should 
have the authority, as a prerogative of clemency to 
commute the expulsion to a lesser penalty.

The Committee considered how far, if at all the 
sanctions herein specified could be applied against 
members of the administration if found by

sanc-

the

13. The university 
matters of discipline

9s initiative
m

One of the questions raised before the Com
mittee was whether the administration should be 
permitted to impose a sanction upon a faculty 
member or student before its right to do so was 
established after a hearing before the university 
court. Of course, the affected person would be free 
to grieve against the discipline and to have a 
hearing on the merits of the University’s action as 
well as upon the propriety of the sanction. But there 
appeared to be some unease about the possibility of 
’sentence first, trial afterwards.”

The issue must be put in prspective. The 
University has no powers of arrest, and hence there 
is no question of detaining a person or, after 
detention, releasing him on bail pending trial 
Second having regard to the range of sanctions 
proposed by this Committee, the only one which 
raises a serious concern about possible injustice 
and its consequences, if precipitate action is taken 
is expulsion. No doubt, suspension is also a severe 
sanction, with the obloquy, however unfair, which 
such a publicized severance would involve, but it 
does not mean a severance of relationship!

There are very practical and human

sidérations involved in the University’s initial 
exeicise of discipline, which might, however be 
later called for review. A faculty member or 
student may readily, or after investigation by the 
University, agree that he has been guilty of 
misconduct. There is little point in proceeding in
ruC C^se,t0 a formal hearing, and there is more 
likelihood of a mutually acceptable composition or 
resolution of the matter if it is left to informal ad
justment. If the discipline imposed is regarded as 
disproportionate to the offence, there is a right to 
seek review by the university court.

Eve" ‘f threre is a dispute about the guilt or in
volvement of a faculty member or student in a
hÜüîlPfUif offence’ the Preferable course would be to 

the matter threshed out before resort to the 
university court system. Both parties mav be 
mistaken about the issue; the faculty member or 
student may be mistaken that no offence occurred-
BetlÏÏ'ZÎ may bemistaken as to its character! 

tier that they examine the situation than that the
instance ^ ** required to resort to the court in

tegrity of campus life. Under the adjudicative 
scheme proposed in this Report, it will be expected 
to surrender its hitherto ultimate authority in 
discipline matters to an impartial university court. 
But it cannot remain indifferent to conduct which 
constitutes, in its opinion, a breach of what has 
previously been referred to as the ‘‘liberty of the 
campus’’ or, to put it another way, ‘‘the peace of the 
University In moving to deal with instances of 
breach of that peace it must be left with initial 
power to impose a sanction, at the risk of successful 
challenge if the affected person or persons choose 
to bring the case before the university courts.

The Committee would, therefore, not interfere 
with the University’s privilege, as an initial matter 
to exercise disciplinary authority save where ex
pulsion is the intended sanction. Where alleged 
misconduct deserves, in the University’s opinion 

e sanction of expulsion, and the person or persons 
o be affected dispute their guilt or dispute that 

their misbehaviour merits expulsion, the Com
mittee recommends that the University be entitled 

rt is iho n - , 0 impose suspension provided it simultaneously
the init aî Vp^'h-V?16 a?ministration, that has befo,re the university court to obtain a
me initial responsibility of maintaining the in- fmdmg that expulsion may properly be imposed

each

con-

14. Responses to critical situations
Events on other

elsewhere, involving sit-ins, physical obstruction oï 
ly..femonstrations and the like, obliged the 

- Committee to face up to the question of how such 
matters should be handled if they occurred at York 
University. The Committee saw this obligation

anri beg,mmne of this ReP°rt’ there was not
ana there is not now any emergency at York in
viting this Committee’s attention. There are two 
dimensions to these situations; first, internal

handling; and, second, inviting external law en
forcement agencies to deal with them.

as a continued next page
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The basic observation is that the Committee 
does not regard the mounting of physical force or 
violence or depredations of any kind as legitimate 
means of asserting the freedoms — whether of 
speech or assembly or association — that must be 
secured to all faculty members and students at 
York. To attempt, therefore, to surround these 
tactics with formulary procedures through which 
they would be abated, would be to engage in a ritual 
negation of the basic proposition just stated. The 
responsibility for taking countermeasures is im
mediately that of the administration; mediately 
however, the entire performance (if the Committee 
may so describe it) depends on the respect that 
faculty members, students and the administration 
have for the freedoms already mentioned, for 
rational discourse and for due process.

The Committee does not ignore the fact that 
there may be precipitating reasons for a 
manifestation of force. Misbehaviour or miscon- 

|duct of any member of the administration towards

a faculty member or student is as cognizable by the 
university courts as is the situation in reverse If 
however, policies are advocated for adoption or 
social issues pressed for approval by the ad
ministration and it is unwilling to agree, this 
Committee is unable to appreciate that a deadlock 
becomes justification for a legitimate show of 
loi ce. The decision-making authorities in 
University should certainly consider matters 
within their respective-spheres brought to their 
attention for discussion or decision. Peaceful 

of persuasion are open to the proponents of 
such matters; force and intimidating conduct in
volved in physical obstruction and seizure of 
premises are inadmissible. The Committee is of the 
opinion that we are a long way from totalitarian 
repression at York to warrant metaphysical 
rationalizations on the just use of force. Analogies 
from conditions elsewhere simply do not fit the 
facts.

courts brought into the picture in emergency or 
ci isis situations other than in their ordinary 
judicial character. It gave some consideration to 
vesting jurisdiction in the courts to issue an im
mediate restraining order or mandatory order to 
bring a disorderly demonstration or a sit-in to an 
end, but it concluded that unmanageable dif
ficulties would arise in possibly obliging the court to 
deal with numerous citations for breach of such 
orders or for what might be called contempt of 
coui t. The Committee feels that the administration 
must act as it may be best advised; and the 
ultimate responsibility rests on the President.

the

means

The President would rarely act without some 
consultation; and he would, of course, be wise to 
invite the opinion of such faculty and student ad
visory bodies as he is in the habit of consulting or 
which have been constituted for that purpose. Since 
emei gency situations will themselves vary in the 
urgency with which they should be met, the 
Committee is reinforced in its view that to attempt 
to devise a structured response would be futile It 
would always be necessary to leave an avenue for 
prompt, unilateral measures; no President can 
afford to take the risk that, by his failure to act 
instantly, injury or damage has occurred which 
might have been averted. In a sense, he is called 
upon to exercise a prudent but sensitive discretion 
to avert or mitigate harm being occasioned by 
persons who are, prima /«</< at least, wrongdoers.

The Committee does not see the university

1
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In brief, then, the Committee recommends that 
the administration remain charged, with whatever 
risks inhere, in dealing with disorder or physical 
obstruction or disruptions on the campus, whether 
it be by measures limited to University action or by 
calling foi help from external law enforcement 
agencies. It must be ultimately the ad
ministration’s judgment when to call for such help, 
and that judgment may well be called in question 
before the university courts if it is imprudently 
exercised with resulting injury to faculty members 
or students. Since there is no routine surveillance of 
the campus, activation of the police would 
generally be through a source other than the police 
themselves. Ordinarily, the President would be the 
one to seek or authorize police intervention, but 
there can be no assurance that some once else may 
not think it right to bring them in; and, however 
circumspect the police response, they could hardlv 
ignore an alarm.
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The administration may, in the circumstances 

envisaged above, also bring charges for deter
mination by the university courts, or, conceivably, 
by the regular public courts. On the other hand if 
notwithstanding alleged offences by faculty 
members or students, they are themselves vic
timized, as by the use against them of excessive 
force, they too would equally be entitled to resort to 
the courts for redress.

V
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15, Implementation and the York Act
1 he Committee has not been directly concerned 

with the relation of the recommendations of this 
Report to the terms of the York University Act It 
has proceeded on the view that if implementation, 
m whole or in part, requires an amendment to the 
Act. this may be left for consideration when 
range of implementation is determined.

laeul y members as he undoubtedly can deal alone 
with the conduct of students and with student ac
tivities. The power vested in the President under 
section 13 (2) (b), to supervise and direct the im
plementation of the educational policy and general 
administration of the University, appears to be 
whollx administrative, and related to decisions 
made either by the Board of Governors or by the 
senate The Committee does not presume to do 
o tier than point out that, if the Report can be im
plemented within the present .terms of the Act. it 
can be only by self-limitation of the authorities 
empowered by the Act to exercise the powers 
which, by this Report, are to be delegated to others, 
and especially to the proposed university 
the other hand, if

necessary or desirable, it will afford an opportun! 
to consider comprehensively the place 
disciplinary power in the Act. "

The Committee would add that, assuming i 
Kepur; can be implemented under the A ! as it no 
stands, it thinks it unlikely that implementatio 
once etiected. u'ould be later renounced. Yo 
University now operates under arrangements 
many areas which do not reflect a strict use of tl 
legal power of thé Board or Senate or President, b 
rat her are a result of an agreed sharing of authori 
m urtherance of effective working relationshi, 
with faculty members and students. Although t 
égal power is in reserve, convention has modifit 

the manner of its exercise.

the

It is manifest that acceptance of the core of this 
Report will mean voluntary limitation by 
Piesident of the powers given to him by section 13 
(2) (c) of the Act. This provision relates only to 
student conduct and student activities; it does not 
cover faculty members. There may at the present 
time be some doubt whether the President alone is 
vested with power to deal with the conduct of

the

courts. On 
some amendment is either

16, Summary

interfere 'ÏS ^ fUniversit-v can™t justifiably 
L h il ci, Ï Ï enforcement of the law of the land, it should be concerned (notwithstanding the 
a legation of the in loro parentis relationship) that 
accusations should not be lightly made nor

suspicion too readily acted upon to the detriment of 
students or of faculty members

3. Where a complaint is brought to the at
tention of the University of an offence against a 
member of the University, then unless it is im
mediately apparent that an offence has been 
committed, the University should make an in
vestigation before calling in the police

entitled to be satisfied that adequate 
exist to supervise those events and to 
peaceful ingress or egress so that disorder 
may be averted

on
I

arrangemen 
ensu 

or injui
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5. The University should not attempt to 
monitor a peaceful meeting or demonstration

support from the University; (4) they seek the 
imposition by the University of a tax for their 
support or the collection of their fees by a check-off 
arrangement; or (5) they engage in or incite im
proper interference with academic work or their 
conduct creates 
violence

machinery available to deal with general 
plaints

39. There should be every encouragement of 
informal relationships between faculty members 
and students arising out of approaches by students 
for help in resolving difficulties, albeit 
academic matters

com-

6. If there is reasonable apprehension of 
violence or there is incitement of violence 
representatives of the constituents of the Univer
sity ,7 administration, faculty and students — 
should, if feasible, be consulted before action is 
taken by the University

7. The University may ask the organizers of a 
meeting or demonstration to state its purpose so 
that proper arrangements as to place and time, if it 
is to be held on University premises, may be made

a reasonable apprehension of on non-

distribute a han„i,Sly Sh°U,d PUbliSh a"d22. There should be no general accreditation or 
recognition bureau for faculty 
organizations, but this does not 
faculty or student organizations should be
sTudent's^ 35 the collective voice of faculty or

, , or brochure to incoming
faculty members and students which would tell 
them of the services and facilities of the University 
of the avenues of information and communication 
and ot the procedures for redress of grievances

or student 
mean that no

8. The University’s approval or disapproval of 
the purpose should not be the test for permitting or 
prohibiting a meeting or demonstration on 
University premises, subject, of course, to the law 
of the land

9. The University should affirm that faculty 
members and students do not lose their ordinary 
rights by reason of their University affiliation and 
that they may exercise them in relation to any 
academic activity on the campus

10. The University should not attempt to for
mulate detailed rules of “do’s and don’ts” but 
should, by and large, be content to fix 
standards of behaviour

11. The University’s disciplinary concern 
should not be engaged for off-campus activity of a 
faculty member or student which violates the law of 
the land, unless that member 
representing the University

12. The University should not carry the
^oposed break with the „/ pareHtis
re ationship to the point of refusing, especially if 
asked, to arrange for legal or other assistance to 
faculty members or students involved in 
campus episode

, J1?: The of the University’s name by a 
faculty or student organization for descriptive 
purposes only should not be prohibited, but the 
University should be notified of such

24. The use of the University motto 
ai ms can only be with prior permission

41. The University should be dissociated from 
faculty or student campus publications that are not 
sponsored by the University, and the faculty or 
student publishers, editors and writers must accept 
lesponsibility for their publications without ex
pecting any University cover

42. Faculty member or student publications 
should carry a notice dissociating the University 
from involvement

43. The University should be entitled to require 
campus publications to carry the names of their 
sponsoring organizations, 'their editors and their 
printers

44 The University cannot object to any faculty 
member or student identifying himself as a teacher 
or student of York University when speaking or 
writing, but it may insist that he make his personal 
responsibility clear and not implicate 
University unless expressly authorized

use

or coat of

7„5datp 7aSy„ SrïïÆs 5SÏÏ
dition that the descriptive or other use of its name 
or any use of its motto or coat of arms carries no 
approval or responsibility for the aims or activities 
of the organizations that use them

non

general
26. The exercise by the University through its 

Board of Governors of authority to tax students to 
provide funds for their activities has not involved 
any Board control of the objects of student activity 
expenditures, and the Committee recommends that 
this policy continue

27. The Committee does not believe that it 
should recommend any fee level for student ac
tivities or how the fee fund should be distributed

or student is
the

45. Although complaints of injury or wrong 
inflicted by a campus publication should preferably 
be handled through the University’s internal 
procedures, an administrator or faculty member or 
student should not be precluded from resorting to 
the public courts for redress

an off- 28. The University is entitled to insist that 
every campus organization which is the beneficiary 
of money granted by the University or exacted 
from the students and remitted to student 
organizations should have an annual audit which 
should be made public; and the auditing 
requirements should be worked out with an ap
propriate University officer

13. The University should consider, in con
junction with the Faculty of Law, the feasibility of 
providing either a legal referral service or direct 
legal assistance to faculty members and students

46. Faculty members and students should 
i emain free to engage in on-campus extra
curricular activities so long as they are within the 
law and compatible with the maintenance of 
University’s character as an open society

47. The University should have no concern with 
those activities save as the use of the University’s 
name is involved other than descriptively and save
involved86 °f ^ University facility or property is

the
14. Off-campus misconduct of a student should 

no disqualify him from remaining in residence 
unless pursuant to rules for the residence 
previously adopted and made known to students 
when applying for residence accommodation

29. The University is not entitled to limit 
faculty members or students in their right to form 
or join associations, nor should it visit any sanction 
upon faculty members or students in that 
nection con-

30. If any association, for example, a fraternity 
or sorority, practises discrimination on grounds 
condemned by the public policy of Ontario the 
University would be justified in denying it the use of 
University facilities or other assistance

31. The in loro

i5. The University should continue to make 
available information on its records about faculty 
members or students only to senior administrative 
officers of the University and not to others without 
the consent of the faculty member or student

48. It is to the advantage of the University that 
subject to the primacy of the academic 
programme, its facilities and property should be 
used in the extracurricular activities of faculty 
members and students

, t J , parentis relationship should not 
be retained for students in residence when its 
abolition is recommended for all others

49. Prior consent to such use and, if necessary 
according to an order of priorities in order to meet 
ail reasonable requests should be required

16. The University should not collect any in
formation other than the bare data it now records 
about faculty members or students without in
forming them of its intention and of any intended 
use, and without securing their consent

17. The University should be entitled to have 
the names and addresses of the officers of faculty 
and student organizations on the campus and a 
copy of the constitution of each such organization

32. The Committee approves the principle of 
self-government that is reflected in the operation of 
residences and feels that they should be left to their 
own legislative and adjudicative procedures 
subject to those situations in which the Committee 
recommends that jurisdiction be vested in the 
University courts

33. A student’s civil liberties should not be 
restricted merely because he is in residence

34. The University should inform parents of 
students in residence and the students themselves 
of what a residence offers and how it is governed

50. The University may properly insist that 
adequate supervising arrangements be made 
especially where members of the public are invited 
on campus

51. The University should consider favourably 
the use of its facilities or property by non-campus 
organizations, subject to the priority of academic 
demands and those of campus organizations (p. 32).

52. The Committee recommends the con
tinuation of the present policy of employing persons 
for security services without having them invested 
with police powers

18. All human subjects in social science and life 
science projects should be volunteers and be ad-
survey* the pUrp0Se or nature of the experiment or

19. The academic standing of any student 
should not be affected by a refusal to participate in 
any experiment or survey nor should such refusal 
be a matter of record for outside information 
provided that if participation is required for any 
academic course as part of the learning experience 
this should be made known in advance when a 
choice of courses is being made

bp SiahnlKfu1 ad-pjdicative procedures should 

mined*1 P°Sed ^ proposed san^ion may be deter

35. Persons in graduate and married students 
residences are in no different position from com
muting students save as they are under landlord- 
tenant obligations

36. The administration should be continually 
sensitive to the need to keep faculty members and 
students informed of matters and decisions 
affect them in their University affiliation

37 The University should establish an office to 
which faculty members and students may resort 
lor information or advice or to bring to notice any 
dissatisfactions with the operation or ad
ministration of the University; this office could be 
allied wUh but would have a function different from 
the office to be attached to the University 
system J

54. Disciplinary cases should embrace 
giievances or charges by or against members of 
the administration, faculty and students

55. The University should establish an office 
under an independent administrator to which 
charges of misconduct may be brought for initial 
investigation and ultimately, if not resolved, for 
submission to the University courts

20. The University should review its 
procedures in connection with the use of human 
subjects, particularly with reference to: 
periments whose successful outcome depends 
the subject s ignorance of the technique or purpose ; 
<2; appropriate methods of announcing results to 
protect privacy unless it is surrendered with full 
knowledge of attendant circumstances; and (3) 
provision ot a form of release of claims against the 
University for any injury, with due sensitivity to the 
risks to which persons may be exposed

21 The University should not be concerned 
with the aims or activities of any faculty or student 
a***S¥|tlPPsi9r ftofoStWHA Where: (1) they seek

that

(1) ex
on

56. Rules of procedure for the hearing of cases 
by these courts should be formulated by them to 
ensure due process or a fair hearing

court

38. The Committee sees no need to make anv 
such recommentlation in respect of the Colleges 
w ich are closer to their members and anibuhm,,fe,,inU^tn!^S,qneit.|B$Ke.|
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57. Disciplinary matters arising within the 
precincts of a College and involving members of the 
College only should be left for initial determination 
through College procedures, subject to a right of 
appeal to the University courts

58. All other disciplinary matters should come 
within the original and appelate jurisdiction of the 
University courts

59. The University courts should be established 
and their membership for particular cases selected 
in the manner detailed in Appendix D

60. The decision of a University trial court, 
subject to a right of appeal, and the decision of the 
appeal court, should be binding on the parties in
volved in the case, be they the administration or 
faculty or students. Unanimity should not be 
required; a majority’s decision should be binding

regulations and standards of conduct with a 
creative function in the courts to complement or 
supplement them with a “common law” of the 
University

68. The Committee recommends that the 
University abandon as a disciplinary standard the 
present prescription of “conduct detrimental to the 
good name of the University”

nnn76' Ihere Shf?uld be no academic sanction for a non-academic offence

77. The Committee recommends that the ad
ministration retain an initial right to impose 
discipline (subject, of course, to challenge in the 
University courts), except where expulsion is the 
intended sanction and in that case suspension may 
be imposed if a charge is simultaneously laid to
obtain a ruling in support of expulsion

t

78. The Committee doés not regard physical 
force or depredations as legitimate means of 
asserting the freedoms that should be secured to all 
faculty members and students at York

69. The Committee recommends that, since the 
law of the land applies both on and off the campus, 
the University should not attempt to legislate a 
comprehensive code but should in the main (apart 
from regulations having a purely University 
d'etre, prescribe general standards

raison

70. The Committee recommends further that if 
the foregoing is accepted in principle, a small 
representative committee of faculty members, 
students and administrative officers should be 
established to fill out the scheme

71. The Committee recommends that there be 
a complete specification of sanctions which would 
be open to the University courts to apply according 
to their assessment of the particular

72. The Committee recommends as possible 
sanctions expulsion, suspension, deferment of 
suspension on promise of good behaviour, apology 
or retraction, and reprimand

73. The Committee recommends that neither 
fines nor damages be among the remedies open to 
the University courts; but, where the University 
holds money payable' to a faculty member of 
student, deductions therefrom to satisfy parking or 
library fines that have been rightly imposed may be 
authorized or confirmed

74. The administration should not have any 
power to alter any sanction imposed by a 
University court save that where expulsion is 
imposed or confirmed by the court, the President 
should have discretion to commute it to a lesser 
penalty

75. The Committee recommends that sanctions rq
within the power of the courts against a member of involve a C°r6 of this RePort would
the administration be a reprimand and an apology President undpr ihl^v °v ?! the Powers of the
or public retraction, since the purpose of judicial bringing down «Mh/p1* U™ersity Ac*. but the
condemnation is not to punish the administration norEfwn™^ ?epuort also Provides an op-
but to secure redress for faculty members and ^ whether or how the Act should
students dfsdïine ” reSPeC' Us clauses respecting

79. Although there may be precipitating 
reasons for a manifestation of force, the wide 
jui îsdiction proposed for the University courts and 
the peacelul means of persuasion open to
EPpnentS. °f P,articular Policies, emphasized in 
this Report, make force, intimidating obstruction - 
and seizure of premises inadmissable

61. The Committee cannot accept as an in
variable principle that jurisdiction be denied to the 
University courts to deal with alleged misconduct 
of faculty members or students where that 
misconduct is being or has been dealt with by the 
public courts

63. The Committee recommends, however, 
that the University administration be sensitive to 
the possibility of excessive punishment if sanctions 
are concurrently imposed by both the University 
and the regular courts; and it should consider that 
it might be sufficient to seek merely a declaration 
that a “University” offence has been committed 
without seeking a heavy sanction

64. University court hearings should, as a rule 
them6" bUt the C°Urt should have auth°rity to hold

^M^jrersitycourts be broughUnto’emergency’or

action must rest with the President

minktrnt'must be left jo the judgment of the ad- 
E? 1 4ex?rc,sed after consultation with 
faculty and student advisory bodies if that is 
possible, whether or when to limit response to 
ciises to University action or to call for external 
assistance The Committee does not believe that 
there can be a preformulated 
situation

82 The administration must take the risks of 
unilateral action or faulty judgment in dealing with 
emergency situations, and both the University 
courts and the public courts 
become involved with the 
its consequences

case

response to fit every
in camera

65. The University should bear the cost of 
recording and transcribing the proceedings if the 
court directs that a verbatim record should be 
made may conceivably 

emergency situation and66. The records of the University courts should 
be kept separate from other University records 
and anything in them pertaining to any faculty 
member or student should not be noted on his - 
academic record or transcript

67. The Committee recommends that the “law 
of the University courts” be a blend of specific

17. Appendices
Appendix A

PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON THE RIGHTS 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF MEMBERS OF YORK UNIVERSITY

freedom of advocacy, freedom of political action, 
freedom of artistic expression and freedom of 
publication in campus organs;

4. The limits, if any, on campus action (as 
contrasted with freedom of expression), including a 
consideration of civil disobedience and a code of 
behaviour to regulate group activity;

5. The relationship which should exist between 
a University code of behaviour and the laws and 
regulations of governmental authorities; and

(a) to appoint and remove the Chancellor;

( b) to appoint and remove the President and 
the vice-president, if any;

(c) to appoint, promote and remove all 
members of the teaching and administrative staffs 
of the University and all such other officers and 
employees as the Board may deem necessary or 
advisable for the purposes of the University, but no 
member of the teaching or administrative staffs 
except the President, shall be appointed, promoted 
or removed except on the recommendation of the 
President, who shall be governed by the terms of 
the University’s commitments and practices;

<d) to fix the number, duties, salaries and 
other emoluments of officers, agents and em
ployees of the University;

<e> appoint an executive committee and 
such other committees as it may deem advisable, to 
fix the quorum for meetings of such committees 
and to give or withhold from the chairmen thereof a 
casting vote, and to delegate to any such committee 
any of the powers of the Board;

(f) to borrow money on the credit of the 
University in such amount, on such terms and from 
such persons, firms or corporations, including 
chartered banks, as may be determined bv the 
Board;

(gf to make, draw and endorse promissory 
notes or bills, of exchange;

(h) to hypothecate, pledge, charge or moi*- 
t^age any part or all of the property of the

TERMS OF REFERENCE
Recent incidents on North American campuses 

have raised serious questions about the norms of 
behaviour of members of a University and have 
presented issues which prevailing rules do not 
meet. There is a need for a statement of principles 
that is clear and contemporary.

In the light of the foregoing, and having regard 
to the essential purposes and nature of the 
academic community and of the relationships that 
should exist in this community between the 
University and its members, the Committee is 
hereby charged to define the University’s super
visory and disciplinary role, and, further to make 
recommendations as to the norms that should 
govern the behaviour and activities of faculty and 
students in those areas in which the Committee 
considers that the University has a legitimate 
concern and as to the institutions or machinery for 
their enforcement.

6. The relationship or interdependence of 
University procedures and law enforcement in
cluding questions such as the disclosure of con
fidential information about faculty members or 
students to law enforcement agencies.

The Committee may adopt such procedures for 
its deliberations as it feels will best assist it in 
carrying out its duties and will 
President of the University.

Appendix B

RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE 
YORK UNIVERSITY ACT 

STATUTES OF ONTARIO, 1965, CHAPTER 143

Section 10

report to the

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing 
the Committee is asked to consider the rights and 
responsibilities of faculty and students in relation to 
the following questions:

1. The degree to which the personal behaviour 
of student and faculty members should be subject 
to University regulation;

2. The distinction, if any, that should be made 
between undergraduate students and graduate and 
professional students;

Except as to such matters by this 
specifically assigned to the Senate, the govern
ment, conduct, management and control of the 
University and of its property, revenues, ex
penditures, business and affairs are vested in the 
Board, and the Board has all powers necessary or 
convenient to perform its duties and achieve the 
objects and purposes 0f the University, including 
without limiting the generality of the foregoing 
p6Wér,UIUa «wumjui yjj

Act

, Pef limits. « any, that should be set to 
freedom of expression in the University, including

continued next page-"t. X A -
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University to secure any money so borrowed or for 
the fulfilment of the obligations incurred by it under 
any promissory note or bill of exchange signed, 
made, drawn or endorsed by it;

(i) to issue bonds, debentures and obligations 
on such terms and conditions as the Board may 
decide, and pledge or sell such bonds, debentures 
and obligations for such sums and at such prices as 
the Board may decide, and mortgage, charge 
hypothecate or pledge all or any part of the 
property of the University to secure any such 
bonds, debentures and obligations;

(j) to make by-laws and regulations for the 
conduct of the affairs of the Board, including the 
fixing of a quorum, the election of its members, and 
the filling of vacancies;

( k ) to establish faculties, schools and institutes 
with the concurrence of the Senate.

Section 13

( 1 ) There shall be a President of the University 
who shall be appointed by the Board after con
sultation with the Senate and who shall hold office 
during the pleasure of the Board.

(2) The President is Vice-Chancellor and chief 
executive officer of the University and,

(b) shall supervise and direct the im
plementation of the educational policy and general 
administration of the University, the teaching staff 
officers, servants and the students thereof;

(c) has power to formulate and implement 
regulations governing the conduct of students and 
student activities;

(f) has power to examine all the activities 
of the University and developments in higher 
education;

Appendix D

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY COURTS

1. There shall be two types of courts of First 
Instance

Two Law Professors 
Ten Faculty members 
Eleven Students

Twenty-three total

C. Courts to be Established from the Panel 
The Courts created from this Panel may be

v.
i

A. College Courts
Each College shall have the power to 

establish a court which will have jurisdiction over 
its members for acts committed in the College 
precincts.

2 .
either a

1. University Court of First Instance

B. The University Court
This court will have jurisdiction in all areas 

not covered by a College Court.

2. There shall be an Appeal Court which will 
hear appeals from decisions of College Courts or 
the University Court.

3. The constitution of the University Court and . 
Appeal Court will be as follows:

A. Administrator
The President will name an officer to ad

minister the work of the University Courts, 
maintain liaison with the nominating organizations 
and report the findings of the Courts to the 
President.

or

2. An Appeal Court, to hear matters which 
have been appealed from a College or from the 
University Court.

The composition of a court will be as
follows:

a. When a Faculty member is the defen
dant

b. When Students and Faculty are jointly 
defendants

c. When a member of the administration is
the defendant

d. When operating as an Appeal CourtB. Nomination of Panel Members 
The following organizations will be asked to 

nominate members to the Panel of Judges:

1. The Council of the Faculty of Osgoode 
Hall Law School (Two faculty members).

2. The Senate (Five faculty members).

One Professor of Law, who shall be 
Chairman of the Court

Two Faculty members 
Two Student members

Five total

e. When Students are the defendants3. The Faculty Association (Five faculty 
members).

One Professor of Law, who shall be 
Chairman of the Court4. Each recognized student or College 

organization (One student member each). One Faculty member 
Three Student members(g) has power to recommend to the Board

or the Senate regulations to govern the activities of 
the faculties, schools, institutes, teaching staff and 
students;

As of 1969-1970 there are eleven student 
organizations: Five total

The Administrator will draw the ap
propriate number of names from a hat from the 
twenty-three names on the Panel.

D. Additional Court Members
If the number of courts to be established 

orsickness or absence exhausts the number of 
Panel members in any category, the nominating 
groups in the appropriate category will be asked to 
submit additional names. The categories

(h) has power to establish presidential 
committees to study and to recommend action on 
matters affecting the University.

Founders College Student Council 
Varner College Council 
Winters College Council 
McLaughlin College Council 
College E Student Council 
Atkinson College Association 
Glpndon College Students’ Council 
Graduate Students’ Association 
Graduate Business Council

„ . Leg31 & Literary Society Council of
Osgoode Hall

Council of the York Student Federation

As new student organizations are formed, 
they will enjoy the same privilege of nominating 
one member to the Panel.

Total nominees in 1969-1970:

Appendix C

Written Briefs submitted to the Committee

are:

a. For Court Chairman - Council of the 
Faculty of Osgoode Hall Law School

„ b For Faculty Members - The Senate and 
the Faculty Association

1. Professor R.W. Nicholls 
Department of Physics 
Faculty of Science

2. Professor C. Michael Lanphier August 9 1968 
Acting Director
Survey Research Centre

March 27,1968

c. For Students - All College and Student 
organizations

3. Professor Geoffrey Hunter September 3 1968 
Department of Chemistry 
Faculty of Science

4. Professor Walter B. Carter September 10 
Division of Humanities 
Atkinson College

5. The Board of Directors of the

York University Alumni Association 
Mr. Colin L. Campbell, President

6. Mr. Ira Goldhar 
(3rd Year Sociology)

7. Professor Michael Collie 
Department of English 
Faculty of Arts & Science

8. Professor David Bakan 
Department of Psychology 
Faculty of Arts & Science

9. Professor Paul Kohn 
-- Department of Psychology

Faculty of Arts & Science

10. Graduate Business Council and 
Mr. Jean-Pierre Chartrand 
(2nd Year MBA)

\

< A
-, 1968

■ -fj.
P * 'y m

.September 30, h,
1968

October 1,1968
?

October 3,1968

r
NT

October 16,1968 - j*- „

X.
*?*£*•* « .

October 24,1968

*****

a
October 29,

1968
m

X
11. Professor Joan C. Stewart December 10 

Department of Psychological Services

12. Mr. Steven G. Kelman 
(2nd Year MBA)

, 1968

I_*>Pnl 1,1969
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* decision making of basic social 
sequence be carried on by public 
groupings;

* politics be seen positively, as the art of 
collectively creating an acceptable pat
tern of social relations;

* politics has the function of bringing 
people out of isolation and into community 
thus being a necessary, though not suf
ficient, means of finding meaning in 
personal life;

* the political order should serve to 
clarify problems in a way instrumental to 
their solution; it should provide outlets for 
the expression of personal grievance and 
aspiration; opposing views should be 
organized so as to illuminate choices and 
facilitate the attainment of goals ; chan
nels should be commonly available to 
relate men to knowledge and to power so 
that private problems 
recreation facilities to personal alienation 
— are formulated as general issues.

Work should involve incen- ' 

fives worthier than money 
or survival

The real campus is a place 
of commitment to business 
-as-usual, getting ahead, 
playing it cool

If student movements for change 
still rareties on the campus scene, what is 
commonplace there?

The real campus, the familiar campus, 
is a place of private people, engaged in 
their notorious “inner emigration.” It is a 
place of commitment to business-as-usual, 
getting ahead, playing it cool. It is a place 
of mass affirmation of the twist, but 
reluctance toward the controversial public 
stance.

Rules are accepted as “inevitable,” 
bureaucracy as “just circumstances,” 
irrelevance as “scholarship,” selflessness 
as “martyrdom,” politics as “just another 
way to make people, and an unprofitable 
one, too.”

con-
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Almost no students value activity as 

citizens.
SJh PPassive in public, they are hardly more 

idealistic in arranging their private lives;
Gallup concludes they will settle for “low 
success, and won't risk high failure ” ^

s5
The economic sphere would have as its 

basis the principles:
XV

vsm VV1

RGOBB
^ -* work should involve incentives 

thier than money or survival. It should be 
educative, not stultifying; creative, not 
mechanical;

There is not much willingness to take 
risks (not even in business), no setting of 
dangerous goals, no real conception of 

■ , , personal identity except one manufac-
mampulated, encouraging independence, tured in the image of others no real urge 
a respect for others, a sense of dignity and fob personal fulfillment except o be

^assuce^Ustheve^S

crucial influence on habits, perceptions F
and individual ethics; ' Attention is being paid to social status

(the quality of shirt collars, meeting 
people, getting wives or husbands, making 
solid contacts for later on); much, too is 
paid to academic status (grades, honors 
the med-school rat-race). But neglected 
generally is real intellectual status, the 
personal cultivation of the mind.

wor-

self-directed. not

in loco parentis. Further, academia in
cludes a radical separation of the student 
from the material of study. That which is 
studied, the social reality, is “objectified” 
to sterility, dividing the student from 
life—just as he is restrained in active 
involvement by powerlessness of student 
“government.”

The student learns by his 
isolation to accept elite rule 
within the university

* the economic experience is so per
sonally decisive that the individual must 
share in its full determination;

* the economy itself is of such social 
importance that its major rescources and 
means of production should be open to 
democratic participation and subject to 
democratic social regulation.

Students leave college somewhat 
“tolerant” than when they arrived, but 
basically unchallenged in their values and 

Huge foundations and other political orientations.

more

private financial interests, 
besides government, shape 
the university

The specialization of function and 
knowledge, admittedly necessary to our 
complex technological and social struc
ture. has produced an exaggerated 
compartmentalization of study and 
derslanding. This has contributed 
overly-parochial view by faculty of the 
role of its research and scholarship, to a 
discontinuous and 
derslanding by students of the surrounding 
social order; and to a loss of personal 
attachment by nearly all to the worth of 
study as a humanistic enterprise.

There is, finally, the cumbersome 
bureaucracy extending 

throughout the academic as well as the 
extracurricular structures, contributing to 
the sense of outer complexity and inner 
powerlessness that transforms the honest 
searching of many students to a 
ratification of convention and, worse, to a 
numbness to present and future 
catastrophes.

The size and financing systems of the 
university enhance the permanent 
trusteeship of the administrative 
bureaucracy, their power leading to a shift 
within the university toward the value 
standards of business and the ad
ministrative mentality.

Huge foundations and other private 
financial interests, besides government, 
shape the universities, not only making 
them more commercial, but less disposed 
to diagnose society critically, less open to 
dissent. Many social and physical scien
tists, neglecting the liberating heritage of 
higher learning, develop “human 
relations” or “ morale-producing” 
techniques for the corporate economy, 
while others exercise their intellectual 
skills to accelerate the arms race.

With administrators ordering the in
stitutions, and faculty the curriculum, the 
student learns by his isolation to accept 
elite rule within the university, which 
prepares him to accept later forms of 
minority control. The real function of the 
educational system—as opposed to its 
more rhetorical function of “searching for 
truth”—is to impart the key information 
and styles that will help the student get by. 
modestly but comfortably, in the big 
society beyond.

There are no convincing apologies for 
the contemporary malaise. While the 
world tumbles toward the final war, while 

in other nations are trying 
desperately to alter events, while the very 
future qua future is uncertain—America is 
without community impulse, without the 
inner momentum necessary for an age 
when societies cannot successfully per
petuate themselves by their military 
weapons, when democracy must be viable 
because of the quality of life, not its 
quantity of rocket.

The apathy here is, first, subjective—the 
felt powerlessness or ordinary people, the 
resignation before the enormity of events.

But subjective apathy is encouraged by 
the objective situation—the actual 
structural separation of people from 
power, from relevant knowledge, from 
pinnacles of decision-making.

Just as the university influences the 
student way of life, so do major social 
institutions create the circumstances in 
which the isolated citizen will try 
hopelessly to understand his world and 
himself.

“Students don’t evert give a damn about 
the apathy, one has said. Apathy toward 
apathy begets a privately-constructed 
universe, a place of systematic study 
schedules, two nights each week for beer, 
a girl or two, and early marriage; a 
framework infused with personality, 
warmth, and under control, no matter how 
unsatisfying otherwise.

Like the political and economic 
major social institutions

ones, 
cultural,

educational, rehabilitative and others — 
should be generally organized with the 
well-being and dignity of man as the 
essential measure of success.

In social change or inter
change we find violence to 
be a b ho rent un-

Apathy is the product of so
cial institutions and of the

to an
In social change or interchange, we find 

violence to be abhorrent because it 
requires generally the transformation of Structure of higher 
the target, be it a human being or a 
community of people, into a deper
sonalized object of hate. It is imperative 
the means of violence be abolished and the 
institutions — local, national, international 
— that encourage nonviolence 
dilion of

truncated un-

education itself men

Under these conditions university life 
loses all relevance to some. Four hundred 
thousand of our classmates leave college 
every year.

But apathy is not simply an attitude; it is 
a product of social institutions, and of the 
structure and organization of higher 
education itself. The extracurricular life is 
ordered according to in loco parentis 
theory, which ratifies the administration 
as the moral guardian of the young.

The accompanying “let’s pretend” 
theory of student extracurricular affairs 
validates student government 
training center for those who want to 
spend their lives in political pretense, and 
discourages initiative from the 
articulate, honest and sensitive students.

as a con- academic
conflict be developed.

These are our central values, in skeletal 
form. It remains vital to understand their 
denial or attainment in the context of the 
modern world.

In the last few years, thousands of 
students demonstrated they at least felt 
the urgency of the times.

They moved actively and directly 
against racial injustices, the threat of war, 
violations of individual rights of 
science and, less frequently, against 
economic manipulation. They succeeded 
in restoring a small measure of con
troversy to the campuses after the 
stillness of the Joe McCarthy period. They 
succeeded, too, in gaining 
cessions from the people and institutions 
they opposed, especially in the fight 
against racial bigotry.

as a

con-

more

The bounds and style of controversy 
deliniated before controversy begins.

The university "prepares” the student 
for “citizenship” through perpetual 
rehearsals and, usually, through 
emasculation of what creative spirit there 
is in the individual.

The academic life contains reinforcing 
counterparts to the way in which ex
tracurricular life is organized.

The academic world is

are

some con-

The very isolation of the in
dividual—from power and community and 
ability to aspire—means the rise of a 
democracy without publics. With the great 

of people structurally remote and 
psychologically hesitant with respect to 
democratic institutions, those institutions 
themselves attenuate and become in the 
progressively less accessible to those few 

who aspire to serious participation in 
social affairs. The vital democratic 
nection between community and 
leadership, between the mass and the 
several elites, has been so wrenched and 
perverted that disastrous policies 
unchallenged time and again.

The significance of these scattered 
movements lies not in their success or 
failure in gaining objectives—at least not 
yet. Nor does the significance lie in the 
intellectual “competence" or “maturity” 
of the students involved—as some pedantic 
elders allege.

mass

Tragically, the university could serve as 
a significant source of social criticism and 
an initiator of new modes and molders of 
attitudes. But the actual intellectual effect 
ot the college experience is hardly 
distinguishable from that of any other 
communications channel—say, a 
television set—passing on the stock truths 
of the day.

founded on teacher-student 
relationship analogous to the 
parent-child relationshipThe significance is in the fact the 

students are breaking the crust of apathy 
and overcoming the inner alienation that 
remains the defining characteristic of 
American college life.

con-

The academic world is founded, on a
teacher-student relation analogous to the 
parent-child relation which characterizes go

:
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Horse feathers. Duck Soup 
both are excellent movies

Don t wait 
till you get 
stuck- 
winterize your ear now

i

Ther/have been a^number of Huxley days' looked down "" as a problem to be
great Marx Brothers movies "s 5LÏS mo,^,hL Pmg ™,ed in “» corporations of 
showing in Toronto lately. Cine The ye,tr 'h,: “»'*■ It is inefficient; it
City had a Night at the Opera and A bigshot type Sf thefnnrhrîth ^ doelfn.t get the right man for the
Day at the Races recently; the making his open IhhJT'T ’ nght Job 1 don’t imagine it would
Ontario Film Club showed the facultyWl sEden£ Thlrff » the over too well in Hollywood today 
rarely seen Animal Crackers a rSus soni w HnI ° °WS tosay “Well, if you’re hiring us for 
<1930». and right now the Silent evéSone nrlsem 'T Vmg tbis film- HarPO has to get to play
Cinema is showing Horsefeathers both of these mnriefK ^ !ü the harp’ Chic° Sets to play the
and Duck Soup, which are both 0f musical orodurhoi^nMmkcT 0tS ptano and mV youngest brother
excellent. which rrna 1 numbers m ZePP° must be in the cast to be

Horsefeathers has Groucho as H^dancm^l^^^ sort of «Haight man and singer,
the incoming president of Huxley worth SfST ^ , That may not be the way it
College, arch football rival of absolutely mirât / fl ed Wlth happened exactly, but the feeling
Darwin College. perfïmed whh t 3,1 °f genuine loyalty among the

wilh nn mi ,ncred,ble ease, brothers adds to the films. I telieve
k wê™ rv „T!ng ÏÏ2rl “T if ,hal “■<* had "» loss of effidency
cracker? eatin8 since they made their own worlds,

rould Lth ni Pian° fplayer you and compromise that a co?
emifs " P fymg forever- he ^ration's efforts require, or that
plavL Pl6aSUre 38 he’s lhe sort of film making using a
in^thes° fl S?U’d °f ebullience currently^athb^abl^Tequires’
^ngSeoî ^tlWaf?r^g,,ng „°r The naturalness of themTh nï
esoecfall? iS h h °C,°US',He throuSh continuously.
under "is shfrt and^thtT v"8 N° modern fllm actor or 
extremelv ticklcH the° actlng comedian shows the kind of
rri^^retrieve^h^hîng^A^Hip and relaxedness wbh
sight of a prèuy g rl he s offt £r ,h‘S ^ that the br‘H>ant per- 
direction at a ulf nin Jfth ff r h . ,ormances of the Marx Brothers

saSS EF"- s*
ir Ma™6

concentration bTif l^feaS =^EangT^"heFdia™ 

kind of concentration that is well hn a .c.tlon *hat sPreads good 
rewarded in exuberant laughter h T t 'r°Ugh°Ut/ the audience.

Nepotism or the hiring of c Horae fathers (1932) and Duck 
relatives, is ÏÏ V"’ S"C"'

Winterizing the cooling system includes:

1) Run engine to check for leaks
2) Tighten all hose connections
3) Test radiator pressure cap
4) Drain radiator and engine block
5) Add anti-freeze and refill cooling system

Only

$4.00
plus parts

w EXPERT SERVICE a

ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MAKES

CALL 638-3171
GALLELLO'S BP SERVICE

3374 KEELE STREET (N. OF SHEPPARD)

.Eiereed

rD ferons
Toronto'* Urorsl and fmrsl 
selection of pierced runner.

..............................................................................

A SPECIAL OFFER ... I
ONLY M f0NTERTA,NMENT VALUE THAT COSTS YOU |

c^on^whkhVnvuts^you to"enloy"vSufi enTerlain^nfandTecreati^aÎ I

i

f^PIERCI^j CSE RVIC E

LEO AWIN Jeweller 4 
CteMtmtlli

cinrivi Hinsioi jrwutr 
in tmh, suite jos

C«f Shuler „ f»
AU WOFK DONl in OWN JTVDIO

be fully honoured. _
forrSNLY?2^)rtUnitVf0rVOUt0eniOVA FULL YEARS ENTERTAINMENT |

Below is a resume of the tickets that make up your "ACTIVITY PASSPORT" I

H«key ■ Maple Leaf Gardens <jr. A1 TICKETS VALUE g
Skiing - Honey Pot * 3.50 —

- Uplands Ski Hole 
Discotheque - Mynah Bird

- Riverboat
- Speak Easy
- The Onion
• The Ultimate Gramophone
- Soul City
- Picasso Key Club 
■ The Bod Pod

Ballroom Dancing - Club Interlude 
Theatre • Studio Lab Theatre

- Toronto Workshop Productions 
Golf - Forest Hills Golf Club 

■ Hornby Tower Goll Course 
Swimming Central Y.M.C.A.
Karate - Tsuruoka Karate School 
Judo - Hatashita Judo Club 
Bowling - Don Mills Bowl, Shea's Bowl 
Billiards - Embassy, Don Mills, Broadway 
Curling - The Terrace 
Horseback Riding - Circle M Ranch 
ice Skating - The Terrace 
Sleigh Ride - Central Don Stables 
Roller Skating - The Terrace 
Bridge Studio • Kate Buckman's 
Latin Dancing - Mo Mo's Discotheque

i
1

= i
7fried

food

Ck <foux can?

3.50
2§ 10.001 8.00= 4 10.00= 2 2.004 6.00

i2.001 1.00 i1
§2 3.00 !3.501 4.002 8.001 §1.501 i2.502 6.00 MEi =
55.00

Crosswordl 5.003 .903 4.05
2 5.003 7.00

I 2.=2 1.4.00 3. 4. 5.1 I2.002 4.00 I4 I18.25 I1 2.00 ii c*.-? !*•§r 7.
| There are just 2500 passports available . . . Certainly "not eno^ah for 1
1 AVA?AeBLEATadCYSaFle ^y0Uohurry and °nefor yourself NOW! 
s vailable AT. CYSF . Office, Rm. N108 Hum. Bldg =
.SlIHIhllllHIIIIIIIIIIIHIinillllHHHHHIIIIHIIIimilllllllHHIIIimilllllllllllllllMIBBWNNMMNNIINMlJi

'I (/yO**ie in and relax

(four £rie*uU at S3
8.

!10.

I Hli.I 13.

2875 Keele St.
SERVE CANADA

with the

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

14. ; 15(just N of Wilson) 
630-5721

Open 10 am to 3 am 
7 Days a Week

:

l

16. 17. IB.

Regular Members

5 8 and not more than 6’5”. Physically fit.

19. 20. 21.

*
22.

23.

’

Special Constables & Civilian Members
Height standard not applicable. Applicants also considered 
it resident in Canada over 5 years. MAHIPOSAf

counlr°y 3V 'S * mournin9 daV for peace in this

, c. ’*• End of a party in French
„ ,'mhal 01 UniverS'fy of Toronto 17. If you had all your land taken awav 

history professor McPherson. too might be an Irate lnd?an V'
3. It * the time of year for -. 18. This international organization

«-nairman of the rights and responsibilities nothing constructive to help 
committee. in Biafra

o' Mri.Sh RePublic 1» New Right.
more manV Eskimos live in one »' these any »• The ory of the Society for the Promotion of

bcnool Spirit.
22. Glendon Student Council Emeritus. 
J3AAl°Jfri»ke ~ not f0 sfrike was the question 
union daV 5 meefing of fhe building services

across
CONCERT

Sunday, Nov. 30

MICHAEL COONEY 
PENNYWHISTLERS 
owen McBride 
BRUCE COCKBURN

you

has done 
end the genocideapriiyS'ans8l|ISl?acr„SSÏSnOtOVer45yearS0,a*c may

11. Moral Rearmament Association. 
13. Initials of British prime minister.

Last week’s downanswers
1. Most people at York seem to think going to 

university is part of the ladder to success.
2. More than 20 of these have been knocked 

down by York drivers since the 
system came into effect.

3. If you don’t know how to 
what you're missing.

4. This East African country is committing 
genocide to try to stop one of its provinces from 
seceding.

5. Oppression of Native Labor.
7. The safety and security department will 

start - your car away if you keep blocking the 
fire routes.

10. Exclamation.
12. Alcoholics Anonymous.
15. One of these in Vanier College last week 

was a perfect example of how the new parking 
regulations are needed.

21. First name of Vietnamese leader.

■■s t.T*
Hy3lBtJJN j_L K !

b I b|r T mB 

■_N_AJ1 Gp(_B E_n arc We rJal
A M E R IcÎÀfT

8.00 p.m. Convocation Hall 
University of Toronto Campus

TICKETS: $3.50 Sam the Record Man 
Toronto Folklore Centre,
384 Avenue Rd.
SAC Office, 12 Harl House Circle

INFORMATION: 920-6268
Get your tickets 
space is limited

Salaries for University Graduates
Refuiar.|nembers $7,081.00 per annum. Special Constables 
an ,.^lvl]fan Members at a salary commensurate with 
qualifications and positions available.

new parking

you don't know

Interviews on campus Tuesday, 
December 2,1969 now —

Answers next week
I • i U
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Success possible
cljohk (Day. Cate
' York's children love to sing

Hawk's Nest latest 
to try progressive

r

--please bring your guitar, 

bongos, harmonica, etc., 
anytime to the

York Day Care Centre 
- - room 617 Winters

York's children love to dance

the support it can get.)

There are various factors which 
point to the success of the Hawk’s 
Nest. Since the Rock Pile first 
opened. Toronto has been part of 
' making it", part of "the tour", for 
touring groups.

By PAT KUTNEY 
With the changing of the Hawk's 

Nest policy from R and B groups to 
basically progressive acts, Toronto 
sees the emergence of yet another 
club to cater to the adherents of the 
intellectual pop music cult.

X

\
(The Rock Pile is of course Secondly, because the Hawk's 

defunct, while the Electric Circus Nest's maximum capacity is 800. 
flounders in severe financial music acts are available for 
straits. If you ve never gone to the considerably less money than the 
Electric Circus, you had better 
make haste: the Circus needs all

fees commanded in other cities. 
Catharsis has installed en
vironmental prismatic crystal 
projectors and are planning on 
implementing organic slides which 
will focus on the stage area.

NEW PENALTIES
FOR PARKING VIOLATIONS

The admission price of $2 - $2.50 
will certainly not be a deterrent to 
attendance. This is a ridiculously 
low price when contrasted to the 
figure charged for concerts at 
other established clubs like 
Detroit’s Grande Ballroom, 
Chicago’s Kinetic Playground, the 
Fillimores or even Toronto’s own 
Massey Hall.

The Hawk’s Nest may not be 
accepted because of the stigma 
that is still attached to it. People 
may still regard the Hawk’s Nest 
as an essentially R and B club.

But most important of all, it 
remains to be seen whether 
Toronto can support a progressive 
rock club on a regular basis. The 
Rock Pile and the Electric Circus’ 
relative failure seem to point to the 
contrary.

IN EFFECT AS OF YESTERDAY 
NOVEMBER 26th, 1969

( Read on — it can save you a trip to the auto pound.)

PARKING AND TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 1969/70
The Hawk's Nest is fortunate, 

though, in that if their new format 
is unsuccessful, they can return to 
their former music policy.

On the recommendation of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Parking, the Parking 
and Traffic Regulations 1969/70 have been revised as indicated below:

With careful management, 
proper promotion and a close 
regard to current trends in the 
Toronto area, as opposed to 
gauging an act’s future success in 
Toronto by their popularity in the 
United States, the Hawk’s Nest has 
a good chance of establishing itself 
on a new footing in music circles.

Section 1 (Impounding of Vehicles - amended )

Vehicles which are parked on Fire Access Routes, or illegally 
parked in reserved spaces, or which are obstructing the passage 
of emergency or service vehicles, or blocking entrances to 
residences will be towed to an off-campus pound at the expense 
of the owner.

Section 4(a) (Reserved Parking Permits - amended) r
Anniversary Special

Lamb Hoods $8.95An annual permit for reserved perking entitles the holder to a 
designated space In a reserved parking area 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. Monday to Friday, and to any available reserved space at 
other times and on other days.

Generation Fur Coats
Special, lot

at $25.00

SKIN & BONESSection 8(2) (Metered Parking and Fire Access Routes - new)
670 Yonge Street 

( 2 blocks south of Bloor) 
STUDENT DISCOUNT

There are two additions to the parking violations listed under 
this section:

(d) Parking in a time-expired meter space.
(e) Parking on a fire access route.

SALESLADIES
WANTED

Section 9 (Fines and Penalties - amended)

Revised penalties for violation of the regulations are as follows: _

(1) For violations defined under Section 8 (1)
(Registration)

(2) For violations defined under Section 8 (2) ( Parking) - $ 5.00
(3) For violations defined under Section 8 (3)

(Moving violation) -$10.00
(4) When a vehicle is towed away the driver is responsible for 
the towing charges and the related fine.
(5) Fines not paid within 5 days, Saturdays, Sundays and 
holidays excepted will be doubled thereafter, subject to an 
appeal being lodged within the specified time.

Exciting profession is 
looking for particular type 
of women who are in
terested in earning $150.00 
and up part time. If you 
would like to earn extra 
money, Phone 782-9184 
between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m. 
and ask for Mr. J. De Rose.

- $ 2.00

Male StudentsCommencing Wednesday, November 26th, vehicles parked in 
contravention of the amended Section 1 of the Regulations will 
be towed to York Town Towing and Storage, 70 LePage 
Crescent. (Two blocks south of Finch, east of Keele St.). The 
towing fee is $10.00, with an additional fee of $2.00 for every day 
the vehicle is not claimed.

Male Students with a B average, 
or better, can qualify for a whop 
ping

25% discount on Auto 
insurance.

C.G. Dunn
Director of Safety and Security Services Dad gets it too. if you’re driving the 

family car For quotations phone

Dave Henry 741 -6483

!

?
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Not out of the plastic Excaliburcorporate mold

Band: changing your mind for the better
By HOWARD GLADSTONE fh_ ea . . W ^ W I

- SSsSra^e“idee ?“"*!■ ?« ^VS-SS 423 ■-*" « « older ffi^lS %&*X£?S£
Few records that were popular a yeTr aizo °f fCh?°1’ because he has decided wh " 'hr^°"tinual|y UP and coming groups speech. It has the feeling of theŸutilitv of one
have withstood even that short tesfof time h/il 'S i101 a fairy tale and consequently D , g Th ap *jI?uia,ting the Beatles and brother killing another - (and might it not

I have this image of some enormous US ? S g°mg to pract,ce his guitar playing and ^yJanJhhe Band bad been together for a few have been written about any contemnôrarv
corporation building a gigantic cauldron fn m aA rock musician P»P has become hr> Thexît Beatles started making it war? The harmony on the choruTIITtf
which all the old Iron Butterfly MonTLL lh% n<Lw American dream. b g- They had a distinct musical background solutely beautiful and 1»li b"
Led Zeppelin, Steppenwolf, and Country Joe fiJ^ThP?»al!i.thlS SeemS pretty far away folk^n’d^ k"T biu^’ gospel- country, singin8 of the verses is powerful ITnd
and the Fish albums will be meUed down LL 7 f"d S "ew a,bum- which is realty t °f the Predecessors - stirring. powerful and
and shaped into a Simpr-nio n what I want to talk about. In some senses it Little Richard, for example. For them v„i „ ...
diameter of 25,000 milesP US space age but on the whole it has some relevance, ™as',c dldnt begin in Liverpool. And it equally memorable*s °ne is matched by one
technology will find a way to bfast this nm Irhi Sh°Wh! eve^ything The Band is d,dn 1 end with being back-up band for Unfaithful Servant He™ fh demeSS’ The
super-disc into orbit around the sun as the a°1', s ,m,ght make >t easier to un- Dylan, who I feel has been influenced as country home i= H?r,? the master of the
lemh plane,. On 11 will be fnJcedT„ „ve al! The 'th£ are,’ ?,uch «W The Band as they have £ by SXïïv cX W? s«"a-" who
those who bought the records in the firJ The five members of The Band toiled h,m- y Ve. h. „ y' He ,s bemg sent away.

s&ssr-
- rer:

WËÊM l*EF
ElSiEES^ EFHeSS» isigSEBxj'stt.f',heir ^ *'£:zs!zt1s&j& everybody' a "muc ,mpacl on izrt rro"wi,h <-* -

ssrdüs-Sri- ?"
whaû^/dJ«g«tne™!riehSrAnd h,i|d “ 1T lhal lh"= « a moralistic (if in ^iSSSJ KT/d tirBal?,lU,P ” “F

f^sszsrzs? % ahr,: wi"n,nes al ,he ra“ ™ wM*
ySpSTJS Ktd anymore* T«"t "‘LTl^Zt '

S&Xte brother’s>advten°removed ®S'«n?Ÿ5SS

1PL rewards. They don't put anybody down bm he Sh.rlf h ^ T uf the mood evoked by
'HU - they just want to show us an alternative In monv s si ^'1? n , 6 P'nes’ And the har-

* If T f ■ fh°rme hT ‘he style of life they advocate ' Up6rb Dnft with il-
WSêÉ y-* rlnps^net mUS'c 1$ a going back- but it Yet this same nature brings the cruelties

Æ^m ÏILIn 'gu?ue evuer>'thing that is going on of poverty and humiliation in King harvest
■ ftvlS y - Whau their music projects - a Has Surely Come. This final song is a iolting

^ JB honesf'nmWhere ather.people matter, an one It brings all the humor bfck into thl
' b”"est’ open, emotional yet controlled, Perspective of men struggling just to sur

wav oHifl-1 sdlgniflfd-hand basical)y rijral v've The placement of faith in the power of
by the trendsetters8 ^ ^ f°rgotten h<? Un‘°n has an absurd circular logic:

rpi • . ^ work for the union boenusp
This is not meant by me as a put-down good to me 

because personally there are parts of The 
Band s projected image that I could not 
accept. The point is that they are showing a 
total way of life as opposed to the v
ragmented one that most rock grams i ^et ,to supvive there is no choice but to 

project. For example, I cannot see how the p a<;? a,tb in the man who comes around 
Jefferson Airplane will be able to live as ,W.uh 3 paper in his hand." There is the hint 
they do for too long when they put them- ° tbe corruption of this type of work: the 
selves so squarely into a position of u,'l°r|S have invaded the farming way of life 
diametrical opposition to everything their seems £ me the only "pure" way left
country seems to stand for. They are in Thls IS ,made more sad because all' hope 
effect ssaying that 80 per cent of the people f.îem,s to have been given up for the cities-Ei-srssîsfDo,heypropose- 'hLrehAndssatjs?
semndalhGleaS°" Said that The Band's Sotien'iu^hUn^tegfnmng whéS mX
listen to it TnSeae^hV°fChange Shape as you 'S contemplating suicide. Yet she is urged to 

r ll'on each listening, certain songs venture Across The Great Divifte rw 
and lines stand out and others fade. After despondancy is taken a wav bv the sinper^ 
listening many times I find that there are confession • y by the smger s
certain songs that stand out continually 

One song that is an immediate high and 
stays there is The Night They Drove Old 
Dixie Down in this one, Robbie Robertson 
has captured more of the feeling of the U.S. 
civil war than in anything I can recall The 
personal story of Virgil Cain who served on 
the Danville train could be the story of any 
man in the war. y

(Biblical
. , am sure) tells how
his brave young brother was laid in his

ere

FI!?7w
M
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»

. c
she’s so^ W

&

m
And I m going to end up right on top 
Because that's where she said I should be

i »!
V' „

W
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"I had a go in my younger day 
And nearly wrote my will
And a,tenesti„my m'nd f"r 

Get my fill 
And I’m fit to kill ...

i
By the end of the song she is told to feed

£g"wmteSrighr17 Sunday"- and

better be 'f W 3,1 changed our minds for the

"Virgil Cain is the Virgil (the story teller) Cain 
implications intended I

name, and I served on the Danville Train ..."

Miss Cellany
EEHEESEEE

- as m°LdeaS h1Ve COme from towns outside Toronto as well \ 0 * * * be relevant to the play presented here.

v^zrsr:-^assa •sssszgzn i* «—• -«- ^ E;e ^ and ,he Fugs „

soon as an advance sell-ou. appears Imminent. ^ •**“” “ ^ 81 -d S®, SrÆe^oTcêfl t

The Studio Lab Theatre, one the city's best small ÇfS” SKfïS? °v£f=s

‘Sysus’inW69” S °n the highly controversial Sis" pïets^stoeelf T correspondents-bank presidents,
tion uLf 1 69 starting Dec. 11. The New York produc- 11" ’P 11l streetfuckers, and peace apes.” The real
mnHoaSt»uyear wa® hailed as a major breakthrough in names W>H be used and no one participating in the Yinnie 

rn eatre. Director of the Toronto production, Ernest forlh'e touth'" ^ Spared in Mr • Sar|ders quenchless search

will

The

* * *

With the great success of Waiting for Godot let
reason.

us hope
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lights, Camera, Hrtiaa!
These 2 books on film 
are worth superlatives

ïfb-' i 'mm.é(\v
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By DAN MERKUR
The Parade’s Gone By by Kevin Brownlow 
(London, 1968) Seeker & Warburg Limited ($19.95 
Clothbound; $3.75 Paperback)

i old man. The parade’s gone by ... ”
That s what the book is- about.

Hitchcock by Francois Truffaut, with the 
collaboration of Helen G. Scott (New York 1967) 
Simon and Schuster ($11.25 Clothbound; soon to be 
issued in paperback)

\

Subtitled “a vivid, affectionate portrait of the 
golden days of Hollywood”, The Parade’s Gone By ... 
is a definitive effort, recapturing clearly the ad
venture of the silent days of Hollywood. It’s not -, „
exactly the history of a film critic or a film analyst. It I rut taut is, of course, the very talented film-maker
is a sort of document, the documentation of th!65 ,andJim • The 400 Blows, Fahrenheit 451 and
memones, as expressed in interviews with the greats rbe Bride Wore Black. Hitchcock is, of course the
- Monte Brice, Clive Brook, Clarence Brown, |reatest Rector still active in films. Hitchcock bv
Francis X. Bushman, Charles Chaplin, Bebe Daniels Francois Truffaut is only the greatest book
Marlene Dietrich, Allan Swan, Douglas Fairbanks CVer comPiIed 
Jr., Howard Hawks, Alfred Hitchcock, Sam Jaffe,
Lloyd Kar 0ff’ Buster Keaton- Fritx Lang, Harold

■ ■

* & *’
n

; j 5*
m\ -1 v ’ on film

I:' ,f j
Hitchcock/ Truffaut is a compilation of a 50-hour 

interview between the maestro and his great pupil
The still pictures, originally publicity stills candid fWml* Truffaats history as a critic for

photos and on-the-set production stills are the ionrnati 3 'u gave bim incredible insight intoPhenominal in their scope Equality their JS'™' H,s years as a director gave him a 
number and their mountingP I have never seen better huff ^ h S persPectlve> and finally, Truffaut is a
reproduction in a book on films and with one ex mJL J h,af\seen ,every film Hitchcock has ever
ception, I have never seen a better choice ’ exclud,n8 only the very early lost silents.

f *1* r T
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Almnet fnrLntHg' ^ r.efs?arch has been phenomenal. articulate and loquacious. And he has spent a great

‘t
! J

♦ I
pv

Truffaut is one of the best film analysts since 
,, -V® “ard t0 think that Allan Dwan was D W El®enste,n and Pudovkin. Hitchcock is the best 
Grifftth s fiercest competitor, and that the com- sabjec,t since Orson Welles. But the writing was still 
petition was directly responsible for many of Grif- cleverly done. Unlike Eisenstein and Pudovkin who

now lost. To me all Allan Dwan ever meant before f1 ms m dePth in terms understandable to anyone who
The Parade s Gone By was The Sands of Iwo Jima. haf ever seen a movie- The skill of synthesizing a film

T. !f brought to light, explained, and discussed, and yet
there is no aspect of the silent film that Brownlow lt remains as elusive as the flickering light playing

neglects. Everything about the early days, scenaries upon the screen.
editing, tinting, titling, stunt work and orchestra 
scores as well as the stars, directors, producers and
longernTr«„e“!r.med'IVS ” big 600,1 - 600 P=8=s

f i

Si
J1

il; i

j
The text is liberally illustrated with frame blow

ups. In certain important montage sequences, the 
enlarged frames duplicate the cutting 
showing clearly what was on the screen.

and Willianf WeUmlufwere^partkular^interesttne11 F°ff examPle- the famous murder in the shower

___ _________________________________ Much of what Brownllw recotmL is mLtri!! ^ T ^ ” Psycho’ a11 of 45 seconda »f footage, a
rrtof0nmvn^n 3Iajlab!e 0nly t0 him- through his ability rh^hm onhatle^fa^T^5 ShTn8 tbe cutting 

TS- - 1? P™V?keu,g^d mterviews- Keaton was never as This tvneo Jhn k tTdS on the screen-
‘ 'jm /, ' eloquent: Wellman almost never grants interviews ^ by shot breakdown is available in
ÜK; 4 „ » 8 interviews. very lew s udy conditions - well beyond York’s.. ~ ijUlfaff "E555EE-5?
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The dust jacket bills the volume as “a definitive 
study of Alfred Hitchcock”. It’s the definitive book on 
Hitchcock, and the definitive approach to film 
analysis. Now if he’d tackle Ford and Hawks ...

Key word in Rain People is perspectives
By LLOYD CHESLEY 

The key word in The Rain People 
perspectives.

It seems that in France in the 50’s th 
were some youngsters that had been weaned 
on movies. They got to be critics and they 
started to treat “film” as a serious art. They

In some ways it seems that his early films 
were assignments from the studio that he

ssTuTaSHollywood has, since its birth, treated wave films are after are threatened by these
.......... ...........  „„„roiuuoai. inev f'lm as a highly expressionistic medium ‘““‘“'V ■ *

started to make movies too trying to create r careful hghting, set design and per- this way.
a new form. These were the nouvelle vague tarmanÇ®s used in a highly stylized form. But Coppolla has taken Truffaut's route <nr hic ,.n„ . = ------------

IrlalTcSIT5SS MSaSV,i,mrorm-bulis "
Francois Truffaut. mQ “ ll™ "

,n the United States, meanwhile, things 
were going on pretty much as they always 
had (by and large this if fine by 
ignoring the ‘ "
were opening up.

Bul there were
(he States too. At the head was Francis Ford 
Coppolla, closely following Arthur Penn.

sound tract rooms, unlike sets, 
treated to kill echoes.

Both the reality the cinema has created
must be her. much to her credit. Her flaw is that she 

is not powerful enough for such a major 
role; she cannot carry a film alone.

Her men are Robert Duvall (the cab-
techn iqiiës. *Goda rd* is of tenlelf-defeat i n'g în f™* inhB,ullit,« who is a very strong per- 
this wav. 8 former, but on screen too little and James

Caan, who hasn't enough variety to sustain

is were

ere

examples. Perhaps it is the whole story that cannot 
sustain an entire film. It is too slowly paced, 
too much on one quiet level (the best films 
are always the ones that shout), and often 
too repititious. It becomes too natural 
losmg tts force as drama. In this wav 
C oppolla lost his perspective.

T. His story is the story of America today. A
„ me) l he work of men like John Ford, Josef von lad.v named Natalie leaves her husband 

horizons the youngsters Sternberg, Howard Hawks, Fritz Lang and when she finds she is pregnant because she
°l the.early mas*ers is just as exciting isn’t sure she is a good wife let alone bound 

youngsters coming up in «ergm»n h'L^ ^ Crea‘ed- In8mar '° b? a 8°od mother She doesn’t know if she 
le head was Francis Fnrri

in -he early days he »as studying „,m The? ‘SdTS % SKïï&î ^ ““ " <* 8 JJ* «I-1 dnem. « .he new wave is an
UCLA and working part-time as assistant ["eal|zation of the fact that cinema does CnnnnlH , i, , • , entiiel> new horizon for movies. Properly
director to Roger Corman (who did the distort reality. Godard has cracked many of counttv to *h'S 3 over the co"/rolled- as Truffaut manages, mixing old
Kdgar Allan Poe adaptations in the early the important rules of stylization to increase wtth SllvwnnH , back«™und Working » b new - remembering what the masters
(it) s.) He wrote an adaptation of You’re A arareness of how movies lie. Truffaut has get naturalhC n,lanaged to "" Cdn Produce an entirely different
Big Boy Now as a master's thesis and then ,aken stories directly to the people, striving ol the n Prp d g0od Color mto the form lorm °‘ exc,tmg c,nema
he got Warner Bros, to let him film it. This is m°stly lor naturalism. They have spurned M
one of the funniest, most level-headed and it *ets to g0 to the actual localities thev 
seems, most overlooked, films about youth diSL'Uss. 
of the decade, a definite predecessor to The 
Graduate, better in

new

, .... Coppolla, along with Noel Black (Pretty
lo luither the naturalism he used Poison) and Arthur Penn pioneering this in 

generally little-known stars. I don't know the States. For this reason The Rain People 
There are great limitations to this. For why they are little-known, because two have 18 interesting to anyone who

. many ways. Then, one- the cinema has its own reality albeit been around quite a while and all three
probably because he loves Fred Astaire and treated by tradilion but reality as far as the ,ine Per|ormers.
;-nk Capra, Coppolla did Finian's Rain- audience is concerned. There

cares about
movies. On top of that it isare , moderately
successful, exploring a relevant theme in à

The lady is Shirlev Knight (Sweet Bird of , 18 no1 always moving and
Youth). She is kinda pretty and very con ■ ï'uinn m0V,ng’ but ho,ding our at-

the I used and kinda stupid. But we do feel for ,-e h tïal ga'n"'g, “S own measure of the

j 3T6 technical 
limitations, like rooms that echo, something 
care in life but occuring because

not

on

■
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York comes back, outscores Gryphons 6-5
between two Guelph scores to 
make the score 5-5 with five 
minutes remaining in the third 
period. Dunn’s goal, scored with 
two Gryphons serving time, 
resulted mainly from Roger 
Bowness' work. Bowness carried 
the puck across the blue line and 
relayed to Dunn at the face-off 
circle.

Murray Stroud teamed up with 
Roger Galipeau and Steve 
Latinovitch to notch the winner. He 
took Galipeau’s pass in York’s end 
and skated the length of the ice 
before losing the puck behind 
Guelph’s net. Latinovitch hustled 
to the puck and relayed to York's 
captain who connected with a 
back-hand shot.

NOTES - Roger Galipeau handed 
out one of the hardest body checks 
seen this autumn ... He caught a 
Gryphon with his head down at his 
own blue line ...

There was a fairly good crowd at 
the game ... The York supporters 
had a good time razzing the 
referees ... After one questionable 
Guelph goal, the linesman jokingly 
offered his whistle to one of the 
spectators ... The Yeomen out-shot 
the visitors 43-22.

theless, he remarked that the 
Yeomen were "one of the better

By JOHN MADDEN record to seven wins, three losses his men could not sustain a con-
The hockey Yeomen outscored and one tie. sistent effort as they had a week

the University of Guelph Gryphons The game was a mixture of and a half ago when they beat the teams around .
6-5 Tuesday night at York’s arena, exciting, wide open hockey and Yeomen 2-1 in Guelph. Reading the scoring summary
Murray Stroud’s goal with five loose, scrambly shinny. Guelph’s He partly blamed the penalties was like watching a pingpong 
minutes left stretched York’s coach, Dave Chambers, admitted tor stalling his attack. Never- mat<GUelph would sera mbltTback1

York gained a three goal lead at 
one point in the second period but 
Guelph narrowed the margin a 
minute and a half later.

Bruce Penny’s goal, scored with 
a mate in the penalty box, staked 
the Yeomen to a 1-0 lead in the first 
period. Guelph’s goalie skated 
half-way to the blue line but Penny 
arrived first. The York forward 
pulled around the goalie and 
backhanded into an open net.

Guelph's Larry Hutchinson 
evened the score in the second 
period but York’s Steve 
Latinovitch tallied ten seconds 
later. Two minutes after 
Latinovitch’s goal, the Yeomen 
had built up a 4-1 margin thanks to 
Ed Zuccato and Brian Dunn. The 
goals were 10 seconds apart.

Guelph narrowed the score to 
one goal a minute and a half later. 
Ron Pear point and Hutchinson 
were the marksmen.

Brian Dunn sandwiched a goal

* •

f •

Yeomen beat UWO 7-4; 
Latinovitch daims 3* i

The Yeomen increased their lead 
to 6-3 in the second period. George 
Corn, Stroud, and Bruce Penny 
tallied for York. Brent Imlach 
(Punch’s son) replied for Western.

The third period was almost a 
formality. Dick Oudekerk scored 
Western's fourth goal and 
Latinovitch completed his hat 
trick. He and Stroud had a two on 
one break and using Stroud as a 
decoy, he connected from close in.

The Yeomen begin their OIAA 
schedule tonight against Brock in 
St. Catharines at 8:30. Their, next 
home game is against Trent on Fri. 
Dec. 5.

The junior varsity club tied 
Guelph’s j.v. squad 4-4 on Wed
nesday Nov. 19th. Jim Posick, with 
two goals, Danny Chapman, and 
Andy Schweda scored for York. 
They meet George Brown College 
tonight at 6 pm at York’s arena.

Loose Ends: Both coaches used 
three pairs of defencemen in the U 
of T game. Bruce Penny dropped 
back to help York’s five regular 
defenders ... York iced a more 
experienced team than Varsity. 
The situation has reversed : the 
Blues used to get many players 
from U of T’s graduate schools ... 
Eight of York’s regulars are 
enrolled at Osgoode ... Nine 
Yeomen are married ... The York 
game was only U of T’s third game 
this year ... Kent Pollard, who was 
York’s captain and leading scorer 
two years ago, is now playing for 
Laurentian.

Steve Latinovitch’s three goals 
and two assists sparked the hockey 
Yeomen to a 7-4 victory over 
University of Western Ontario 
Mustangs Nov. 19 at York's arena.

Latinovitch played for Dallas in 
the Central Professional League 
two years ago. He was the leading 
scorer in the OIAA last year with 
Brock. He is at Osgoode now.

York’s relatively easy win was 
somewhat surprising. Playing 
their sixth game in twelve days, 
and having tied U of T the night 
before, 
exhausted

X

Guelph goalie Pat Killoran does the splits to stop a shot from Yeoman Murray Stroud in 
the first period of Tuesday's game.

Barb Thompson comes first
the Yeomen were 

and
emotionally. This was only the 
third intercollegiate game this 
year for Western, third place 
finishers in the OQAA’s western 
division in 1968-9.

Gymnasts triumph in Ottawa physically

Saturday 's performance This past weekend York’s six participating from U of T, Queens, 
Strongly confirms the already gymnasts again triumphed in a McMaster as well as York, 
widespread belief that there is no highly competitive meet. This 
limit as to how far the women’s invitational, was hosted by the

University of Ottawa with teams
The Yeomen were without rightIn seniors competition, York

entered Barb Thompson, Elspeth wingers Ken Smith, who was ill, 
Austin and Liz Swinton while the and Licio Cengarle who injured his 
gymnasts on the junior level were wrist in the Toronto game.
Carol Ferguson, Shirley Ruther- Goals by Brian Domelle and Ron 
ford and Tory McLeod. Lefebvre gave Weston a two goal

As exneeted all the women lead early in the first Period- 11
as expected all the women [ooked like tbe Mustangs were

P!acned extr£me'y hlf,’ Bar* going to fill the net with rubber.
Thompson. York s outstanding fhej* lead could have been greater
gymnast again demonstrated her ... ... , . . 6
great prowess and versatility by MjH through thp nprmH 

Several of the women's varsity past two seasons established an coming in first all around. She Murrav stroud backhanded a loose
teams hosted a meet with Me- impressive list of successes, and surpassed her opponents expertly k bieh - , |hp pt western's
Master University Tuesday, created for themselves a winning the unevens, vaulting and Kè hadStatedtwo^hots bvParticipating were the ice-hockey, reputation of being a hard playing floor exercise events. Barb’s fall fo/innvfteh and was ™ nf
Lletba3.'.1 souabdasdm,nt0n' ^ ^ bighly Sk,llfU' ^ ?eam cost ^a clea" sweeP ^1^ York came to life after

01 The tournament continued with ot t*ie tournament. Stroud's goal. Latinovitch fired
The spirit of the women was high the basketball team facing the 18- Elsbeth Austin another fine two goals within 56 seconds, late in 

but in most cases that was not player squad from Mac. The game gymnast from York finished third the period, and the Yeomen went to
enough to come out the victor. began as all women basketball among all the competitors. She the dressing room a goal up.

games begin -- slow. won the balance beam event and
Mac soon got ahead and was came second on the bars and horse.

gymnastic team can rise.

Varsity women play, 
lose to McMaster

The volleyball team was the first
to play. They started out badly and , , .... ... . . ...
ended badly losing three straight leading York by eight points at the 
games to the Mac team end of the first Quarter. In the

second quarter York came back 
Lack of effective serving and a and brought the score within three 

weak defence caused the York points of the McMaster total, 
women to topple before the less 
talented Hamilton squad.

( Sports Grab Bag jOn the junior level the York 
women finished very high as well. 
Carol Ferguson was second in the 
standings while Tory McLeod won 
the bars event and Shirley 

York lost freshman Marilyn Rutherford came first and second 
Larcombe, when during a jump jn the beam and horse 

This loss was especially ball she injured her arm. She will tively. 
disheartening as the York women be unable to play again for at least 
are an extremely competent group six weeks, 
of competitors who have over the

Glendon leads for York cuprespec-
Glendon won the York inter-college soccer championship this year,

Although the girls did place so defeating McLaughlin 2-0. 
well they were dissatisfied with the 
calibre of judging at this meet. College E finished with identical 1-2-1 records but Osgoode was awarded
Several of these gymnasts felt that third place on the strength of a 1-0 victory over College E. Second place
the adjudication was bad as well as McLaughlin advanced to the final against Glendon when Osgoode

defaulted. Despite the 2-0 score of this final game, it was actually a close, 
hard-fought match with both teams playing well.

This Glendon victory in soccer has given them a very comfortable lead 
in the York Cup standings. The standings are kept posted in Tait 
McKenzie.

Glendon advanced to the final with a perfect 4-0 record. Osgoode andAfter half time the York team 
look over. One basket hooped after 
another while their defence
tightened and held the Mac women 
out of shooting position. At the end 
of the third quarter York was 

Two intrepid fencing teams from leading by what should have been a first with the University of Toronto
taking second followed by Mc
Master, Ottawa and Queens.

Fencers win inconsistent.
In total standings York placed

York crashed, slashed and bashed comfortable six point margin, 
their ways through the halls of The final quarter though saw the 
Har‘. «Ouse. Saturday, in an York team completely break down, 
unofficial fencing tournament. In Nothing seemed to work for them 
the momentous battle, although 
much blood was shed, all fought 
bravely, if not well.

As a result of this meet York is 
again proving that it is one of the 

and they were easily overcome by top gymnastic schools in the 
the Hamilton girls losing the game country. Yet this does seem to 
42-27.

Guelph wins girls' hockey
On the weekend the women’s ice hockey team was in Guelph for ansatisfy coach Boris Bajin, who 

believes that his girls are not Invitational Tournament. York’s success was again limited as they were 
performing on the level of their humbled 18-1 by the strong Guelph team on Friday. York posted its first 
potential. After the Ottawa tour- win by defeating Ryerson on Saturday. In the next game York again 
nament he indicated that, all six looked strong and held a 2-0 lead over the Macdonald team for the first

The badminton team faired 
the brink of defeat twice, and beat better than the rest of women, 
the U of T’s team 6-3, and their B Sandy Silver aqd .Sandy Chabossol
team 5-4. Unfortunately, our B won tb§U> ,n»atch expertly . , . , . , , ... . ....
team was outclassed, and lost both defeating their McMaster op- girls will have to improve by the two periods. But York was unable to keep up the pressure and lost the

time league competition begins, game 3-2.

The A team struggled back from

of its matches 2-7 and 3-6. -— .ponenis___
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Nixon notches 29 as York upsets Windsor i
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By BRUCE CLARK 
The B-Ball Yeomen were im

pressive last Saturday as they 
upset the defending CIAU 
champions from the University of 
Windsor 76-71. The Yeomen 
led by the outstanding play of 
Sandy Nixon who scored 29 points 
to bring his season's average to 22 
per game.

The Lancers were favored to 
take York on the strength of their 
championship last year and the 
return of players like Sante 
Salvador, Tino Lenti and Ed 
Lanktree, York struck hard from 
the opening jump, however, with 
Nixon scoring three field goals and 
center Bob Weppler a free throw 
before Windsor scored. York 
stretched their lead to 13-1 before 
the Lancers knew they had a game 
on their hands.

At half time York led 47-37 and it 
looked for awhile like an easy win 
for the Yeomen until Windsor 
started to gain the momentum 
while York lost their early poise.
Taking advantage of York’s 
erratic passing and momentary
loss of the desire to shoot, the The Presidential Committee on Physical Education and Athletics met 
Lancers tied the game with about last week in Mac Senior Common Room with conflicting briefs being 
10 minutes to play. The lead presented by a number of people. 6
seesawed until the three minute The committee, formed by York president Murray Ross is to examine 
mark when York finally went the present relationship between physical education and athletics and to 
ahead to stay at 71-70. A number of determine the structure and relationships needed in these areas 
fouls forced on the Lancers in the next 10 years in light of university growth and expansion 
final minute gave York their five The members of the committee are R.W.T. Urquart, a member of the 
point victory margin. board of governors; G.A. Schubert, a political science professor and
UAV™ t ™TZd a,b<r>NlXOn expert in judicial inquiry; and Paul Hosier, Council of the York Student 
Diihirwkv Whpe uTf? Federation president. Secretary of the committee is Colin McAndrews.
Sïî wSnW a2’ iSt Raphael.11 . The f,rst bnef was presented by Dave Kosoy, an Osgoode student who 
filVw PP » _Lam\ers scoring in general was critical of the present structure. He decried the lack of „ 
leaders were all-Canadian reserve well-rounded athletic programme and inadequate participation by the
cïris wXns^iT S S Jbys. Ed. department. He claimed a lack of Smmun^catioK^n Ihe 
i.ïnkL^od y k 4 d Ed department and the students. Coaches should be hired without regard to 
uanKtree 9. degrees or other “professional” requirements.

* °uls„ P“y®* a large part in Jean Landa, CYSF’s athletic commissioner, called for a retention of a
With 29® and “'“rtsM SVort alhletiCS departme'" and keel,i"6 professionalism

Je*0i7)arî, Bob Weppler tries hard to block Lancer John McRory, ?laye,uS fouled out- Leo Kozlovski, Phys. Ed. 3, was afraid of possible Americanization of
but Windsor got the basket. York won in the end 76-71. y ?he game ' Vorkom m"0 V York with to° much emphasis on inte?-univers?tys™rte and
---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------- he game. York cut their foul total professionalism. He was in favour of a unified department and thought

- - - - • from an average 23.7 m their first the university shouldn’t get overly involved in professional coaching
Inter-COllege activities I PauflaThompsonandBm Clark, both first year students, criticized the

fnrv th for thls Vlc" lack of communications between the Phys. Ed. department and the
y students in the rest of the university, and the lack of good coaching in

many fields. Miss Thompson suggested separate physical education and 
athletics department with cross-appointments where needed.

„ ...... . . , . Peter Moens, associate professor of biology in a lengthv briefespecially defensively early in the criticized the upkeep of some facilities, such as the temperature of the 
gahn!e,,Nlx°n.and Rapl]aÇl shot we" squash courts, and the ineffective intramural programme 
Dlave<?effecbvTdefpn<;JinwM Hyd° The committee is consulting with other universities and is expected to 
was ted on the fkinr hv' S?h°P nP°,rt 13 February or March. If members of the York community would 
3 forward Tino Lenîf S d°r l,k*to address the committee leave word at EXCALIBUR, c/ o the sports

While it's the stars like Salvador porters of a school a couple of 
and Nixon which make a team hundred miles away. In contrast to 
click, it is the hard workers like most York sporting events the 
I* alcioni and Maydo who make local crowd was quiet, 
college basketball as exciting as it The Yeomen play in the Waterloo 
is. A player who must be included Invitational Tournament on the 
in this class is Guy Delà ire of weekend and play against Guelph 
Windsor. Delaire who is barely on Tuesday. Next home game is a 
five-foot-seven, graying, (where he week Saturday against U of T. 
isn't balding) and in his mid-30's, * * *
showed more hustle than Jarvis Short things (like under six foot) 
Street's best. He scored seven — York shot 42 per cent against 
points and two of his three fouls Windsor up from the season opener 
were of tensive, for charging o! 36 per cent ... Nixon is averaging 
players eight inches taller. 15 22.0 points a game. Raphael 11.7, 
years younger and 50 pounds Dubinsky 11.5 and Weppler 10.3 ... 
heavier than he. That's desire. Good grief, we may have a

The game was watched by a ^andVchampionship ‘earn 

crowd of close to 1.000 and the x, i em.-n
support surely helped both teams. BALL V K° ^KjN £TATS..

It is somewhat disconcerting to a Conference games 1 o 82 W 
York observer to have the locals Exhibition games 3 o 238 193 
outcheered at times by the sup- A)l games
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IT GOT IN

Men’s Volleyball
Thurs. Nov. 27,8 p.m. Glendon vs Winters at Glend 
Mon. Dec. 1,8p.m. McLaughlin vs Winters at York 
Tues. Dec. 2,6 p.m. College E vs Glendon at York 
Tues. Dec. 2,8 p.m. Osgoode vs Glendon at York 
Wed. Dec. 3,9:30 p.m. Founders vs Osgoode at York 
Wed. Dec. 3,10 p.m. College E vs McLaughlin at York

Women’s Hockey
Tues. Dec. 2,4 p.m. McLaughlin vs Winters at York 
Wed. Dec. 3,4 p.m. Glendon vs Winters at York

York was full value for the win 
with everyone on the team 
hustling. Weppler rebounded well,

on

X

York women go far for wins (and losses)
con^atoLmTkc?m^tod0L?oftownn’S ‘"‘"H' they

Most of them traveled to the University of widsor squad3 overcome the experienced

namenTs. Lhzd^ ,s luck-v to have tbis year the skill of Eva

badmi=sswimming and synchronizes^ SSii MfiK
Competition began late Friday afternoon with f,?d ^h°isih°wing her®®lf to be a real Ussier on

the four York women’s badminton players takins drîhhip^ff^c uhe can shoot as wel1 as
part in singles doubles and mixed m^t/hL « "S8 dribble effectively but her greatest skill seems to
ChabessoL Rosemary CasSi SaS sflver dd be ^under the basket- Eva- despite her only 
Susan Fullerton destineuisherf thtmcLi ^ medlum hei8ht' rebounds better and more

:suh”"n who have ,our ™d

streak by defeatingThe Lancettes three^amef t The syncl?ronized swim team was also supposed 
totwo What provelto be a hard^d^e BS £»

woSm commgïackTo Irfurnnh^V*16 WiHds°r This session consisted?* three parts: sculling

SeSs hand “pw*nen'a“om
The fourth and fifth games'were'won by the r In thfe^allmg ra,ces Madeline placed first with a 

York squad who showed they had the talenf and «T °f 367 seconds and Janet third with a tie of 

skill to place at the top of the league this season
defeSw “:atn^abighcalibreofplayboth As well as the synchronized team the speed 

Judv FuLn a £rly- t , , swimming squad competed at Windsor. Here the
that cannnlv’ L ' d^afr Ve,teran plf ^ a &ame women did extremely well with the team placing
_ c?nn,on y be caPed fantastic. Her effective third all round. Coach Kathy Lane was especially 
thp foot thr°Ui?hKUu tbe .match is definitely one of pleased as her squad came in first in Uie 200 
h4ff ctor® whlch helPed York to come out on top. medley relay and broke the existing record

were removed the basketball In total the York women did extremely well, 
souad thnnoh actlon Unllke the boys They played on and in some cases above the par of
iWoo/tï. ■ , , e ,York women were unable to females from the highly rated athletic school Asa

YetthiHni=vtStandll1l0pP0nentf from Windsor. result the York teams can look forward to highly 
P ay was not the cause of their defeat. In productive season with a strong' bid for ton 

ct the final score of 46-26 is hardly indicative of position in all the varsity sports. P

ye
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York s Sue Trippling (center, behind) is outnumbered by 
McMaster players in this weekend's game. McMaster won
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Thursday November 27.

FILM. The film “The Big Sleep" (U.S. 1944) will be shown. Everyone 
welcome. Room C, Stedman Lecture Hall at 11 am.

MEETING OF THE YORK UNIVERSITY FACULTY ASSOCIATION. 
Room S201, Murray G. Ross Building from 12 until 1 pm.

NOON HOUR CONCERT. Freddy Stone and his Jazz group will be 
entertaining in McLaughlin Dining Hall from 1 until 3 pm.

DO YOU WANT A VOICE IN YOUR EDUCATION? All those taking or 
interesting in taking sociology courses are asked to attend the sociology 
meeting. Professors are urged to cancel classes and are welcome to 
attend this meeting. Room D, Stedman Lecture Hall at 3 pm.

YOGA CLUB. The club is holding a meeting in McLaughlin Social and 
Debates Room (001) at 8 pm

PUB NIGHT. The Green Bush Inn features live entertainment from 
8:30 until 12 midnight. Central Square.

YORK SKI CLUB. The Club is holding an equipment meeting to which 
Oscar Hatashita of Oscar's Ski Shop will be bringing a selection of skis, 
boots, and binding and will be discussing equipment for beginners to 
experts. Founders Social and Debates Room at 1 pm.

Senate meets today

Instruction plan proposed
A) Committee on university This afternoon’s regular meeting 

of senate will be held at 4:30 pm. in 
_ the Multi-purpose Room on the

7. Report ot the senate com- ninth floor of the Ross Humanities 
mittee on continuing education and Social Science Building 

Council of the Faculty of Graduate recommending a university policy i located in the link between the 
Studies that senate approve a plan ,0 govern continuing education north and south towers).
for university cooperation in programs._______
graduate instruction as proposed 
by the Ontario Council on Graduate 
Studies to the Committee of

Items scheduled to come before 
senate this afternoon for discussion services.

B) York 10 committeeand approval include:

1. Recommendation from the

Argentina to get bomb, 
Soviet conference toldPresidents of Universities of 

Ontario.
2. Recommendation from the 

Council of the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies that senate approve 
proposals for a doctorate program 
in biology.

The purpose of the conference. 
College dean Harry Crowe, ac- which was attended by scientists 
cepted an invitation to attend as an and leading academicians from 
observer, the 19th Pugwash many nations, was to discuss 
Conference in Sochi, USSR.

In mid-October, Atkinson

problems related to technology and 
science and particularly to the 
subject of armaments.

In his reflections on the in
teraction of the delegates, the 
discussions, and the facts revealed 
during the seven-day conference, 
Crowe demonstrates a cautious but 
hopeful belief that the conference 
is contributing toward a greater 
understanding between the 
superpowers. Because of the 
imminence of the universal

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF MOURNING FOR BIAFRA 
12 noon - Starvation Meal at both college cafeterias.
1 pm - Sanuel Imeko, Biafran minister of reconstruction. Winters JCR. 
ti pm - Convocation Hall, U of T. Steven Lewis.
6:30 pm - Cliff Robertson's movie on Biafra.
7:30 pm - Candelight procession to city hall. At city hall: Stanley Burke. 
Samuel Imeko, a folksinger and others.

3. Recommendations from the 
Glendon College faculty council 
that senate approve amendments 
to existing rules and procedures of 
faculty council.

\

?

4. Recommendations from the 
senate executive committee for 
senate approval re:

A) York 10 celebrations
B) Special meetings of senate 

in December
C) Routine reports of the 

Senate curriculum committee and 
the senate committee on 
examinations and academic 
standards

/

Friday November 28.
MEETING OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES FACULTY 

COUNCIL. Multi-purpose Room, Murray G. Ross Building from 9 
until 12 noon.

\ ■

ampossession
understanding, however, may not 
be enough.

Two crucial facts emerged from 
the conference: Argentina is very 

Rabin, close to the possession of nuclear

\
TOSPEAKHERE 

Professor Chaim
Saturday November 29.

EF FECTIVE READING. Registration for a 13 week course offered by 
the Center for Continuing Education. Fee $40. For further information 
telephone 635-2502. B Wing. York Hall, Glendon College from 9 am until 1 
pm.

D) First reading of statutes: ... . . .
that senate approve the establish- chairman of the Hebrew weapons as a result of a joint 
ment of the degree: Master of University's Institute of venture between that country and
Environmental Studies CM.E.S.I. Jewish^Stupes,^ w»M* the ^“3 W^t^an^tot

and language enriched uranium by a new method 
training and will deliver a 
lecture on "Social Factors in
the Development of the per cent of its present cost.

The implications of this

STUDENT - FACULTY RECREATIONAL SOCCER, 
welcome. Soccer field, York Campus at 10 am.

WOMEN’S ATHLETICS. Volleyball and basketball. York vs. 
Laurentian. Tait McKenzie Building at 10 am.

HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE SEMINAR. The first in a series of three 
consecutive Saturday morning lectures for high school students in 
Metropolitan Toronto and neighbouring communities. Dr. H.N. Mac- 
Farland, professor in the division of natural science and director of the 
centre for research on environmental quality will be leading the series. 
This series, sponsored by the faculty of science, is open to high school 
students only. For further information, telephone 635-2316.

BASKETBALL GAME. The victorous York team after defeating 
Windsor’s team 76-71 last week will meet the U of Waterloo team at 
Waterloo. Game time 8:15.

Everyone
5. Recommendation from the linguistics 

senate committee on admissions 
that senate approve the revised 
undergraduate admission 
requirements for September, 1971

called “gas centrifuge”, which will 
reduce the cost of uranium to one

Hebrew Language", at 12 
6. Recommendation from the noon, Monday, Dec. 1, Room knowledge impressed oq the 

senate nominating committee re: 107, Stedman Lecture Halls conference delegates and ob
servers the seriousness of world
wide apathy and the need for arms 
regulation, and a moratorium and 
control of arms proliferation.Faculty briefs
ScholarshipsPROF. WALTER BAKER, administrative studies, is on leave of absence 

until Aug. 30 on an assignment as special assistant to the deputy minister,
Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
PROF. I. BAR-LEWAW, foreign literature, was both moderator and r°rei8n Area Fellowships for 1970- 
panelist for the CBC production Comedy of Character, Nov. 18 and Nov. '1 academic year

Monday December I.
BIOLOGY SEMINAR. Dr. K. Moldave, University of Pittsburg Medical 

Centre, will be lecturing on the topic, “Molecular and Enzvmological 
Aspects of Protein Biosynthesis." Room 320, Farqharson Building at 4:30 
pm.

The Foreign Area Fellowship 
program is offering fellowships for 

PROF. STANLEY M. BECK, Osgoode, has been appointed special ad- research and training in the 
visor to the department of national health and welfare 1969-70 (with professions, social sciences and 
respect to the ongoing review of the Canadian Constitution and the humanities. Fellowships entail 
development of policies through law).

25.

Tuesday December 2.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION TESTIMONY MEETING. 

Discussion welcome afterwards. Vanier at 6 pm.

research at U.S. or Canadian in
stitutions and field work in the

PROF. RICHARD HANDSCOMBE, English, Glendon College, together geographic area which is the 
with his wife, Jean Handscombe ( consultant in the teaching of English as major focus of training. Applicants 
a second language to the North York Board of Education) and two generally must be under 35 and 
Toronto specilists in nursery and kindergarten teaching, conducted a hold either a professional or 
two-week course for the department of Indian affairs at The Pas, graduate degree. Fellowships are 
Manitoba, in August. The course outlined a language experience ap- customarily granted for 12 months 
proach to the teaching of English for Manitoban teachers and their Indian w'th stipends for study and travel 
aides.

Wednesday December 3.
YORK UNIVERSITY GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The BOGS 

presents Dr. J.T. Davis discussing, “The Geography of Corruption." 
Room N306, Murray G. Ross Building at 7:30 pm. Everyone welcome.

provided. Application forms and 
further information may be ob- 

PROF. J. GRANATSTEIN, history, spoke on “Evolution of Canadian tained from. Foreign Area 
Defence Policy" to the Canadian Forces Staff College, Nov. 7. Fellowship Program, 110 East 59

Street, New York, New York, 
10022.

Thursday December 4.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING. Discussion 

welcome afterwards. McLaughlin at 10 am.

PROFS. R.C. JOYNER and K. TUNSTALL, administrative studies, 
participated in an IEEE Systems Science and Cybernetics Conference in 
Philadelphia, Oct. 24. Joyner moderated portion IV - “Learning 
Systems" and Tunstall presented their paper “CONCORD: A Com
parison of Two Computer Models for Augmenting Group Problem 
Solving."

PROF. ANDREAS G. PAPANDREOU, economics, lectured 
Democracy: Myth or Reality?”, “The Industrial State: Progress or 

Regress?" and “Freedom in the Age of the Superpowers" - The Fairless 
Lectures, Carnegie-Mellon University, Nov. 17-19.

PROF. GORDON G. SHEPHERD, physics, presented a paper 
"Spectroscopic measurements of auroral and airglow temperatures” to 

the International association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, on Sept. 3, 
in Madrid, Spain.

Commonwealth University In
terchange Scheme 

Grants are now available for 
travel between universities within 
the Commonwealth. Applications 
from university teachers on study 
leave and distinguished university 
scholars invited for short visits 
should be in London by March 31, 
1970. Further information is 
available from the Association of 
Commonwealth Universities, 36 
Gordon Square, London, WC 1, 
England.

ART EXHIBITIONS. A display, illustrating the production of one plate 
in the Ontario Government’s Economic Atlas of Ontario, from the 
manuscript through to the final production, is on the south bulletin board 
of Steacie Science Library. Presented by the cooperation of Jeff Mat
thews, cartographer, and W.G. Dean, production director of the atlas 
this display will remain at York until Dec. 3.

Until Dec. 16, the executive of the Atkinson College Association and the 
oi l ice of the dean are co-sponsoring an exhibit of batik fabric tran
sparencies by Mary Jane Grant. Batiking is an art form by which dye is 
impregnated into such fabrics as silk, Egyptian and Swiss cottons. This 
exhibit is on display in the student reading room of Atkinson College.

A display of Rauschenberg's Drawings for Dante’s Inferno, courtesy of 
the Art Gallery of Ontario, will be exhibited in Vanier’s Art Gallery 
(Room 258) from Dec. 1 until Dec. 22.

on
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^ p t h e r I a n d s
PROF. K.W. STUDNICKI-GIZBERT, economics, participated as chief Scholarship 
economist in the Bolivia-Peru land transport study (an Inter-American 
Development Bank study).

Government

Grants covering tuition and 
living expenses at Dutch univer-

PROF; R. L WOLFE, geography spoke on “Recreation and Con- dlS^or^e 

servation in Mid-Canada at the Mid-Canada Corndor Conference at the For further information, please 
Lakehead in August. write: Director of Awards,

Association of Universities and December 31 - 8:45 am - 5 pm.
PROF. NEAL WOOD, political science, has been elected to membership colleges of Canada 151 Slater January 1 - Closed.
in the New York Academy of Sciences. Street, Ottawa 4, Ontario. The normal schedule will be resumed Jan. 2,1970.

LIBRARY HOURS 
DURING THE 

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS:
December 24 -- 8:45 am - 5 pm. 
December 25 - Closed.
December 26 - 8:45 am - Midnight.
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good reason.Letters to the Editor

I visitors that if they see a tow truck 
in the roadway, don't park, not 
even for a few minutes.

"We re gonna get several tow 
trucks in and have them around 
campus. They won’t stand around 
and wait for you to get going. 
Time's money to those guys,” he 
said. So now along with cops on 
campus we're going to be invaded 
with a fleet of tow trucks waiting to 
get you.

His final solution was to leave the 
car and take a chance.

Take a chance that your car may 
be towed away; take a chance it 
may cost you $10 to get it back.

Certainly, we do need fire access 
routes. But certainly there should 
have been some allowance for

If boyfriend parks 
car gets towed away

Sir:

=5

Cop cars, fire trucks, jiffy 
trucks. Versafood trucks, Globe, 
Star and Tely trucks ... and now it’s 
tow trucks. It's little wonder we’re 
having a traffic problem on T1ii

.«Xcampus.
The new parking and traffic 

regulations are necessary because 
of the jammed roadways on 
campus every evening and 
weekend. But while it will alleviate 
the immediate problems with 
regard to fire access routes, in the 
long run a much greater problem 
must be solved.

I am convinced the architects 
who designed this campus are now 
sitting around their drawing 
boards howling in laughter. Not 
only is it planned for a Californian 
climate (ever notice that all the 
pictures taken of our intellectual 
haven are taken in the summer? ) 
but it also well laid out for in
convenience to people living on 
campus. And people do live here.

They are paying a high rent for 
the privilege of living here. And 
there are no facilities for visitors to 
resident students. Of course if they 
plan to stay awhile then parking on 
the outer extremities of the 
campus is logical.

But what about the fellows who 
like to pick up their dates at the 
door rather than have them 
struggle a half mile trek through 
all kinds of weather? What about 
parents, who are often paying for 
their sons or daughters to stay 
here, and who would like to visit for 
a half hour or so on Sunday?

The question arises: why wasn’t 
some provision of close, temporary 
metered parking made for the 
residences?

Recently a young co-ed 
telephoned C.G. Dunn, director of 
the campus safety and security 
department. Her complaint was 
that every time her boyfriend 
came to pick her up he got a ticket. 
It takes him about 10 or 15 minutes 
to get at her door. Now granted it is 
admirable that our department of 
safety and security is on its toes, 
but really?

Dunn suggested to her that 
perhaps “you girls are spoiled." 
He told her that the girls in 
residence should all get ready 
early and wait in the downstairs 
lobby of the residence when they’re 
going out. (Now. isn’t that a basic 
infringement of basic women’s 
rights?)

But in the case of Winters 
Residence, one of the main doors 
have no view on the roadway for 
quick pickups. The doors are 
within the courtyard. Perhaps all 
the girls should wait outside?

What do we do now, Mr. Dunn? 
He now suggested that a visitor 
leave the car running with the 
lights on and make a dash to pick 
up his date.
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it mpeople living on campus at least as 

lar as being picked up at the door.
By the way, Mr. Dunn, have 

those tow trucks paid their 
registration fee? fmrnÈm
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SPAC representative 
answers chairman
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GENERATION SEEMS TO

cCARE ABOUT, NOWADAYS, f.-'W, ... „
<ESCAPE FROM REALITY! j f '

»,w.Sir:
I hope you will find the space to 

permit me to defend myself, since I 
was the student representative 
attacked by Dr. Kohn in his letter 
in last week’s EXCALIBUR (SPAC 
chairman blasts student, page 9).

Dr. Kohn obscures a simple issue 
by weaving about it a tissue of 
distortion and fabrication.

The facts are quite straight
forward. Naively assuming that 
faculty would be as interested in 
facilitating intra-area com
munication as are the student reps, 
I asked Dr. Kohn for the stationery 
and, if possible, secretarial 
assistance necessary for keeping 
students in the area informed 
about area affairs. Dr. Kohn 
refused.

Dr. Kohn now claims that I asked 
for what was not in his power to 
grant; namely, funds. Hogwash! I 
didn’t ask for funds at all, and Dr. 
Kohn quite easily could have 
granted my request; ie. by telling 
me to pick up the necessary ditto 
masters, etc., from his secretary 
(note that the cost of the required 
stationery is a paltry $1 a month.)

Dr. Kohn states that I did not 
have the enterprise to investigate 
the alternative sources which I got 
from him. This is a complete 
fabrication, unwaranted and 
irresponsible at best, malicious at 
worst, with which Dr. Kohn at
tempts to discredit me, accusing 
me of neglecting the interests of 
those I represent.

This sudden though belated 
concern for student interests is 
touching. Since, however, his 
allegation is totally false, a 
retraction and apology would be in 
order.

I circulated a memo to students 
apprising them of this incident and 
drawing what seemed to me to be 
the appropriate conclusions. Dr. 
Kohn asserts that this memo is full
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North America who can boast to go To discuss the quality of the 
the full distance in training with his seminar would miss the point:

few people showed up to find out 
He is also the only coach at this what the seminar was discussing,

university who has led a team to Instead I should like to raise the
Dr. Kohn’s letter serves only to three successive league titles and a question whether a weekend

reinforce my beliefs concerning third place finish in the nationals, seminar format is indeed the best
faculty’s insensitivity to students’ Unfortunately, many of the team format for the university corn-
human needs. Beneath the surface meets away conflicted with the munity to arouse interest in the
affability and protestations of home football games and he was, question of anglophone- 
concern lies an uglier reality. In therefore, unable to attend all of francophone relations. In im-
Dr. Kohn’s case the mask slipped them. However, he did attempt to portant ways, weekend seminars
for a moment, and it seems that make an appearance at most of have a very ephemeral quality:
even he himself does not care to them, although they may have they appear as another piece of
look closely at the grim visage been very brief,
beneath.

plain that I do not expect this to 
happen. There is no "dire threat” 
at all. The purpose of the statement 
was to make plain the importance - 
- communication.

team.

entertainment which is enjoyed for 
Apart from teaching four the moment with little more than

Alec Gelcer courses, coaching the cross an afterglow remaining on Sunday 
country team, doing research evening. I should personally hope
work, sitting on numerous com- that our endeavours to achieve a
mittees, participating in and more profound understanding of
leading in many useful research our francophone brethren should
projects of interest to the whole involve more of a commitment and
nation rather than just for a small leave a more enduring trace than a

I was very disturbed to read the minority, he has probably done warm feeling. Rather I should wish
letter from Mr. Le Man in last more for gymnastics in Canada to direct attention to other types of
week’s EXCALIBUR (Athletic than any single coach has done for programs which would replace a

weekend seminar format.

Don't blame apathy 
on Bruce Taylor
Sir.

apathy at York knocked, page 9) one of York’s teams, 
regarding Dr. Bryce Taylor’s role He was not only instrumental in
in the athletic program at York. I setting up national clinics, creating First of all, exchange ot students 
whole-heartedly agree that there is the concept of a national program between francophone and 
a sad lack of enthusiasm on the in gymnastics and bringing to York anglophone campuses is rare in
part of the students at York two of the top gymnastic coaches in deed - in my opinion inexcusably 
regarding athletics but I cannot the world but has also a vast array so. The time has long passed that 
see that it can be blamed on Dr. oi other achievements to his credit. Torontonians can excuse them- 
Taylor. I would also like to point out that selves for their lack of knowledge

Dr. Taylor, as director of the of the French language. Such an 
physical education department, attitude

i That way instead of getting his 
car back from the pound he can 
have the police look for his stolen 
vehicle?

But to this plan of action he 
added rather negatively: "I can’t 
guarantee any particular vehicle 
won’t be towed away." (I think 
we’re running in a circle.)

Dunn feels we should warn our

As a member of the cross 
country team, which Stan says Dr. 
Taylor "humbly coaches", and as 
an active member of the Men’s 
Inter-university Athletic Council, I 
can assure Mr. Le Man that Dr. 
Taylor probably spends more time 
in his role as director of physical 
education and athletics than any 
other professor on this campus 
spends in his field.

onlyof dire threats of resignation.
This also is false. In a fairly 

lengthy memo there was one low 
key sentence which referred to 
resignation. It states that I 
promised those who elected me to 
keep them informed, and if I can’t 
do this, I will therefore resign.

The preceding sentence makes it

appears
has also been completely involved anachronistic to Québécois, 
in setting up York's young physical Secondly, the interest in French 
education program and in three Canada in the classroom is 
short years has set up a depart- growing, but it requires far greater 
ment that is already one of the best an input than is presently 
in the province. available. Few, if any, writings are

So if you can still tell me that Dr. studied in French other than in 
Taylor is apathetic regarding courses dealing with French 
athletics at York, I would like to literature or history of France.

How many professors' libraries 
David Smith i not to mention those being 

collected by York students) con
tain more than an introductory 
textbook in French?

see someone who isn’t.
If Stan ever bothered to ask Dr.

Taylor himself how much time he 
has available to see his family — Reflections on 
yes, he does have a family who 
hardly ever sees him — let alone Quebec seminar 
time to attend every football or 
hockey game York plays. I’m sure 
he wouldn’t be so quick to jump to 
such conclusions.

Exporta In short, I wonder whether it is 
time for self-reflection on the 
question of whether our own 
university structure inhibits the 
very kind of exchange which this 
conference purported to foster? 
There should be no quarter at York 
for token attention to the question 

relationships with our 
colleagues in Quebec. To engage in 
such tokenism would result in 
making progress by retrograde!

C. Michael Lanphier 
Director, 

Survey Research Centre

Sir:
The weekend seminar sponsored 

by Vanier College Nov. 14-16, 1969, 
contained a scintillating array of 

Dr. Taylor is in his office by 8 participants both from the English 
a.m. every morning and works and French Canadian com- 
until 11 p.m. most nights. As coach munities. On paper the seminar Q, 
of the cross country team he appeared to be one of the "hottest 
spends two hours a day coaching numbers" on this year’s campus 
the team and I would like to say calendar. The ironic question 
that he is probably one of the most remains: Why was such an at- 
enthusiastic coaches that I know tractive program not well at- 
and is one of the only coaches in tended?
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